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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This evaluation plan was prepared for the Federal 
Government, on behalf of the Government Telecommunications 
Agency, as a basis'for the user evaluation of the SLIM-TDMA Field 
Trial. Three Government organizations, the Atmospheric Advisory 
Service of the Department of the Environment, the Canada 
Employment and Immigration Commission, and the Government 
Telecommunication Agency are participating in the trial, each 
with objectives tailored to its own operational requirements. 

The evaluation is divided into two principal classes of 
experiments, technical and behavioural. 'Technical' experiments 
examine the ways in which the mechanics of man-machine and 
machine-machine communication over satellite differ from 
terrestrial means. The 'behavioural' experiments investigate the 
effects of satellite communication on the ease with which 
individuals use man-man and man-machine communication. Because 
of budget constraints however, the experiments in both categories 
are primarily demonstrations, designed to give the users hands-on 
experience in an operational environment. 

AES will examine three applications aligned with its long 
range communication plan of a functionally integrated 
satellite/terrestrial network. These are the transmission of 
photofax images as bulk data, light use online interactive data 
and analogue facsimile. Analogue facsimile experiments identify 
and minimize the quantization errors of the digital network, and 
demonstrate the transmission of charts over both single and 
double hops. The lack of technical support and test equipment 
make a more comprehensive technical evaluation unfeasible; 
however, considerable operational experience can be obtained. 
There is no behavioural component in AES' participation in the 
trial. 

CEIC will conduct both technical and behavioural experiments 
that will assist in planning its national and regional networks. 
The 	technical evaluation includes online interactive data, 
machine-machine data and facsimile applications. 	Experiments 
have been designed to examine the impact of satellite delays and 
alternative protocols on network performance, both in single, and 
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double hop configurations. 	The principal constraint is the 
limited manpower available for non-operational activities. The 
behavioural evaluation uses questionnaires to gather information 
on the effects of satellite delays and protocol changes. The 
same questionnaires will be distributed simultaneously to 
selected sites served by terrestrial facilities to provide 
control data for the post trial evaluation. 

GTA will examine the behavioural effects of satellite 
communications in man-man communications through a series of 
demonstrations of long distance telephony and teleconferencing. 
Questionnaires will be used to gather the users' opinions, both 
of the satellite and existing terrestrial inter-city telephone 
facilities, without informing them of the exact nature of the 
trial. The effects of satellite communication delays on the 
ability of people to interact freely in a teleconferencing 
environment will be demonstrated using a map following game which 
simulates a vigorous information gathering and exchange meeting. 

In the technical-part of the trial, GTA will demonstrate the 
ability of the satellite network to support the transfer of files 
between communicating word processors, and will compare this 
network performance to that of equivalent terrestrial facilities. 
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PART 1 - OVERVIEW  OF THE SLIM-TDMA FIELD TRIAL 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Toward the end of 1980, the decision was made to extend the 
availability of the Anik-B satellite to accomodate a 
telecommunications field trial of the network facilities 
developed under the DOC-CNCP, SLIM-TDMA pilot project. 

The objective of the trial is to evaluate the suitability of 
satellite communication services to support both internal 
government communications and the delivery of departmental 
programs to the public. It was designed to identify, and where 
possible quantify, the properties of the satellite system which 
directly affect the end user or management of the network. 

The participation was 	solicited from users 	with 
communication requirements typical of the government as a whole. 
The Government Telecommunications Agency (GTA) identified 
potential applications for TDMA satellite communications in the 
areas of telephony and teleconferencing. 	The Atmospheric 
Environmental Services (AES) 	of the Department of the 
Environment, and the Canadian Employment and Immigration 
Commission (CEIC) expressed a desire to test various applications 
pertinent to their respective operations. 	The communications 
applications encompassed by these organizations include 
interactive online data, the transfer of bulk data, remote job 
entry, and the transmission of digital and high resolution 
analogue facsimile. 

This document presents the objectives of the field trial, 
and a test plan through which these objectives can be met. It is 
divided into three parts. The first, contains an overview of the 
field trial, including its background, objectives, the hardware 
on which it is based, and the planned schedule. Part 2 presents 
the 'Technical Evaluation Plan' to examine the physical 
constraints imposed by the network on machine to machine, and man 
to machine communication. Part 3, the 'Behavioural Evaluation 
Plan', is designed to examine ways in which the physical 
properties of the satellite network affect telephony, 
teleconferencing and interactive man to machine communications. 

-1- 
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2 FIELD TRIAL  BACKGROUND 

2.1 General  

Anik-B, launched in December, 1978, is a hybrid satellite 
supporting commercial 6/4GHz operation as replacement for Anik-A, 
and non-commercial applications in the 14/12GHz band. The 
14/12GEz capacity was leased on a long term basis (two years with 
a three year extension option) by the Government of Canada "to 
provide 14/12GHz Telecommunication services to Her Majesty for 
experimental purposes". The DOC/CNCP SLIM-TDMA Telecommunication 
Field Trial is one of the communication projects undertaken as 
part of this program. 

Communication on the high frequency (14/12GHZ) bands using 
spot beam  transmission  from the satellite can be achieved with 
much smaller, and potentially, less costly, ground segment 
equipment than communication on the 6/4GHz band. Future 
generations of compact ground segment equipment will make point 
to point TDM satellite communication an alternative that offers 
the user many advantages over traditional satellite and 
terrestrial communication technologies. 

2.2 Overview  of Communications Hardware  

The SLIM-TDMA network is based on a Time Division Multiple 
Access (TDMA) terminal developed for the Canadian Government by 
Miller Communications Systems Ltd. of Kanata. The terminal is 
designed for use in conjunction with geostationary satellites, as 
both a transmission and switching node for low speed 
(synchronous) digital data. It provides efficient communications 
using a partial satellite transponder and low aperature earth 
stations. The functional block diagram of the TDMA terminal is 
given as Figure 1.1. 

Interconnection with terrestrial terminal and communication 
equipment is provided through three industry standard interfaces; 
RS-232C (for data rates up to 32k bits per second), CCITT V.35 
(for rates from 56k to 168k bits per second), and CCITT G.703 
(for Ti carrier at 1.544M bits per second). The field trial will 
use the two lower speed interfaces for data and digitized 
analogue transmissions respectively. No Ti carrier applications 
will be used. The total throughput capacity of the terminal is 
approximately 3.0M bits per second. 

-2- 
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Figure 1.1 — TDMA Terminal  Functional Block Diagram 

The network is synchronized by a Master terminal which 
derives its timing from the CNCP—Infodat national clock, and 
establishes a system frame rate of 50%. Each terminal in the 
network transmits its data burst during a specified time slot 
within the frame, that is assigned periodically by the network 
manager. The structure of an individual frame and the data 
bursts it encompasses is illustrated in Figure 1.2. 

The 14fflaz uplink carrier requires 	a bandwidth of 
approximately 2.51111z, and about 1.5 watts of transponder power. 
Since the TDMA signals require such a small portion of satellite 
bandwidth and power, the transponder is frequency shared with 
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other users. Allocations have been made for a 30nm TV carrier 
centered 22MHz below the TDMA, and several Single Carrier Per 
Channel (SCPC) slots beginning &MHz above the TDMA. The overall 
frequency plan is illustrated as Figure 1.3. In addition to the 
TDMA allocation, the field trial will use two of the SCPC 
channels. 

CR - CARRIER RECOVERY SEQUENCE 	80 BITS (REMOD INHIBIT APPLIED DURING THIS TIME) 
BTR- BIT TIMING RECOVERY SEQUENCE 	32 BITS 
FRUW- FRAME REFERENCE UNIQUE WORD 32 BITS 
BSUW-BURST SYNC UNIQUE WORD 	32 BITS 	- 

1 

1 
1 

CHANNEL No. 

• TRANSMIT  • ) 
(FI) 

11700 11740 

W/CW 

Figure  1.2 - Frame  and Burst  Structure•  
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The Anik-B satellite 12 GHz down-link comprises four spot 
beams which divide Canada into east (E), center-east (CE), 
center-west (CW), and west (W) reeeption zones as illustrated in 
Figure 1.4. Four, 14/12G% tIlen esPbnders provide six, 72MHz 
communication channels which are controlled by onboard switching. 
This witching directs up-link signals on channels 1, 3 and 5 to 
corresponding down-links covering the W and/or CW zones. 
Similarly, signal received by the satellite on channels 2, 4, and 
6 can be beamed into the E and/or CE zones. The GTA sponsored 
Federal Government Field Trial will use only one channel, 
therefore restricting access to points in the E and CE zones. A 
functional block diagram of the 14/12GEz Anik-B repeater system 
is shown as Figure 1.5. 

Figure  1.4 - Anik-B Satellite  CoveraRe  Areas  

-5- 
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Figure 1.5 - Anik-B 14/12Gliz  Functional Diagram 

2.3 Network Configuration  

The configuration that will be used for the field trial is 
illustrated in block form in Figure 1.6. Bathurst, Toronto, 
Montreal, and Ottawa are inter-connected by the TDMA network. 
All locations except Bathurst receive their timing from the CNCP 
national clock. The Bathurst terminal will operate from an 
internal clock, using closed-loop mode to lock onto the frame 
timing. TDMA time assignments are controlled by a central 
computer system at CNCP headquarters in Toronto, with a secondary 
control terminal located at GTA in Ottawa. 

The network includes two SCPC channels which can be used in 
isolation, or in a double-hop configuration with the TDMA portion 
of the network. One SCPC channel connects the CEIC Canada 
Manpower Center in Newmarket, Ontario to the CEIC Vanier Data 
Center in Vanier, Ontario. The other, links the AES Ice Forecast 
Central in Ottawa to the weather office in Frobisher Bay. The 
detailed configuration and operation of the field trial network 
is presented in Part 2 as it applies to each application. 

-6- 
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Figure  1.6 - Network Configuration  

2.4 Test Categories  

The field trial will encompass three main categories of 
communication; voice, data, and facsimile. Each of these, in 
turn, is divided into subsets of unique user or transmission 
requirements. 

The audio portion of the field trial will demonstrate the 
use of satellite communication in telephony and teleconferencing. 
Tests have been designed to demonstrate the ease with which the 
satellite network can be reconfigured. They will demonstrate the 
psychological effects on system users of communication properties 
such as 'round trip delay, echo, and channel transfer 
characteristics. 	Voice experiments will be conducted and 
controlled by GTA. 	CEIC will participate in telephony and 
teleconferencing experiments, and AES in the telephony trials. 

-7- 
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The data communication trial will examine both machine-machine 
and man-machine communication. 

The SLIM satellite facilities will also be used to 
supplement or temporarily replace existing terrestrial services. 
AES will use the network to transfer digitized photofax from the 
Satellite Data Lab in Downsview to Ice Central in Ottawa. A 
second application will exchange remote batch data between Ottawa 
Central and the Quebec Forcast Center. The evaluation will focus 
on system availability and channel performance. AES will also 
implement an interactive inquiry capability giving the Quebec 
Region SSD terminals access to the Downsview Computing Center 
through the trial network. 

CEIC will reconfigure a portion of its online Toronto 
Metropolitan Order Processing System (MOPS) to use both SLIM-TDMA 
and SCPC satellite facilities. It will compare the performance 
of alternate protocols in the online environment and determine, 
if possible, the psychological effects of the satellite 
transmission delay. The Commission will also evaluate the 
satellite facilities in an RJE environment wherein bulk data and 
processed output are exchanged daily between Ottawa and Bathurst. 

GTA will participate in the data communication trials to 
investigate delay effects on file transfers between communicating 
word processors. 

The third form of communication to use the trial facilities 
is the transmission of documents using facsimile. AES will use 
both SCPC and TDMA facilities to transfer high resolution weather 
maps between the Canadian Meteorological Center (CMC) in 
Montreal, and Frobisher Bay, and between Ice Central in Ottawa 
and Frobisher Bay. The quality of transmission and ability of 
the existing facsimile equipment to handshake and maintain a 
connection through the satellite channel will be tested. 

CEIC will use the trial facilities between Toronto and 
Ottawa, and Ottawa and Bathurst N.B. to demonstrate similar 
capabilities using digital facsimile machines operating at 4800 
bits per second. These tests will also demonstrate the 
flexibility of satellite communications by using the same TDMA 
facility to access both Toronto and Bathurst from Ottawa. 
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2.5 Schedule 

The field trial is scheduled to commence on September 15, 
1982, and continue on a 24 hour basis until December 31, 1982. 
From January 1, 1983 to February 1, 1983 the facilities will be 
available for further experimentation during normal business 
hours. 
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PART 2 - TECHNICAL EVALUATION  PLAN 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this plan is to evaluate the technical 
performance of satellite TDMA/SCPC communications in three areas 
of application: on-line data, machine-machine data, and 
facsimile. Wherever possible, technical evaluations are 
conducted in absolute terms, usually measuring the ability of the 
communication system to fulfil the users needs in terms of cost. 
Several factors in this field trial, however, make such a 
quantitative evaluation unfeasible. 

Conventional satellite networks are designed to serve high 
traffic densities moving across long distances. The SLIM-TDMA 
network is based on a newly designed terminal intended to serve 
medium to light traffic routes. Many network management and 
control refinements are still under development, as are the 
operational procedures and policies of the common carrier, CNCP. 
As well, too little is yet known of the requirements for this 
class of satellite communication to propose tariff or legislative 
changes needed for commercial operation. The user departments, 
as well, have no previous experience with this type of 
communication, although each has national requirements that could 
best be fulfilled by a blend of terrestrial and satellite 
communication technologies. Further constraints to the technical 
evaluation are the shortage of both test equipment and manpower, 
and the over-riding need to minimize disruption of normal 
operations. 

Each user has identified several applications to which 
satellite communication appears especially well suited. 	In the 
following paragraphs, 	individual applications and their 
evaluation objectives are examined, 	evaluation criteria 
identified and test plans developed. 

The technical evaluation plans are organized first by user 
department, and within each, by individual application. In 
general, there is little over lap of tests among the various 
users, although considerable commonality exists among their 
overall objectives. Each experiment is designed as a stand-alone 
test to minimize any interdependency among the different user 
departments and reduce the disruption of ongoing operations. 

Only one test requires cooperation among all participants. 
This test investigates the performance of the network with all 
user applications operating at capacity. 

-10- 
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2 AES APPLICATIONS  

Under the SLIM-TDMA Field Trial, the AES will investigate 
four potential applications of satellite communications; the 
transfer of digitized photo facsimile in the form of error 
tolerant bulk data, remote batch data communications, real time 
interactive enquiry applications, and the transmission of high 
resolution analogue facsimile. The following paragraphs present 
an evaluation plan for each application, including the trial 
objectives, evaluation criteria, and technical description. 

2.1 Bulk Data Transfers  

Objectives  

Weather photographs from the NOAA satellite are normally 
received by the Satellite Data Lab (SDL) in Downsview, where they 
are processed into complete pictures for subsequent 
interpretation by various groups within the department. Of 
particular interest to the field trial is the handling and 
transmission of the satellite images used by Ice Forecast 
Central (IFC) in Ottawa. 

Under present operating procedures, these images are 
received, pre-processed and stored in digital form on magnetic 
tape at the SDL. When a specific image is required, the 
appropriate tape is loaded onto the Interdata 7/16 development 
system which is equipped with a digital/facsimile interface, and 
transmitted by photo facsimile over terrestrial facilities to IFC 
in Ottawa. 

The IFC has recently acquired a sophisticated graphics 
display system which, coupled with the on-site HP1000 
mini-computer, will be used to enhance the desired features of 
satellite images and applied to improve the reliability of ice 
forecasts. To date, the satellite image data for this project 
has been sent from the SDL to IFC on tape, using courrier 
deavery. The objective of this portion of the field trial is to 
investigate the feasibility of using satellite communication to 
deliver the digitized images. 

-1 1- 
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Evaluation Criteria  

The satellite pictures will be transmitted as blocks of pure 
binary data, with neither a controlling protocol, nor error 
detection, correction or recovery mechanisms. As each byte is 
received at IFC, it will be looped back to the transmit side of 

the modem by a special interface cable, and returned immediately 
to the SOL  over the satellite facility. 

At the SOL, the echoed data will be compared byte by byte to 
the original. Transmission errors will be tabulated for each 
image and compared to anticipated error rates. Upon completion 
of the trial, the overall recorded transmission characteristics 
of the bulk data link will be evaluated and compared to that 
expected for the network. 

Since the HP-1000 computer at IFC is not equipped with a 
-photofax interface unit, it will not be possible to compare 'the 

quality of a hard copy image with that normally achieved between 
the SOL and IFC over conventional 'Broadband' facilities. 
However, the digitized image will be displayed on the Norpak 
raster graphics terminal and examined to identify image flaws 
that can be attributed to transmission errors; for example, black 
or white dots, or framing errors. Figure 2.1 illustrates some 
typical manifestations of various error conditions. 

The quality of transmission through the satellite portion of 
the network is expected to be at least one order of magnitude 
better than that of the local circuits through which it is 
accessed. This limitation, coupled with the absence of a 

protocol, makes a meaningful analysis of the TDMA bit error rate 
performance impossible. Therefore this portion of the field 
trial should be regarded as a demonstration rather than a 

quantitative evaluation. 

Technical Considerations  

The proposed communication configuration for the bulk data 
transfer tests is shown as Figure 2.2. The satellite image is 
assembled by the Interdata 7/16 development system at the SDL, 
from data provided on magnetic tape, and is output through a 
conventional, asynchronous serial communication port at 9600 bits 
per second. The information stream is structured as eight bit 

characters of binary data, with single start-bit and stop-bit 

framing. No parity is provided within the character frame for 

error detection, and no high level protocol is used to manage the 
flow of information or provide error recovery mechanisms. 

-12- 
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The NOAA weather satellites make observations beyond the 
visible spectrum from the infrared to ultra-violet wavelengths, 
and divide the picture, by frequency, into five separate channel 
images. Each channel image is formatted as 956 lines of 1050 
pixels, and provides eight bits of grey scale resolution for each 
pixel. Individual character fields of the bulk data transmission 
trial will therefore encode a single pixel of the satellite 
image. Although the video display system at Ice Forecast Central 
can display only three channels simultaneously, the selection of 
the most appropriate combination is made by the user as the image 
is analyzed. 	All five satellite channels will be delivered by 
the SLIM-TDMA network. 	The total transmission time will be 
approximately 90 minutes. 

The data stream is fed from the computer to an asynchronous 
to synchronous data converter provided by CNCP and located on 
site at the SDL. The converter is a first-in first-out buffer 

-which strips the framing bits from the asynchronous data stream 
and synchronizes each data bit to a 'transmit data' clock 
provided by an external modem. This clock is 'derived' or 
recovered by the synchronous modem from a continuous carrier 
received over a local loop from the corresponding modem at the 
TDMA site. At the TDMA terminal site, timing and data are 
recovered from the received data stream and transferred to the 
satellite portion of the network. Both the asynchronous and 
synchronous sections of the network operate at 9600 bits per 
second. 

At the Ottawa node of the SLIM-TDMA network, the data is 
recovered and passed, under control of a regenerated clock, to a 
synchronous modem, and ultimately to IFC over a local loop. The 
modem at IFC recovers both the data and clock and uses them to 
drive a synchronous/asynchronous converter. The resulting 
asynchronous data stream is fed to a conventional asynchronous 
input port of an HP-1000 mini computer and stored on tape for 
later use. 

The interface between the modem and converter at IFC is 
wired so that the received data not only feeds the converter, but 
is also returned to the modem as 'transmit' data. Similarly, the 
recovered 'receive data' clock is re-used as an external 
'transmit' timing signal for the modem, and the complete data 
stream is fed back into the network, to be received and verified 
at the SDL. The timing and control for the return path is 
similar to that of the forward transmission path. 

-13- 
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The bulk data transfers from the SDL will occur as one or 
two transmissions daily, falling between the hours of 0730 and 
1530. Specific transmission times are dictated by the orbital 
characteristics of the NOAA satellite. 

This application is more tolerant of transmission errors 
than conventional data communications since no individual bit or 
byte is critical to the correct interpretation of the final 
output. However, the loss or insertion of bytes or the occurance 
of burst errors could render the complete transmission 
meaningless to the receiver. In an operational environment, data 
transfers of this type should be controlled by a high level 
protocol such as HDLC which provides error detection and recovery 
procedures to prevent the loss of data. 

Evaluation Procedure 

The following evaluation procedure is recommended for each 
image transferred as part of the bulk data transmission portion 
of the field trial. Log sheet formats for the recording of 
housekeeping data and test results for later analysis are given 
in Appendix A. 

at the Satellite Data Lab 
- 

(1) Record the date and start time of the scheduled start of 
transmission. 	If the satellite network is unavailable when 
required, details are to be recorded in the observations 
section of the 'System Performance & Availability Log'. 

(2) Transmit the satellite Image from the SDL Interdata 7/16 
computer to the HP-1000 system at Ice Forecast Central. A 
pause should be inserted after the transmission of each 
satellite image channel for resynchronization, and to 
minimize the risk of errors propogating throughout the 
entire image. 	The SDL Interdata system must monitor each 
byte as it is echoed from IFC and compare the received value 
to that of the original. If the original and received bytes 
do not match, the following information is to be recorded in 
a file for later display: 

(1) Date and time of the detected error; 

(2) Byte number from the start of transmission in which the 
error occurred; 

-14- 
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(3) The bit patterns of both transmitted and received 
version of the erroneous byte. 

As each error is detected, the total error count and 
byte count should be displayed to the system operater 
in conjunction with an audible alert tone (terminal 
'BELL'). As each is reported, the system should give 
the user the option of aborting and restarting the 
transmission. This feature may be required under 
conditions where the SDL computer has lost 
synchrdnization with the data stream, and the resulting 
data mismatch causes the error count to rise out of 
control. 

Upon completion of each transmission, the detailed list 
of errors encountered is to be printed and appended as 
part of the error measurement log sheet. Based on the 
size of the transmitted data block, the duration of the 
transmission and the recorded errors, the bit error 
rate and mean error free seconds associated with the 
image transmission should be calculated and appended to 
the print-out. 

(4) 	The completion time of the transmission should be 
recorded on the log sheet. 

(5) 	Record the occurance of any difficulties encountered 
during the transmission such as computer malfunctions 
at either end, or restarts necessitated by loss of 
synchronization. 

Record any comments or observations which may assist in 
interpretation of the results upon completion of the 
field trial. 

at Ice Forecast  Central  

(1) Receive the image as it is transmitted from the Satellite 
Data Lab, and record it on magnetic tape. In the event of 
severe transmission problems, this tape will be forwarded to 
the SDL for an on-site byte by byte comparison to the 
original transmission. 

(2) Display the received image and examine it for overall 
quality, noting major flaws such as large dots, streaks or 
framing errors. 	Record these observations and any 
associated comments on the observations log sheet. 

(3)  

(6) 
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(3) If 	the same image also has been sent to IFC using 
conventional photofax techniques, compare the video display 
to the corresponding hard copy, and record on the log sheet 
any significant correlation or differences between the two 
pictures, especially the type and location of image flaws. 
Error correlation will indicate the presence of errors in 
the original image received from the weather satellite. 

Upon completion of the trial period, the logs for individual 
bulk transfers will be evaluated to examine the suitability of 
this form of satellite communication in AES' 	operational 
environment. 	Critical performance parameters such as system 
availability, error rate and error free seconds will be 
determined for the overall trial period. 

If time, manpower and fundà permit, similar bulk data 
transfer trials should be conducted using public terrestrial 
facilities, and analyzed in a similar manner to provide a 
benchmark against which the performance of the satellite system 
can be compared. 
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I Figure 2.1 - Typical  Satellite Image  Error  Conditions  
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2.2 Remote Batch 

Objectives  

The remote batch segment of the Field Trial will implement a 
data communication link from the Ontario Weather Center (OWC) in 
Toronto, to the HP-1000 computer at the Quebéc Forecast Center 
(CPQ), and through that system to the main computers of the 
Canadian Meteorlogical Center (CMC) in Montreal. Requests for 
blocks of data _will be issued from the OWC, and passed to the 
HP-1000 computer at the Quebec Forecast Center (CPQ) through the 
SLIM-TDMA facilities. The CPQ HP-1000 computer will first 
attempt to supply the requested information from data stored in 
its own database. If the requested information is not locally 
available, the CPQ computer will automatically forward the 
request to the CMC, retrieve the requested data or output when it 
becomes available, and subsequently return it to the OWC via the 
satellite network. 

The objective of this portion of the field trial is to 
demonstrate the ability of the satellite SLIM-TDMA network to 
provide the communication required to support a distributed 
processing environment, and to provide communication services as 
required on a demand basis between nodes of a mixed satellite and 
terrestrial network. 

Evaluation Criteria  

The network configuration to be used for the remote batch 
satellite communication trial is given in Figure 2.3. The use of 
the term 'remote batch' to describe this portion of the field 
trial is a residual from the project's earliest definition phase. 
In practise, the application is an interactive enquiry type that 
will use the distributed processing capabilities implemented as 
part of the field trial. 

Under the existing operational procedures, 	detailed 
atmospheric data used in the preparation of forecasts and 
prognoses, are delivered to the Ontario Weather Center in Toronto 
from the Canadian Meteorological Center in Montreal on a regular 
basis using the teletype network. These messages, known as 'FG' 
messages, describe the atmospheric pressure, temperature, and 
other pertinent information for a complete set of 'grid points' 
throughout the coverage area. Meteorologists use this grid point 
data as a primary input for detailed local forecasts such as 
predicting the locations of snow squalls over Lake Ontario. 
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The service to be provided through the SLIM-TDMA network 
will enable meteorologists in Toronto to access the computer 
forecasting tools that have been developed by the Quebec Forecast 
Center, as well as the atmospheric source data from the Canadian 
Meteorological Center itself. As the forecasting tools are used, 
the CPQ computer will automatically access any required input 
data from the Cyber computer at the CMC. 

The primary evaluation criteria for the remote batch 
communication tests will be the ability of the SLIM-TDMA network 

to support the operation of Hewlett Packard's DS/1000-IV 
distributed processing system software between two HP-1000 nodes, 

and permit access to remote data through an intervening node. 

Technical Considerations  

Each node of the distributed processing trial will comprise 
an HP-1000 minicomputer operating under the real time executive 
RTE-VI/E and the distributed systems management software 
DS/1000-IV. The CPQ computer in Montreal will provide access for 
the Toronto based users to the CMC computer in Dorval using 
conventional terrestrial facilities. 

The normal communication protocol used by DS/1000-IV is 
HDLC. Each link in a distributed system is managed by a 

dedicated hardware HDLC Network Interface which supports two 
block sizes (128 or 1024 bytes), and transmission speeds to 230k 
bits per second. These micro-processor controlled interfaces 

provide extensive message buffering, perform line protocol 
functions, and can provide communication line statistics for 
performance measuring and troubleshooting. 

As 	described in the preceding paragraphs, the actual 
application is an online interactive requirement rather than 
remote batch transmission. User messages are therefore expected 
to be typical of enquiry systems, with relatively short input 
messages (approximately 10 to 60 characters) and comparatively 
long responses (approximately 2000 characters). With the high 

proportion of very short messages in the system, the block length 

for this application should be set to 128 bytes. The 

transmission mode to be used throughout the trial will be 
bit-serial, synchronous, full duplex at 2400 bits per second. 

The trial network will be required on a 24 hour per day 
basis, with user activity possible at any time throughout the 
day. Because of the procedures by which weather data is 

collected and returned to the CMC, however, major peaks of 
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activity are expected shortly after 0000h, 6000h, 1200h and 1800h 
G.M.T. Minor activity peaks are expected at the three hour 
intervals which interleave these times. 

The data from the Ontario Weather Center computer is output 
to a 2400 bit per second synchronous modem and then to the TDMA 
terminal installation over a four wire local loop. The transmit 
timing used by the computer is controlled by a 'transmit data' 
clock provided by the modem. This clock is derived from the 
continuous carrier received by the modem, and is ultimately 
provided by the - TDMA terminal itself ,  through the 'External 
Transmit Data' input of the modem at the TDMA site. At the 
Montreal network node, the TDMA terminal recovers the data, and 
passes it over a local loop to the Quebec Forecast Center in 
Dorval. Timing for the data flowing from the TDMA terminal to 
the CPQ is controlled by a clock signal provided by the TDMA 
terminal. Data transmission flow and timing from the CPQ to OWC 
is similarly controlled by the TDMA terminal. 

Evaluation Procedure 

The following test procedures are recommended to demonstrate 
the use of satellite communications in the DS/1000-IV distributed 
processing environment, and to determine the effects of the 
satellite transmission medium on system performance. Figure 2.4 
illustrates the different functional configurations that will be 
used during the field trial. Log sheet formats for recording for 
initial verification and response time test results are given in 
Appendix A. 

Operational Verification  

The initial tests are intended to verify that programs and 
data resident at the CPQ computer can be accessed and used 
reliably from OWC. 

(1) Enter a series of commands and enquiries, each of which can k 

be processed by the HP-1000 computer at the Quebec Forecast 
Center, without additional data or support from the Cyber 
system at the CMC. Record the total number of commands 
entered, the number which could not be successfully 
completed, the number which had abnormal terminations, and 
the number that recovered from error conditions but resulted 
in error messages or warnings to the user. From the HP-1000 
system error log, record the total number of communication 
link errors encountered using Observations log sheet. 
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(2) Repeat the preceding test, but this time using a series of 
commands and enquiries for which access to the Cyber at the 
Canadian Meteorological Center is known to be required. 

Response Time Degradation  

(3) With no other users permitted access to the HP-1000 systems ,Ç 
at either the OWC or CPQ, execute from the OWC a series of 
100 predetermined entries. Using the system diagnostics if 
possible, otherwise a stopwatch, record the system response 
time for each entry. 

(4) Transfer all programs and data required to execute the same 

100 commands used in the previous test to the OWC computer. 
Using the 'Local Loopback' mode of operation, execute the 
same series of commands once more, recording the response 
time for each. Compare the individual and overall response 
times for commands executed over the satellite network and 
using local loopback facilities. 

Ongoing  Monitoring and Testing  

(5) For the duration of the field trial, maintain a log of 
system performance from the users' perspective, recording 
system availability, down times, the occurance of system 
errors reported to the user, and general comments. The 
System Performance and Availability Log format is given in 

Appendix A. 

(6) On a daily basis throughout the field trial, recover the 
HP-1000 error logs from both the OWC and CPQ systems. If 
suitable utilities are available, those errors which were 
not related to the satellite communication system should be 
purged and a copy of those errors related to the field trial 
transferred to tape for future analysis. 
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2.3 Interactive  Enquiry  

Objectives  

The Downsview Computing Center provides general purpose data 
processing services to support a broad range of departmental 
programs, and presently serves approximately 150 local and remote 
users. 	System is accessed through either dial-up or dedicated 
private line communication facilities, 	depending on the 
particular user's location and frequency of access requirements. 
The computer installation is an IBM compatable AS-6 that provides 
interactive user access through 'Wilbur'. 

Through the Quebec Region Scientific Services Division 
(SSD), lawyers and engineers can make use of programs and data 
available on the system to determine the possible effects or 
influences of environmental factors on legal cases, planned 

-construction or other activities. For example, a lawyer may wish 
to determine the specific weather conditions at the time of an 
accident, or an engineer may need to know maximum snow or wind 
load that a public building should be designed to withstand in a 
given community. 

The Quebec Region SSD presently accesses the system through 
a dial-in port in Downsview, using the government's terrestrial 
IX facilities. The field trial will duplicate this service by 
providing a similar dial-in capability through the SLIM-TA 
network. The objective is to demonstrate the ability of the 
satellite TDMA network to support dial access to the Downsview 
Computing Center from the Quebec Region SSD, to carry the type of 
interactive traffic currently handled over terrestrial 
facilities, and to compare, subjectively, the performance of the 
satellite and terrestrial service. 

Evaluation Criteria 

The Kimary evaluation criterion for the Interactive Enquiry 
tests will be the availability and reliability of the satellite 
facility as compared to conventional terrestrial access. A 
supplementary demonstration will compare the system response 
through the two access methods by simultaneous submission of the 
same job through each one. 

Because of the large variations expected in computer 
response time caused by fluctuating demands of all users, and the 
lack of monitoring and diagnostic tools at the computer center, 
the contribution of transmission delays to overall response time 
will be difficult to identify. Furthermore, because of the 
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random manner in which the computer access is used, an 
examination of the behavioural effects of the satellite 
communications on the user would be impossible to identify within 
the scope of the trial. This portion of the field trial 
therefore should be considered only as a demonstration of the 
SLIM-TDMA network. 

Technical Considerations  

The present -access method from the Quebec Region SSD to the 
AS-6 computer in Downsview is through a half-duplex asynchronous 
dial-up line operating at 1200 bits per second. Although the 
AS-6 offers both asynchronous and synchronous communication 
capability, asynchronous will be used for the satellite link in 
order to match the terrestrial facility. 

The planned communication configuration for the interactive 
enquiry application is shown in Figure 2.5. To access the 
computer system through the SLIM-TDMA network, the user dials the 
telephone number assigned to the Montreal TDMA node to establish 
a connection between his modem and that of the TDMA terminal. 
Once this connection has been established, all data entered on 
the user's terminal is relayed to the computer in Downsview, and 
all output from the computer is transmitted to the user terminal. 

Since the data rate for this application is relatively low 
compared to the capability of a TDMA data module, it is first 
multiplexed with data from the remote batch portion of the field 
trial, and the combined stream fed to the TDMA terminal. The 
multiplexor (Timplex T20) has the effect of synchronizing the 
asynchronous bit stream for transmission over the TDMA network. 
At the Toronto node, the synchronous remote batch data and 
asynchronous interactive data are demultiplexed, and forwarded to 
their respective destinations using conventional local loop 
facilities. 

Data transmitted from the Downsview Computer Center to the 
Quebec Region SSD undergoes identical conversion and handling 
procedures. 

The Interactive Enquiry service is expected to be used at 
random times throughout an extended business day from 0730h to 
1700h. Although it is not a constraint imposed on this part of 
the trial, it is expected that the users will use the enquiry 
capability mainly at off-peak load times for the computer in 
order to obtain the best system response possible. 
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Evaluation Procedure  

Since the interactive portion of the field trial 	is 
primarily a demonstration of the application of satellite 
communications in a random demand interactive environment, the 
evaluation procedure is limited to the following: 

(1) For the duration of the trial, maintain a log of the 
satellite system performance from the user's perspective, 
recording its availability, down times, 	and general 
comments. 	The System Performance and Availability Log 
format is given in Appendix A. 

(2) At random times throughout the trial, enter an identical 
command sequence through both the terrestrial and satellite 
communication links. Observe and note in the System 
Performance Log any significant differences in the response 
times of the system to individual messages or the overall 
response of the requested transaction. 
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2.4 Analogue Facsimile 

Objectives  

The AES makes extensive use of high resolution, private line 
facsimile communication for transmission and distribution of 
large scale weather charts. The objective of the analogue 
facsimile trial is to demonstrate the ability of satellite 
communications to distribute weather charts in the form of 
analogue facsimile signals over SCPC, TDMA, and combined double 
hop SCPC/TDMA facilities. The trial will demonstrate the ability 
of the SLIM-TDMA system to provide the end to end channel 
conditioning necessary to provide an image quality equal to that 
achieved using terrestrial services, and will demonstrate the 
ability to receive quality images over SCPC facilities under the 
low look angle conditions of northern Canada. 

Four separate points of service will participate in the 
analogue facsimile trial; the Frobisher Bay Weather Office (FB), 
the Ontario Weather Center (OWC) in Malton, Ice Forecast Central 
(IFC) in Ottawa, and the Canadian Meteorological Center (CMC) in 
Montreal. Frobisher Bay will access the satellite network 
through dedicated SCPC channels terminating in Ottawa. The 
Ontario Weather Center, Ice Forecast Central and the Canadian 
Meteorological Center are assigned directly to the Toronto, 
Ottawa and Montreal nodes of the SLIM-TDMA network respectively. 

Evaluation Criteria  

Four separate communications links will be established under 
the trial to evaluate three basic combinations of service; 
transmission of a facsimile signal through the digital TDMA 
network, transmission of pure analogue facsimile over SCPC 
facilities, and transmission from an 'on-net' to an 'off-net' 
location through both the TDMA and SCPC links using a double 
satellite hop. Figure 2.6 shows the network configuration for 
the analogue facsimile applications. 

For the analogue transmission tests, charts will be 
transmitted from Frobisher Bay to Ice Forecast Central, and from 
Ice Forecast Central to Frobisher Bay using the dedicated SCPC 
facility as a private line service. Test charts will be 
transmitted simultaneously in both directions, then graded 
independently using standard evaluation procedures. Pairs of 
test charts will then be compared to identify any differences in 
quality between the north to south, and south to north 
transmission paths. 
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Under the SLIM-TDMA facsimile  transmission trial, charts 
will be transmitted from the Canadian Meteorological Center in 
Montreal to the Ontario Weather Office in Melton through the TDMA 
facilities of the SLIM network. Since the TDMA terminal is 
designed only for data transmission, the analogue facsimile 
signal must be converted to digital form before it can be carried 
through the satellite network. The received test charts will be 
evaluated using normal procedures to compare the quality with 
that expected through conventional terrestrial communication 

facilities. The charts will be examined for image flaws which 
can be attribut-ed to the digitizing process; and, the sampling 

rate that provides an optimal trade-off between image quality and 
network bandwidth requirements will be determined. 

The most complex test will be the transmission of charts 

from the Canadian Meteorological Center to Frobisher Bay. This 
first requires transmission through the SLIM-TDMA network from 
Montreal to the Ottawa terminal, then to the main SCPC terminal 
at Shirley Bay using terrestrial local loops. The final leg of 

the circuit from Shirley Bay to Frobisher Bay will use one of the 
network's SCPC channels. 

The first evaluation criterion will be the ability of the 
Alden Fax equipment to establish and maintain an integral 
connection within each of the planned circuit configurations. 
After this has been successfully demonstrated, performance will 
be measured by evaluation of standard test charts, using the same - 
procedures that are currently applied to terrestrial facsimile 
transmissions. The Alden Fax machines are equipped with a 
built-in loop-back feature that will enable the CMC to monitor 
and evaluate the quality on all of its transmissions on an 
ongoing basis. 

The tests will evaluate single point to point transmissions, 
and include at least one test of simultaneous operation of all 
analogue facsimile links. This test will include two way 
simultaneous transmissions on the FB link co-incident with chart 
reception by the OWC. 

Technical Considerations  

Since the TDMA portion of the satellite network is designed 
to carry only digital information, the analogue facsimile signal 
must be digitized before it is transmitted, then restored to its 
analogue format at the receiving node before being passed to the 
destination facsimile machine. 	The necessary conversion is 
performed by a coder/decoder (CODEC). 	To encode the analogue 

waveform, the CODEC samples the value of the analogue waveform at 
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a predetermined rate, and outputs a code which specifies the 
change in signal value from the preceding sample. At the 
receiving end, the process operates in reverse to reconstruct the 
analogue signal. The accuracy with which the waveform is 
reproduced depends both on errors introduced by the communication 
system and the rate at which the input signal is sampled. During 
the pre-trial phase of the project, experiments will be conducted 
to determine the optimum transmission bit rate that retains the 
image quality, yet does not waste network bandwidth. 

The 'handshaking' used by the Alden facsimile is a one way, 
rather than interactive procedure, comprising a single 'start' 
pulse that is not acknowledged by the receiver. Therefore, if 
this pulse is lost or corrupted within the communication network, 
the receiving machine will fail to initialize itself, and the 
entire transmission may be lost or exhibit image framing errors. 
Therefore, throughout the trial, each facsimile transmission must 
be coordinated by the sending and receiving operators using a 
telephone connection. 

It is expected that the major portion of the FB-IFC traffic 
will occur between 0800h and 1000h. No traffic is expected in 
either direction after 1600h. The typical traffic load will be 1 
or 2 transmissions of 2 hours each from IFC to FB, and one 
transmission of 1.5 to 2 hours from FB to IFC each day. Traffic 
over the TDMA sections of the network will occur throughout the 
day as required by normal operations. No estimate of traffic is 
available. 

Evaluation Procedure  

The field trial 	evaluation for analogue facsimile 
transmissions is divided into three parts; TDMA Single Hop, SCPC 
Single Hop, and TDMA/SCPC Double Hop. Results for each part of 
the trial are to be recorded on the standard log sheets used for 
terrestrial facsimile transmission. 

Transmission  Over a Single  SCPC  Link 

The following tests are designed to evaluate the ability of 
the SCPC satellite facility to transmit weather charts in 
analogue facsimile form. Test charts will be transmitted 
over the satellite link then graded for acceptability using 
existing procedures. Charts will also be transmitted 
simultaneously in both directions then graded and compared 
to determine the relative quality of those received at 
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Frobisher Bay on the northern 
and those received at Ottawa 
satellite beam. 

The remainder of the trial will 
of SCPC chart transmission 
environment. 

fringe of the reception area, 
nearer the center of the 

evaluate the effectiveness 
under a normal operating 

(1) On a daily basis throughout the trial, transmit a standard 
test chart from Frobisher Bay to Ice Forecast Central over 
the SCPC facilities of the satellite network. Evaluate the 
received chart using the normal procedures and comparisons, 
and record the results on the appropriate log sheet 
(FAXOPS-form 612266). Label the received test frame with 
the time and date of transmission and attach it to the log 
for later reference. 

(2) On a daily basis throughout the trial, and if possible, 
simultaneously with the preceding test, transmit a standard 
test chart from Ice Forecast Central to Frobisher Bay over 
the SCPC facilities of the satellite network. Evaluate the 
received chart using the normal procedures and comparisons, 
and record the results on the appropriate log 	sheet 
(FAXOPS-form 612266). 	Label the received test frame with 
the time and date of transmission and attach it to the 
appropriate log sheet. At the end of each week throughout 
the trial, return both the log sheets and test frames to Ice 
Forecast Central for comparison. 

(3) When the IFC to FB test frames have been returned to Ice 
Forecast Central from Frobisher Bay, they should be compared 
to the corresponding test charts that were transmitted at 
the same time and date from Frobisher Bay to Ice Forecast 
Central. Significant differences in image quality should be 
identified and recorded in the System Performance Log. 

(4) For the duration of the trial, the SCPC channel should be 
used as often as possible in support of normal operations. 
A log of communication system performance should be 
maintained to record the system availability, down times, 
operational difficulties encountered and their resolution, 
and general comments on other operating characteristics. 
Copies of the normal facsimile evaluation log should be 
attached to assist in the final evaluation of the results of 
the field trial. 
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Transmission  Over a Single TDMA Link 

Unlike transmission over the SCPC facilities, the analogue 
signal must first be digitized before it can be carried by 
the TDMA facilities. The digitizing process introduces 
quantization distortion which results in some loss of 
clarity and resolution of the received  image. The following 
tests are intended to evaluate the ability ,  of the SLIM-TDMA 
system to carry reliably analogue facsimile weather charts, 
and to determine the minimum transmission rate that 
consistently yields an acceptable image quality. 

Because the Montreal and Toronto nodes of the TDMA network 
use identical terminal equipment and are located at similar 
latitudes, no asymmetry is anticipated between Montreal to 
Toronto, and Toronto to Montreal transmission quality. 

(5) With the network forward error correction enabled, transmit 
a series of test frames and operational charts from the 
Canada Meteorological Center to the Ontario Weather Office 
in Malton over the SLIM-TDMA network using different CODEC 
bit rates. Each test chart should be evaluated by a user 
who is unaware of the nature of the test variable. 

The series of transmissions should be repeated, narrowing 
the range of transmission speeds each time, until the 
minimum rate that provides acceptable quality under all 
circumstances has been determined. 

With the equipment configuration used in the field trial it 
is anticipated that the required network bit rate will fall 
between 32k and 64k bits per second. 

(6) The findings of the preceding test should be verified with 
no forward error correction applied to the data stream. 

(7) On a daily basis throughout the trial, transmit a standard 
test chart from the Canadian Meteorological Center to the 
Ontario Weather Office over the TDMA facilities of the 
satellite network. Evaluate the received chart using the 
normal procedures and comparisons, and record the results on 
the appropriate log sheet (FAXOPS-form 612266). 	Label the 
received test frame with the time and date of transmission 
and attach it to the log for later reference. 

(8) For the duration of the trial, the TDMA facilities should be 
used in place of operational terrestrial analogue links 
except under severe and prolonged service degradation or 
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outage. 	Performance, reliability and outage records are to 
be kept in the System Performance and Availability Log for 
post trial analysis. 

Transmission  Over TDMA/SCPC Double Hop  

(9) On a daily basis throughout the trial, transmit a standard 
test chart from The Canadian Meteorological Center to 
Frobisher Bay over the SCPC facilities of the satellite 
network. Evaluate the received chart using the normal 
procedures and comparisons, and record the results on the 
appropriate log sheet (FAXOPS-form 612266). 	Label the 
received test frame with the time and date of transmission 
and attach it to the log for later reference. 

(10)For the duration of the field trial, the the analogue 
facsimile service form the CMC to Frobisher should be used 
as frequently as possible in support of ongoing operations. 
A record of system failures, repairs and overall performance 
should be maintained in the System Performance and 
Availability Log for reference during the post trial 
evaluation. 
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2.5 Network Loading  Trial  

The performance of the network under heavy loading 
conditions should be verified by simultaneous transmission of the 
following traffic: 

• Analogue facsimile over the TDMA section of the network from 
the CMC to the OWC; 

• Analogue facsimile from the CMC to Frobisher Bay over the 
double hop TDMA/SCPC circuit; 

• Bi-directional analogue facsimile between IFC and Frobisher 
Bay using the SCPC facilities; 

* Full duplex bulk data from  the  SAL to IFC; and 

Full operation of the interactive dial access from QSSD to 

the SDL. 

• Full operation of the remote batch application between the 

OWC and CPQ. 

For this test, the activities of each user should be 
coordinated to ensure that system traffic load is as great as 
possible. Any performance anomalies are to be recorded in the 

System Performance and Availability Log. 

The preceding test should be repeated in concert with 
similar loading trials by all other participants. 
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Figure 2.6 - Configuration for Analogue  Facsimile  Applications  
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3 CEIC APPLICATIONS  

The Canada Employment and Immigration Commission plans to 
conduct communication trials to examine four potential 
applications of satellite communications to the delivery of its 
Insurance and Employment programs to the public, and in support 
of its own internal operations. These encompass the delivery of 
the Metropolitan Order Processing System (MOPS) online 
capabilities to large metropolitan offices using satellite TDMA 
techniques, and to rural offices using combined TDMA and SCPC 
technologies; the use of satellite TDMA facilities to transfer 
RJE data and processed output between a central computer and a 
regional computer center; and, the transfer of digital facsimile 
between Ottawa and regional offices. The overall objectives, 
evaluation criteria, and major technical considerations are 
examined in the following paragraphs. 

3.1 Interactive  Online  Data (TDMA) 

Objectives  

The Toronto Metropolitan Order Processing System currently 
operates from a central computer facility located in Vanier, 
Ontario. The supporting communication network comprises 
multi-drop analogue private lines, controlled by a Burroughs' 
proprietary protocol (Burroughs' Contention). It is made cost 
effective through the large communication discounts available to 
the Federal Government between Vanier (Ottawa) and Toronto, 
through bulk rating tariffs. 

The Commission is committed to the extension of both the 
MOPS system and its Online Insurance program across Canada over 
the next few years. This implies the expansion of the supporting 
communication network to serve tens of communities both on, and 
off the major communication routes. Satellite communications 
offers many possible communication benefits for the operation of 
these systems including: more effective cost control; the ability 
to reconfigure the communication network to circumvent failure 
conditions; and, the ability to distribute managerial 
information, data and application revisions over the same 
facility. The objective of this portion of the field trial is to 
evaluate the use of satellite TDMA communications in delivering 
the MOPS service to a high density metropolitan area, and, on a 
limited basis, to evaluate its ability to provide a common user 
backbone network capable of interconnecting the regional computer 
centers and carrying a wide range of online and administrative 
traffic. 
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Under this portion of the trial, the segment of the Toronto 
MOPS communication network that serves the North York Canada 
Employment Center at 4900 Yonge St., Toronto, will be over-laid 
by a satellite facility using the SLIM-TDMA. The existing 
terrestrial service will remain operational as a backup facility, 
and to provide an appropriate frame of reference for comparison 
of various parameters. Access to the TDMA terminal from 4900 
Yonge St. will be configured to enable the insertion of a high 
level communications node to demonstrate the use of high level 
communication protocols. Figure 2.7 shows the functional 
configurations t6 be used under the field trial. 

B6700 
COMPUTER 

MOPS 
TERMINALS TDMA SATELLITE WPACKET 

NETWORK 	)! \NODE 

Figure  2.7 - CEIC, TDMA  Online  Trial  Functional Configuration  

Evaluation Criteria  

Several evaluation criteria will be applied to the 
CEIC/Online TDMA portion of the field Trial. The communications 
protocol presently used in all of CEIC's Online systems is a 
Burroughs' proprietary protocol, 'Burroughs' Contention' or a 
subset of that protocol, 'Burroughs' Poll/Select'. Both are 
enquiry/response protocols, designed for relatively local, high 
speed communication facilities. The inclusion of propagation 
delays typical of a satellite network is expected to degrade the 
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system's performance significantly, especially under heavy 
traffic and line loading conditions. Using the network control 
facilities available in Vanier, the relative merits of several 
protocols already supported by the terminals in the field will be 
evaluated. 

The current protocols are not well suited to the 
inter-system communication or national integration and management 
of the online systems. A higher level protocol is required which 
is consistent with the objectives of the ISO model for 
communication networks. To evaluate the use of satellite 
technology in this environment, the Commission will implement a 
communications node in Toronto, which, in turn, will support the 
user terminals. Communications between the Toronto node and the 
Vanier Computer will use the TDMA facilities of the SLIM network, 
and operate under the control of Burroughs' implementation of the 
HDLC protocol. The performance of this system will be measured 
against that of the existing facilities. 

Similar evaluation criteria will be used for both 
configurations. The availability, reliability propogation time 
and error rate of the satellite network will be closely monitored 
throughout the field trial and compared with that of similar 
terrestrial facilities during the same period. The effects of 
transmission errors on line utilization, and response time will 
be monitored using available network control resources to 
determine whether performance is significantly improved by the 
forward error correction capabilities of the TDMA network, 
especially under adverse weather conditions. 

Additional tests will be conducted to investigate possible 
behavioural influences on users of inherent satellite 
transmission delay. The behavioural evaluation experiments are 
described in depth in Part 3 of this report. 

Technical Considerations  

The existing terrestrial network serves the 4900 Yonge St. 
Employment Center with two, dedicated, analogue private line 
circuits, operating in synchronous mode at 4800 bits per second. 
Service to terminals located at various locations throughout the 
building complex is provided using LDS309 type limited distance 
data sets on four-wire intra-building circuits. The circuits 
serve a total of 23 user terminals. They are configured so that 
each carries approximately half of the total traffic and that 
the traffic mix on each is comparable. As a result, either of 
the existing circuits can be used as a control against which the 
satellite network can be compared; both for technical and 
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behavioural experimentation. 	Under the field trial, 	these 
communication facilities will be supplemented with parallel 
services through the SLIM-TDMA network. 

Because this is a live application providing service 
directly to the public, the availability of the MOPS service to 
its users is paramount. Therefore, all terrestrial facilities 
will remain fully operational throughout the trial. Transfer 
from the satellite to terrestrial network will be accomplished 
by the use of EIA transfer switches co-located with the modems. 

Two separate network configurations will be used in the 
field trial. The first, implements a direct replacement of 
terrestrial facilities with a functionally similar satellite 
service. The second, has the form of a simple, two node packet 
switching network. Figure 2.8 shows how each is implemented. 

The first network configuration will be used to evaluate the 
use of Burroughs' protocols in the satellite network. 
Synchronous data output from the B6700 computer in Vanier is fed 
to a 4800 bits per second modem which delivers it to the Ottawa 
TDMA terminal across a four-wire local loop. Computer 
transmission timing is derived by the local modem from that 
provided through the local loop by the TDMA terminal. This 
differs from the terrestrial network, in which each Vanier modem 
provides a master clock for all communications on its own 
circuit. 	Data is relayed froth Ottawa to the Toronto node of the 
SLIM-TDMA network then transferred to the Yonge St. 	destination 
over a four-wire synchronous local loop. 	At the Yonge St. 
office the circuit is divided by an EIA splitter then distributed 
among the users via intra-building tail circuits. At the Toronto 
end all data transmission and reception timing is derived from a 
'master' clock provided by the TDMA terminal. Transmission 
timing is implemented by using an external timing cable at the 
end of each tail circuit which turns around the 'Receive Data 
Clock' and applies it to the modem as an 'Ekternal Transmit 
Clock'. To comply with this timing arrangement, the modem 
connecting the Yonge St. office to the TDMA terminal must be 
strapped to accept an external clock supplied from the tail 
circuits. 

The second configuration will be used to study the 
feasibility of a private packet switched network capable of 
serving not only MOPS, but other applications such as; the Online 
Insurance System, the immigration support system FOSS, the 
delivery of managerial messages now carried on the Government 
Data Network (GDN), and digitized facsimile. Under the field 
trial, a Burroughs CP9500 series mini-computer will be installed 
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between the mainframe and SLIM-TDMA network in Vanier. 	Traffic 
will be passed between the mini and mainframe using conventional 
vendor protocols. All communications between the CP9500 and the 
SLIM-TDMA network, however, will use BDLC, Burroughs version of 
HDLC. 

In Toronto, a local loop will connect the TDMA terminal to a 
similar CP9500 system at the Toronto District Office, 55 
St. Clair Ave. E. This unit will perform the protocol conversion 
and traffic management needed to support MOPS operation at the 
'Yonge St. office. 

Communication timing control at both Vanier and Yonge 
St. ends of the network will be as described previously. Between 
the Toronto network node and the TDMA terminal, timing will be 
similar to that in Vanier. 

gvaluation  Procedure 

Detailed in the following paragraphs are experiments 
designed to demonstrate the use of satellite TDMA communications 
in a heavy traffic online environment, using existing protocols 
directly, and through implementation of a private packet 
switching network. 

Duplication of ExistinR  Facilities  

(1) At •the Yonge St. office, install a TD830 terminal for 
testing purposes on the end of one of the concatenation 
chains. With one of the Network Control data-line monitors, 
drive the satellite circuit using Burroughs' Poll/Select 
protocol, and use the remote transmission control option of 
the terminal to cause a predetermined message to be sent. 
With the data line monitor measure the response time for the 
test terminal with the rest of the circuit users idle. 	A 
minimum of one hundred measurements should be recorded 
changing the relative positions of the polling sequence and 
transmit commands so that each possible relationship is used 
the same number of times. 

(2) Repeat the test with users attempting to transmit from all 
(or most) terminals on the circuit. This test will reveal 
the response of the• communication network under severe 
loading conditions, much heavier than the busy hour traffic 
during normal day to day operations. 
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(3) Repeat the first two tests, but this time using Burroughs 
Contention Protocol. It is expected that network response 
time should improve significantly using Contention Protocol 
under light loading conditions. Under heavy traffic loading 
however, the response time is expected to be similar to that 
of the Burroughs Poll/Select. 

(4) Reconnect the Yonge St. office to the existing terrestrial 
facilities and repeat the preceding tests to determine 
'control' response times. 

(5) Restore the satellite communication facilities, and using 
Burroughs Contention Protocol, support the operational 
activities of the Yonge St. office for a period of one week. 

During that time, performance is to be closely monitored and 

all communication anomalies recorded in the System 

Performance and Availability Log shown in Appendix A. 

Since system maintainability and servicability by the 

carrier is of considerable interest in the field trial, 
restoration of the terrestrial facilities should be 
considered only under severe or prolonged failure 
conditions, or at the specific request of Toronto District. 

The behavioural experimentation described in Part 3 of this 

report should only be undertaken after the successful 
completion of the one week operational test. 

Packet Switching Network  Configuration  

(6) Reconfigure the communication network as shown in Figure 2.8 
so that all data flows through the CP9500 switching nodes. 

Off-hours or through the training system ensure that each 
terminal can access and use the system, and that all MOPS 
commands are fully functional. 

(7) Once the system operation has been verified, use it to 
support the MOPS operation at the Yonge St. office for a 
minimum period of one week. During that time, performance 
is to be closely monitored and all communication anomalies 
recorded in the System Performance and Availability Log. 

The behavioural experimentation described in Part 3 of this 
report should only be undertaken after the successful 

completion of the one week operational test. 
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(8) For the duration of the field trial, the TDMA channel 
operating through the CP9500 switching nodes should be used 
to support normal MOPS operations. A log of communication 
system performance should be maintained to record the system 
availability, down times, operational difficulties 
encountered and their resolution, and general comments on 
other operating characteristics. 
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Figure 2.8 - NetWork  Configuration  for  TDMA Online  Data (CEIC) 
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3.2 Interactive  Online  Data (SCPC/TDMA) 

Objectives  

The services of the Online Unemployment Insurance System 
must be provided not only to high density urban areas, but as 
well, to many small communities and remote sites across Canada. 
In many cases, the need for such services is greater in these 
communities than in the larger cities. Similarly, but to a 
lesser extent, many communities can benefit from access to the 
Metropolitan Order Processing Systems through which they can join 
a larger market of employment opportunities. 

The provision of communication facilities to support these 
online systems outside of the national population 'core' requires 
the use of costly, terrestrial facilities. Likewise the capital 
and ongoing costs associated with TDMA satellite communications 
are prohibitive especially in those remote, low traffic locations 
where the potential operational benefits are greatest. SCPC 
satellite communications, using low cost ground segment equipment 
and sharing bandwidth among several users under protocol control 
could, under favourable tariffs, significantly reduce the cost of 
delivering CEIC's services to the non-urban Canadian public. 
Furthermore, the combination of TDMA and SCPC technologies could 
be effectively used as a common backbone facility to permit the 
centralized control and distribution of application software in 
real time response to legislative changes, enabling faster 
validation of UIC claims, and providing Canadians with access to 
employment opportunities on a national basis. 

The objectives of this aspect of the Field Trial are to 
implement MOPS service to a typical 'rural' Canada Employment 
Center, and to demonstrate the ability of an on-site SCPC 
terminal to support the required application, both alone under 
normal operations, and in tandem with the TDMA network as might 
occur if national access were provided to MOPS and Insurance. 

Evaluation Criteria 

The evaluation criteria for the 'Rural Online' applications 
are similar to those presented previously for the 'Urban Online' 
applications. Although SCPC operation has many advantages in its 
own right, it would most likely be used to supplement TDMA 
operation where that technology is not cost effective. The 
evaluation criteria which were applied to the urban area can be 
applied to the SCPC facility alone, and to an SCPC extension of a 
TDMA channel in a double hop mode. 
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Technical Considerations  

The site selected for the SCPC/TDMA communication trial is 
the Employment Center in Newmarket, Ontario. MOPS service to 
this office is provided using a single, 4800 bits per second, 
synchronous data circuit. Although it is implemented as a 
four-wire facility, the Burroughs' protocols limit operation to 
half-duplex mode. The office is a two floor operation, with a 
modem and approximately five terminals on each floor. EIA 
transfer switches will be installed at each modem location to 
facilitate the transfer of the office to the terrestrial system. 

The circuit feeding the office serves two floors, in a 
multi-drop configuration, with continuous carrier outbound from 
the CPU and controlled carrier inbound from each floor of the 
office. By interconnecting the modem's controlled carrier with 
the voice activation circuitry of the SCPC terminal, it will be 
possible to simulate the sharing of the same frequency allocation 
among diverse groups of users. 

The SCPC/TDMA double hop circuit is configured with the TDMA 
portion at the Ottawa end. Data from the computer is passed over 
a local loop to the Ottawa TDMA terminal, then through the 
satellite to a second data module at the Ottawa node. From there 
it is fed to a voice frequency patch panel in the network control 
center. The local loop is extended from the patch panel to the 
SCPC terminal at Shirley Bay, then through the satellite to the 
Newmarket office. An intra-building loop connects the Newmarket 
SCPC terminal to the modems in the office area. 

When used in an SCPC single hop, the v.f. patch panel 
termination is connected to a separate modem reserved for that 
purpose in the computer room. The circuit configurations for the 
SCPC and TDMA/SCPC portions of the trial are given in Figure 2.9. 

Transmission timing on the SCPC portion of the circuit is 
set up the same as for the existing terrestrial facilities. 
Timing for the TDMA part of the circut is established by the 
Ottawa TDMA terminal. 

Evaluation Procedure 

Detailed in the following paragraphs are experiments 
designed to demonstrate the use of SCPC and tandom SCPC/TDMA 
satellite communication in a light traffic interactive online 
data application. 
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SCPC  Single Hop Communications  

(1) At the Newmarket office, install a TD830 terminal for 
testing purposes on the end of one of the concatenation 
chains. With one of the Network Control data—line monitors, 
drive the SCPC satellite circuit using Burroughs Contention 
protocol, and use the remote transmission control option of 
the terminal to cause a predetermined message to be sent 
(such as the Quick Fox). With the data line monitor measure 
the response time for the test terminal with the rest of the 
circuit users idle. A minimum of one hundred measurements 
should be recorded changing the relative positions of the 
Polling sequence and transmit command so that each possible 
relationship is used the same number of times. 

(2) Repeat the preceding response time measurement using the 
Burroughs Poll/Select Protocol. 	Although it is unlikely 
that this protocol would ever be used in this type of 
satellite environment, the response measurement is included 
in the trial for completeness. 

(3) Using Burroughs Contention Protocol, support the operational 
activities of the Newmarket office for a minimum period of 
one week. During that time, performance is to be closely 
monitored and all communication anomalies recorded in the 

' System Performance and Availability Log shown in Appendix A. 

Since system maintainability and servicability by the 
carrier is of considerable interest in the field trial, 
restoration of the terrestrial facilities should be 
considered only under severe or prolonged failure 
conditions, or at the specific request of Toronto District. 

The behavioural experimentation described in Part 3 of this 
report should only be undertaken after the successful 
completion of the one week operational test. 

(4) For the duration of the field trial, (except for double hop 
tests) the SCPC channel should be used to support normal 
MOPS operations. A log of communication system performance 
should be maintained to record the system availability, down 
times, 	operational 	difficulties encountered and their 
resolution, and general comments on other operating 
characteristics. 
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SCPC/TDMA  Double Hop Communications  

(5) Reconfigure the satellite network using the patching 
equipment at the Hull Data Center, to form a double 
satellite hop; first looping through the SLIM-TDMA 
facilities at the Ottawa node of the network, then through 
the SCPC channel to the on-site terminal at Newmarket. 

(6) Using Burroughs Contention Protocol, support the operational 
activities of the Newmarket office for a minimum period of 
one week. During that time, performance is to be closely 
monitored and all communication anomalies recorded in the 
System Performance and Availability Log shown in Appendix A. 

(7) Repeat all of the technical and behavioural performance 
tests used for the SCPC single hop evaluation. 
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3.3 Remote  Job Entrv (RJE) 

Objectives  

As a result of the decentralization of the unemployment 
insurance system, the responsibility for five major systems was 
transferred to Bathurst, New Brunswick: 

- The Social Insurance Register (SIR); 
- Annuities , Vested (VESTAN) and Individual (INDVAN); 
- Wage Loss Insurance (WLI); 
- Income Tax for U.I.C. Benefit Claims (T4ENQ); 
- Record of Employment (ROE), Third Copy 

The Bathurst computer center does not, however, have the 
capability of supporting these applications locally. Therefore, 
the bulk of all system tasks are run on the central B6800 
mainframe in Hull, P.Q. using input submitted directly from a 
remote job entry terminal in Bathurst. Resulting output files 
are transmitted from Hull back to Bathurst for printing, card 
punching, or magnetic tape storage. 

The objectives of this portion of the trial are twofold. 
The primary objective is to investigate the effects of satellite 
transmission delay on the performance of the Burroughs' RJE 
protocol. The second objective is to demonstrate the ability of 
the SLIM-TDMA network to provide the required communication 
capacity on a scheduled daily basis, releasing the channel 
capacity for other applications at other times when it is not 
needed for this application. 

Evaluation Criteria  

The Remote Job Entry portion of the trial will provide 
access through the TDMA portion of the satellite network to the 
B6800 computer at the Hull Data Center, from the RJE terminal 
located in Bathurst N.B. The circuit will be evaluated primarily 
in an operational environment. Additional testing will be done 
offline, using the network control center test equipment. The 
evaluation criterion for this application is a comparison of the 
TDMA channel throughput and error rate, with that of the existing 
terrestrial facilities. 

Under 'live' operating conditions a very large number of 
variables could influence the evaluation of the suitability of 
the RJE protocol in this application. Both the quantity  •and type 
of input data will vary widely from day to day. Other data 
processing activities at the Hull Data Center could slow the 
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output of return data or cause delays that cannot be easily 
distinguished from those attributable to communications. 
Software or computer hardware malfunctions could destroy 
performance measurements resulting in misleading interpretations 
of the TDMA performance. Using only li:ve data, it would be very 
difficult to implement any form of controlled experiment to 
determine the performance of the TDMA network or compare it to 
terrestrial facilities. 

To circumvent this problem this portion of the field trial 
is divided into two parts; a quantitative performance evaluation, 
and an operational demonstration of the SLIM-TDMA network. The 
first part uses a standard 'test tape' for all transmissions, 
both Ottawa to Bathurst, and Bathurst to Ottawa. This tape 
should be a 'snapshot' of traffic from a single day, but need not 
be the entire traffic for that day. The experiments only 
transmit the tape using the RJE protocol, additional data 
processing would not be required. They will determine whether 
the satellite network can be used with this application and 
protocol, and will evaluate the TDMA performance relative to the 
terrestrial network. 

Once the operational capability of the TDMA satellite 
network has been verified, it will be used to carry normal 
operational data for the duration of the trial. During this 
period, the network performance will be monitored closely to 
identify significant deviations from the initial test phase. 

Since this application requires transmission at only 
specific times of the day, it will also be used to demonstrate 
the ability of the SLIM-TDMA network to assign channel capacity 
as required on a scheduled and short term demand basis. 

Technical Considerations  

The remote job entry trial comprises two separate 
communication requirements which can be regarded as independent 
applications; the transfer of input from Bathurst to Hull, and 
the return of final output from Hull to Bathurst. At the present 
time, this method of operation is supported by a single, 4800 
bits per second Infodat circuit linking the B6800 in Hull to the 
B1825 system in Bathurst. Communications backup is provided by 
means of a 2400 bits per second Multicom II access at each site. 
The transmission in both directions is controlled by Burroughs' 
RJE protocol. 
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The field trial will provide a private line through the 
SLIM-TDMA network. The B6800 in Hull is connected to the Ottawa 
TDMA terminal through the network control patch panel and a local 
loop, with transmission timing provided through the local loop 
from the TDMA terminal. The Bathurst TDMA terminal is located on 
the roof of the Regional computer center, and access provided 
through an intra-building loop. In Bathurst, as in Ottawa, all 
timing is controlled by the TDMA terminal. Figure 2.10 shows 
the circuit configuration for the RJE experiments. 

The block size for transmission •in either direction is 
difficult to alter in the existing software configuration. 
Therefore, it cannot be regarded as a variable in the field 
trial. 

The Hull to Bathurst transmission normally occurs between 
0800h and 1030h Eastern time. It consists, on the average, of 
2.5 million bytes of data. The Bathurst to Hull transmission 
usually occurs between 1500h and 1630h eastern time, and contains 
an average of 1.4 million bytes of data. 

Evaluation Procedure 

The following experiments demonstrate the ability of the TDMA 
network to carry large quantities of data under the RJE protocol, 
and examine the effects of satellite delay and channel error rate 
on overall throughput. 

Operational Verification  

(1) Select and set aside for network testing a tape containing a 
'typical' days entries from the Bathurst RJE terminal, and a 
separate tape of corresponding responses at the Hull Data 
Center for use during the trial. 

(2) Using the existing terrestrial communication circuit, 
transmit the Bathurst test tape to Hull, recording the 
number of errors encountered, and the total time required 
for transmission. If time permits, this test should be 
repeated several times to ensure the accuracy of the control 
measurement. Record the results of the experiment in the 
System Performance and Availability Log, along with the 
system availability, down times, operational difficulties 
encountered and their resolution, and general comments on 
other special circumstances or events. 
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(3) Using the existing terrestrial communication circuit, 
transmit the Hull test tape to Bathurst, recording the 
number of errors encountered, and the total time required 
for transmission. If time permits, this test should be 
repeated several times to ensure the accuracy of the control 
measurement. Record the results of the experiment in the 
System Performance and Availability Log, along with the 
system availability, down times, operational difficulties 
encountered and their resolution, and general comments on 
other special circumstances or events. 

(4) Using the satellite TDMA communication circuit with the 
forward error correction engaged, transmit the Bathurst test 
tape to Hull, recording the number of errors encountered, 
and the total time required for transmission. 	If time 
permits, this test should be repeated several times to 
ensure the accuracy of the measurement. Record the results 
of the experiment in the System Performance and Availability 
Log, along with the system availability, down times, 
operational difficulties encountered and their resolution, 
and general comments on other special circumstances or 
events. 

(5) Using the satellite TAMA communication circuit with the 
forward error correction engaged, transmit the Hull test 
tape to Bathurst, 	recording the number of errors 
encountered, and the total time required for transmission. 
If time permits, this test should be repeated several times 
to ensure the accuracy of the measurement. Record the 
results of the experiment in the System Performance and 
Availability Log, along with the system availability, down 
times, operational difficulties encountered and their 
resolution, 	and general comments on other special 
circumstances or events. 

(6) Repeat the preceding transmission tests over the TDMA 
network with the TDMA forward error correction turned off. 

Ongoing  Monitoring  and Testing  

(7) Use the TDMA satellite network for operational RJE 
activities for the duration of the field trial. A log of 
communication system performance should be maintained to 
record the system availability, down times, operational 
difficulties encountered and their resolution, and general 
comments on other operating characteristics. 
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(8) Identify the required transmission times each day and 
arrange with the network manager to have the Ottawa-Bathurst 
TDMA channel assigned only for that time. At all other 
times the channel should be assigned to loop through the 
satellite and back to Ottawa, connecting with one of the 
data modules used for double hop experiments. 

Verify that the operational transmissions through the 
network are not affected by the reassignment. Using a 
dataline monitor, loop a 511 bit pseudo random pattern 
through the newly assigned Ottawa-Ottawa link to verify that 
the channel capacity has been correctly allocated, and that 
the channel functions properly. 

The automatic channel assignment should continue for a 
minimum period of one week. Users of other applications 
should be advised of the duration of the experiment and 
reassignment times so that the effect of the system 'hit' on 
each application can be observed. 
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Figure  2.10 - Network Configuration  for RJE Applications  (CEIC) 
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3.4 Digital Facsimile  

Objectives  

CEIC uses facsimile extensively to support its various 
administrative activities. In general, the requirement is for 
the transmission of documents between National Headquarters in 
Ottawa, and the various Regional or Sub-Regional Headquarters. 
There is little operational requirement for 'peer-to-peer' 
facsimile communications. 

Two communication paths will be implemented for the field 
trial; one linking Toronto with Ottawa, the other, Ottawa with 
Bathurst. Communication between Toronto and Bathurst will not be 
provided under the trial. 

The overall objectives are two-fold. 	First, 	is 	to 
demonstrate the ability of the Rapicom15€4.0 facsimile system to 
establish and maintain a valid connectice over the SLIM-TDMA 
network, and then, to compare the quality of transmitted images, 
using standard test frames, to that normally achieved through the 
DDD network. Second, the trial will demonstrate the demand 
assignment capabilities of the TDMA network by using a single 
channel assignment to transfer documents selectively between 
Ottawa and Bathurst, then Ottawa and Toronto. It will be shown 
through demonstrations how the necessary channel re-allocation 
can be scheduled to provide predetermined connections at specific 
times of the day. 

Evaluation Criteria  

The 	primary evaluation criterion for CEIC's facsimile 
applications will be the comparison of standardized test patterns 
transmitted through both the SLIM-TDMA network and conventional 
DDD facilities. Images will be sent both with, and without 
forward error correction to determine whether this network 
feature significantly improves the quality of the received image. 
Finally, the quality of test patterns transmitted over the 
different legs of the satellite network will be compared to see 
if there is any noticeable difference in the channel quality 
between the two. 

The second criterion for evaluation will be a demonstration 
of the ability of the TDMA unit to reassign communication 
channels on demand, and at prescheduled intervals. 
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Technical Considerations  
/el» 

The Rapicom 1500 facsimile systems used by the Commission 
are older designs which are not compatable with the latest CCITT 
standards. Although transmission is normally at 4800bps, the 
modulation scheme does not comply with CCITT Recommendation V.27. 
Therefore, the signal cannot be demodulated at the TDMA terminal 
and passed through the network in digital form. Furthermore, no 
digital interface is provided for the attachment of a suitable 
modem. This limitation restricts the scope of the facsimile 
trial largely to a subjective demonstration. 

A facsimile call is established over the local public dial 
network. Dialing the designated access code connects the 
facsimile machine to a coder/decoder (CODEC) unit which 
transforms the coded analogue waveform to a digital format that 
can be carried by the TDMA system. This device encodes the 
analogue waveform by sampling its value at a predetermined rate, 
and generating an output code which specifies the change in 
signal value from the previous sample. This code is passed to 
the TDMA terminal as data to be transmitted. The accuracy with 
which the waveform is reproduced depends both on errors 
introduced by the communication system and the rate at which the 
signal is sampled. 

At the receiving end of the satellite TDMA circuit, another 
CODEC performs the reverse transform on the TDMA data stream to 
recreate the original waveform. The coded analogue signal is 
passed to the receiving facsimile machine over a local loop' where 
it is demodulated and the final image printed. 

The TDMA assignment of Ottawa—Bathurst or Ottawa—Toronto is 
controlled by the system map which defines all interconnections 
for the network. To reassign the connection from one 
configuration to the other, the maps must be switched, either by 
the network manager on demand, or automatically by the terminal 
at specific times during the day. 

Evaluation Procedure  

The following experiments demonstrate the ability of the 
Rapicom facsimile to establish a valid connection through the 
TDMA satellite network, and compare the quality of the 
transmitted image to that obtained using terrestrial facilities. 
Experiments will also demonstrate the ability to reassign a TDMA 
satellite network connection on a prescheduled basis. 

ArD le1^-76  
VItit-d. • 
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Operational Verification  

(1) Set up the TDMA network definition map to establish a 
connection between Ottawa and Bathurst, which uses the data 
modules reserved for the digital facsimile application. 
Initially the TDMA terminal should be set up to provide 
forward error correction. 

(2) From Ottawa, dial the designated telephone number to access 
the facsimile data module at the Ottawa TDMA. 	Using 
telephone coordination with Bathurst, verify that a ringing 
signal is received, and that the two machines handshake 
successfully. Transmit a standard test frame from Ottawa to 
the machine in Bathurst. After reception of the test frame, 
verify that both facsimile machines return to the on—hook 
condition. 

(3) Repeat the preceding test, this time originating the call 
from Bathurst. 

(4) Using terrestrial DDD facilities, 	establish 	a 	valid 
connection, then transmit a standard test frame from Ottawa 
to Bathurst. Compare the quality of the test frame with 
that sent through the satellite TDMA network. 

(5) Reconfigure the TDMA network to establish a facsimile 
connection to the North York office in Toronto. Repeat the 
preceding steps to verify the ability to connect and 
transmit an image of satisfactory quality through the 
network; both from Ottawa to Toronto, and from Toronto to 
Ottawa. 

(6) Reconfigure the network to provide access to Bathurst and 
repeat all of the preceding experiments, this time with the 
forward error correction turned off. 

(7) Return all of the test frames from the preceding tests to 
Ottawa and examine them for any consistent differences in 
quality between the various circuit alternatives. Record 
all results in the System Performance and Avaliability Log 
and attach the test charts. 

Ongoing  Monitoring  and Testing.  

(8) On a daily basis throughout the field trial, transmit a 
standard test frame over the TDMA network, and through the 
DDD network to Bathurst from Ottawa. Compare the quality 
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of the two images and record the results in the System 
Performance and Availability Log. 

(9) Use the TAMA satellite network for operational facsimile 
transfer for the duration of the field trial. Maintain a 
log of system performance from the users' perspective, 
recording system availability, down times, inability to make 
or maintain a connection over the satellite, and general 
comments and observations on the ability of the TDMA network 
to fulfil its role in this application. 

(10)As and when circumstances dictate, request the network 
manager to reassign the facsimile TDMA connection to 
accomodate batches of operational traffic. 	Carefully 
monitor the ability of the machine to establish a valid 
connection. 	If possible, the first transmitted image after 
reassignment should be a standard test frame. 	Record the 
time and nature of the transfer in the System Performance 
and Availability Log. Advise network control prior to the 
switch so that they can monitor the impact of the disruption 
on the Online data portion of the field trial. 
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3.5 Network Loading  Trial  

The performance of the satellite network under heavy loading 
conditions should be verified by simultaneous transmission of the 
following traffic: 

• Interactive Online Data through the TDMA facilities, 
configured to support the entire North York office; 

• Interactive Online Data through the SCPC/TDMA double hop 
facilities to support MOPS operation in the Newmarket 
office. The double hop configuration is required in this 
application for the load it applies to the TDMA terminal; 

• The transmission of continuous data through the RJE circuit 
of the network. If  live 1  data is unavailable, a data line 
monitor transmitting a 511 bit pseudo random test pattern 
may be used as an alternate load; and, 

• The transmission of a facsimile image from Ottawa to 
Toronto. 	This link will place additional traffic on the 
already loaded Toronto TDMA terminal, rather than the more 
lightly used one at Bathurst. 

If possible, the activities of the various users should be 
coordinated to maximize the_ peak load on the system. Any 
performance anomalies should be recorded in the System 
Performance and Ayailability Log. 

The preceding 'test should be repeated in concert with 
similar loading trials by all 6ther participants. 
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4 GTA APPLICATIONS  

GTA's interest in the SLIM-TDMA field trial lies primarily 
in the areas of telephony, teleconferencing, Infotex, 	and 
communication between word processors (CWP's). 	Since the 
telephony and teleconferencing aspects of the trial will make use 
of proven technologies, this area of the field trial will 
concentrate on examining the behavioural influences that the 
physical characteristics of the satellite communications have 
upon the user. Technical trials of Infotex and Communicating 
Word Processors will be primarily demonstrations. 

4.1 Telephony  

Objectives  

The Federal Government makes extensive use of telephone 
communications to support virtually all of its operations, and 
presently uses almost every type of voice communication including 
DDD facilities, WATS and dedicated private lines. The objective 
of this portion of the field trial is to examine the ability of 
the SLIM-TDMA network to provide quality inter-city telephone 
service, and to demonstrate its ability to reallocate voice 
trunks on demand. This will be accomplished by overlaying two of 
the most heavily used IX routes (Ottawa - Toronto and Ottawa - 
Monteal) with several satellite channels, the performance of 
which can be compared with that of the existing terrestrial 
facilities. 

Evaluation Criteria  

The telephony evaluation encompasses both technical and 
behavioural factors, but places heavy emphasis on behavioural 
aspects: the effects on the users caused by physical 
characteristics of the satellite network such as delay and echo. 
The evaluation of the behavioural factors associated with 
satellite telephony is presented in Part 3 of this evaluation 
plan. 

The technical evaluation is limited to a demonstration of 
the ability to place a telephone call through the network, and of 
reassigning the satellite trunks as on demand. 
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Technical Evaluation Criteria  

The network 'configuration for the telephony portion of the 
field trial is shown is Figure 2.12. To gain access to the 
satellite network, the user dials a special code which connects 
him to the local TDMA terminal. The two wire subscriber loop is 
converted by the central office to a four-wi:re signal and passed 
through an echo suppressor to a coder/decoder (CODEC) at the TDMA 
site. 	The CODEC digitizes the analogue voice waveform, so that 
it can be carried by the TDMA network as data. 	The digital 
signal is carried over the satellite network and passed to a 
receiving CODEC which restores the analogue waveform. As at the 
originating end, the output is a four-wire circuit connected to 
the local central office after first being passed through an echo 
suppressor. From the local office a conventional two-wire 
subscriber loop provides the final connecting link. 

Three satellite trunks have been provided for the field 
trial. The inter-exchange connection is established using 
conventional trunk signalling carried over the satellite channel. 
The ringing signal to the receiving subscriber loop is generated, 
normally, by the associated central office. The actual 
connection of the channel, however, is determined by the 
SLIM-TDMA network channel assignment map. 

Access in both Ottawa and Montreal can be made from any 
telephone connected to the centrex facilities. However, in 
Toronto, access is only through the SL-1 PABX located at 4900 
Yonge Street. 

Evaluation Procedure 

The following 	tests 	demonstrate the ability of the 
SLIM-TDMA network to carry the signalling needed to establish a 
telephone connection through the network, and to reassign the 
voice trunks on a demand basis. 

(1) With the SLIM-TDMA network configured to provide all three 
voice channels to Toronto, place a telephone call through 
the network from Ottawa to a station in Toronto. Observe 
and record any difficulties encountered in placing the call 
in the System Performance and Availability Log. 

(2) Repeat the test, this time placing the call from Toronto to 
Ottawa. 
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(3) Reconfigure the SLIM-TDMA network to connect all three voice 
channels to Montreal, place a telephone call through the 
network from Ottawa to a station in Montreal. Observe and 
record any difficulties encountered in placing the call in 
the System Performance and Availability Log. 

(4) Repeat the test, this time placing the call from Montreal to 
Ottawa. 
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4.2 Teleconferencing  

Obiectives  

As the cost of labour and travel rise, ways must be found to 
reduce the amount of travel required to support the Government's 
activities. Teleconferencing is one means of providing the 
needed level of human interaction, without the necessity of 
travel. The field trial will Implement a five node 
teleconferencing -  network that will be capable of interconnecting 
Government offices in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal. 

Evaluation Criteria  

The teleconferencing aspect of the field trial will 
demonstrate the capabilities of, modern voice teleconferencing 
equipment, using both two-wire and four-wire transmission. The 
evaluation is restricted to an investigation of the behavioural 
aspects of teleconferencing over the SLIM-TDMA network, placing 
emphasis on the ability and ease with which the participants 
interact with each other, and how limitations in this area can 
impinge on the accurate exchange of information. The behavioural 
evaluation plan is contained in Part 3 of this document. 
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Figure 2.13 - Teleconferencing Network 
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4 • 3 Communicating Word Processors  

Objectives  

The Government Telecommunications Agency is currently 
conducting a pilot program to study the potential use of 
communicating word processors within the Federal Government. A 
network of compatable word processing systems is now operational, 
linking the Department of Communications Headquarters in Ottawa 
to its various Regional Head Offices. 

The objectives of this aspect of the field trial are: to 
show that two communicating word processors can successfully 
execute a handshaking sequence through the SLIM-TDMA satellite 
network; and, to demonstrate the use of TDMA satellite 
communications for the transfer of files between word processors. 

Evaluation Criteria  

The communicating word processor portion of the field trial 
will demonstrate the  • transfer of information between AES+ 
machineà in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal. 

The principal evaluation criterion will be a measure of the 
total time required to transfer files of various from one system 
to another compared with the time needed to transmit the same 
files transmitted over terrestrial facilities. 

Technical Considerations  

At the present time, communication between the various word 
processing systems is done through the DDD network or Government 
IX network using industry standard synchronous modems operating 
at 2400 bits per second. For experimentation under the field 
trial, the dial-up connections will be made using the voice 
trunks of the SLIM-TDMA network. 

The network configuration for the telephony 	and 
communicating word processor portion of the field trial is shown 
is Figure 2.12. To access the satellite network, the user dials 
a special code which connects him to the local TDMA terminal. 
The two Igire subscriber loop is converted by the central office 
to a four-wire signal and passed through an echo suppressor to a 
coder/decoder (CODEC) at the TDMA site. The CODEC digitizes the 
analogue voice waveform, so that it can be carried by the TDMA 
network as data. The digitized signal is carried over the 
satellite network and passed to a receiving CODEC which restores 
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the analogue waveform. As at the originating end, the output is 
a four-wire circuit connected to the local central office after 
first being passed through an echo suppressor. From the local 
office a conventional two-wire subscriber loop provides the final 
connecting link. 

All of the word processors used in the fieldtrial are the 
same family (AES-Plus), and are therefore compatable at the 
communications level. No protocol conversion is required. 

Evaluation Procedure  

The following experiments demonstrate the ability of 
satellite voice circuits to carry data using dial-up modems, and 
compare the transmission times of test files through the 
satellite and terrestrial facilities. 

(1) Create a test file to be used for all of the file transfer 
timing tests. A suggested format for the file is the 
sequence: 

l*U*U* U*U*U ' 

To make the time measurements large enough to obtain 
reasonable accuracy, the file should repeat the sequence 

• approximately 60,000 times. 	Resulting in a transmission 
time of approximately 40 minutes at 2400 bits per second. 

(2) From the Ottawa machine, establish a connection over the 
terrestrial network to the corresponding word processor in 
Toronto. Transmit the test file and, using a stop watch and 
telephone coordination with the receiver, measure the total 
time required to send the file. Record the results in the 
System Performance and Availability Log. 

(3) Repeat the preceding test but this time transfer the file in 
the other direction. 

(4) From the Ottawa machine, establish a connection over the 
SLIM-TDMA network to the corresponding word processor in 
Toronto. Transmit the test file and, using a stop watch and 
telephone coordination with the receiver, measure the total 
time required to send the file. Record the results in the 
System Performance and Availability Log. 
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(5) Repeat the preceding test but this time transfer the file in 
the other direction. 

(6) From the Ottawa machine, establish a connection over the 
terrestrial network to the corresponding word processor in 
Montreal. Transmit the test file and, using a stop watch 
and telephone coordination with the receiver, measure the 
total time required to send the file. Record the results in 
the System Performance and Availability Log. 

(7) Repeat the preceding test but this time treasfer the file in 
the other direction. 

(8) From the Ottawa machine, establish a connection over the 
satellite network to the corresponding word processor in 
Montreal. Transmit the test file and, using a stop watch 
and telephone coordination with the receiver, measure the 
total time required to send the file. Record the results in 
the System Performance and Availability Log. 

(9) Repeat the preceding test but this time transfer the file in 
the other direction. 
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4.4 Infotex  Message  Transmission  

Objectives  

As the requirement for written message communication grows 
beyond that which can be served by Telex, GTA, is taking advantage 
of the increased capabilities and higher transmission speeds 
available through CNCP's Infotex offering. An objective of the 
field trial will be to demonstrate the ability of the SLIM-TDMA 
network to interface to the Infotex system and transfer messages 
between stations associated with the satellite network and 

stations on the conventional terrestrial network. 

Evaluation Criteria  

Infotex is a network of communicating typewriters and word 
processors that enables users to edit, file and transmit letters, 
reports and other documents to other Canadian users directly, or 
to other destinations through the International Telex network. 
Each Infotex work station will allow the user to compose and 
electronically edit documents using a standard video terminal, 
and with computer access, to store and retreive documents. 

An Infotex terminal will be installed at GTA under the 
trial, and access the Infotex node in Toronto through the 
SLIM-TDMA network. The evaluation criterion for this application 
will be the ability of the terminal to access the Infotex network 
successfully, and to prepare, edit and transmit test documents to 
other Infotex work stations. Once this has been demonstrated, 
test documents will be transmitted and received from Government 
Telex terminals through the Infotex/Telex interface. 

Technical Considerations  

The Infotex terminal will access the Ottawa node of the 
SLIM-TDMA network through a dedicated private line. At the 
Toronto end, a similar private line will be the last leg of the 
circuit. The transmission rate will be 2400 bits per second. 

Evaluation Procedure 

As a minimum the following demonstrations should be 
conducted using the Infotex access. 
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VI  (1) Prepare a test message of at least 1000 characters using the 
Infotex terminal and transmit it through the network in a 
loop to the same terminal. 

(2) Prepare a test message of at least 1000 characters using the 
Infotex terminal and transmit it to a designated work 
station within CNCP Telecommunications. 

e(3) From the Infotex work station prepare a test message of at 
least 150 words and transmit it to a selected Telex station 
within the Federal Government. 

1 (4) From any designated Telex station, transmit a test message 
of 80 characters or more to the Infotex work station on the 
SLIM-TDMA network. 

(5) Receive a test message of at least 1000 characters from a 
remote work station. 
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5 COMBINED OPERATION  TESTS  

The following experiments demonstrate the overall traffic 
handling capability of the SLIM-TDMA network under worst case 
loading conditions by all participants, and the transient 
disruption to the network when the TDMA channel assignment map is 
altered. 

5.1 Combined Network Loadine Trial  

The performance of the satellite network under heavy loading 
conditions should be verified by simultaneous transmission of the 
following traffic: 

• Analogue Facsimile from the Canadian Meteorological Center 
to the Ontario Weather Center, and from the Canadian 
Meteorological Center to Frobisher Bay to load the TDMA 
sections of the network; 

• From Ice Forecast Central to Frobisher Bay and Frobisher Bay 
to Ice Forecast Central, to load the SCPC section of the 
network. and Frobisher Bay to IFC; 

* Full duplex bulk data from SDL to IFC; 

• Full operation of the interactive dial access from QSSD to 
SDL; 

• Interactive Online Data through the TDMA facilities, 
configured to support the entire North York office; 

• Interactive Online Data through the SCPC/TDMA double hop 
facilities to support MOPS operation in the Newmarket 
office. The double hop configuration is required in this 
application for the load it applies to the TDMA terminal; 

• The transmission of continuous data through the RJE circuit 
of the network. If 'live' data is unavailable, a data line 
monitor transmitting a 511 bit pseudo random test pattern 
may be used as an alternate load; 

• The transmission of a facsimile image from Ottawa to 
Toronto. This link will place additional traffic on the 
already loaded Toronto TDMA terminal, rather than the more 
lightly used one at Bathurst; 

All three telephone circuits with valid connections to the 
Toronto node; and, 
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An active teleconferencing circuit linking Toronto, Ottawa 
and Montreal. 

If possible, the activities of the various users should be 
coordinated to maximize the peak load on the system. Any 
performance anomallies should be recorded in the System 
Performance and Availability Log. 

The preceding test should be repeated in concert with 
similar loading trials by all other participants. 

5.2 Network Reconfiguration 

The TDMA terminal used in the field trial requires 
approximately 1.7 seconds to change channel assignments during a 
network reconfiguration. During this time, communication 
throughout the network is disrupted. 

In association with the combined network loading test, the 
network definition map should be changed, and the impact on each 
user observed and recorded in the System Performance and 
Availability Log. It is suggested that the active and offline 
channel assignment maps be identical, so that the swap causes 
only a momentary disruption without altering the physical 
assignments. 
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HI 

PART 3 - BEHAVIOURAL EVALUATION  

LONG DISTANCE  TELEPHONY, TELECONFERENCING,  ON-LINE DATA 

1 INTRODUCTION  

The purpose is to achieve subjective evaluations of TDMA 
satellite circuits in three areas of application; long distance 
telephony, teleconferencing, and online data. Subjective 
evaluations can never be in absolute terms but are always with 
reference to some comparison standard, explicit or implicit. 
Ideally, then, rigorous experiments should be carried out in 
which comparisons would be made between satellite and terrestrial 
circuits for each application area. In such rigorous 
experiments, all variables other than the independent variable 
manipulation (satellite versus terrestrial) would be held 
constant, either literally or statistically. Direct comparisons 
on dependent variable measures would index the equivalence or 
lack of equivalence between satellite and terrestrial circuits 
within each application area. A well chosen complement of 
dependent variable measures would help pinpoint the reasons 
underlying lack of equivalence where the latter was found to be 
true. 

The concept of an "ideal" experiment is a pure abstraction. 
In the first place, even on purely conceptual grounds, all 
experiments have theoretical limitations and an expert can always 
find some flaws on any experimental design. Secondly, even with 
unlimited funds for carrying it out, any good design (which has, 
among other features, only unavoidable flaws) will have practical 
limitations in execution. In the present case, with limited 
resources, practical limitations dictate compromises in both 
experimental design and in execution. Within these limitations, 
designs and dependent variable materials are presented below for 
each of the three areas of application. In the case of long 
distance telephony, several alternative designs are considered 
and discussed. In the other areas, fewer alternatives were 
available but the rationale behind the chosen approaches is 
outlined. For all areas, a detailed look at the dependent 
variables is presented along with data analysis considerations. 
Copies of questionnaires and other materials are included for all 
areas of application. 
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2 LONG DISTANCE  TELEPHONY  

Alternative 4, presented later below, was the design chosen 
for telephony evaluation. Questionnaire materials were created 
for this alternative although these materials would have equally 
well served the three other alternatives with only minor 
modifications. We first present the three other designs 
(alternatives 1 to 3) which were considered for the evaluation 
although they were ruled out for the present situation for 
reasons which are outlined. 

2.1 Alternative  1: A Well-Controlled Statistical  Design  

This alternative consists of capturing normal outgoing long 
distance calls and routing them at random over either a 
terrestrial or over a satellite circuit. Neither calling nor 
called parties would be informed or aware at the time of the call 
about the fact that the call was routed into an experiment. 
After the completion of each call, the caller would be contacted 
by phone for administration of a questionnaire interview about 
the completed call. The interviewee would be told that the 
questionnaire was part of a check on the quality of long distance 
service. 

2.1.1 Principal  Advantages  of Alternative  1 

(1) Interviewed persons would not know, at the time the call 
was in progress, that they were in an experiment. Thus, they 
would not be attuned, during the call, to listen for any subtle 
peculiarities in the quality of the connection to which they 
would normally not pay attention. Evaluations and comments 
during the interview, then, would be realistic ones and only 
noteworthy, rather than irrelevant, effects of satellite versus 
terrestrial circuits (the independent variable manipulation) 
would be revealed. Hence alternative 1 would not have the fault, 
which the other alternatives (2 to 4 below) do have, of making 
callers more sensitive to the effects of the independent variable 
manipulations than they would be in a real-life situation. 

A related advantage is that the conversational content, its 
flow, and all other characteristics, would be entirely normal and 
spontaneous. 	This might not be the case if interviewees knew in 
advance that they would later be asked to evaluate the call. 	In 
the latter case, distortions in content, flow, etc., might 
obscure the effects of the independent variable manipulation. 
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(2) The capture or sampling of calls would be under the 
control of the experimenters. 	This implies, first, a high 
probability that the calls would represent the whole range of 
variation in long distance calls. Any possible peculiarities in 
the nature of calls attributable to day of the week, or to 
particular clock time on any day, would be taken care of by 
appropriate sampling throughout each day and over all days of the 	• 
week. 

Secondly, 	truly random assignment of calls to the 
independent variable conditions is easily attained so that there 
would be assurance that statistically, the calls assigned to the 
satellite condition were equivalent in the aggregate to those 
assigned to the terrestrial one. 

Finally, also because of experimenter control over call 
capture, the pace of data collection would be under control. 
Thus, the process of capturing and routing calls could be an 
ongoing concentrated effort, which, theoretically, should shorten 
experimental time and costs. However, for reasons discussed 
under disadvantage (2) below, other factors peculiar to the 
execution of this design alternative might obviate the apparent 
advantage of this pace of data collection factor and the actual 
speed of data collection might be very unpredictable and possibly 
quite slow. 

2.1.2 Principal  Disadvantages  of Alternative  1 

Cl) A sufficient reason for rejection of this design 
alternative from serious consideration is the very high cost of 
execution. For one thing, considerable elaboration of equipment 
would be necessary (a) to capture and route calls, (h) to 
identify calling numbers so that those numbers could be phoned 
for interviews with the calling persons, and (c) to detect and 
reject previously interviewed phone numbers since a given person 
could not be interviewed more than once. We will have more to 
say about (c) in discussing disadvantage (2) below. 

A second high cost factor is that a full-time staff devoted 
exclusively to the experiment would be necessary throughout 
experimental execution. This would include several people doing 
interviewing and a relatively sophisticated person to oversee, 
coordinate and monitor the whole operation on a day-to-day basis. 
Such a person would need to be capable of making appropriate 
ongoing decisions to keep the experiment on track throughout 
execution. 
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(2) Data collection might be slow and quite prolonged. This 
slowness would not only be unacceptable in and of itself, but 
would further add to the considerable costs of execution. 

The anticipated slowness stems from several factors. First, 
a very large amount of data is necessary for this design to yield 
a statistically reliable evaluation of satellite versus 
terrestrial circuits. A realistic estimate is that 600 
successfully completed interviews would be needed, 300 for each 
of the satellite and terrestrial circuit conditions. An exact 
number cannot be forecast because the actual variance in any 
experiment is not predictable. But the 600 figure is based on 
extensive previous experience of the consultant in similar 
experiments as well as on what is generally found in the 
literature with experiments where all major variables, as here, 
are statistically rather than literally controlled. 

A second factor related to slowness stems from a requirement 
that a given person cannot be interviewed more than once. First, 
on common sense grounds, it would be unacceptably burdensome to 
ask anyone for more than one interview. Second, on statistical 
grounds, each set of observations in an experiment must be 
independent of every other set and interviewing anyone more than 
once would be a complete violation of this statistical 
requirement. But, as the experiment progressed in time, the 
population of those already interviewed once would grow 
progressively larger and hence, the frequency of rejecting 
callers previously interviewed would also grow larger. In other 
words, more and more calls would be rejected as the experiment 
progressed and new data collection would grow'slower and slower. 
This expectation might not be true in a situation where the 
population previously interviewed, although necessarily growing 
in size as the experiment progressed in time, remained very small 
throughout the experiment relative to the grand total population 
whose calls were being captured by the experiment. But the 
latter would not be true in this situation. Specific previous 
research by the consultant in a very similar situation but where 
the grand total population was considerably larger than it would 
be here, clearly did run into increasing frequency of rejections 
and a consequent slowing down of data collection. Hence, this 
would be bound to occur here. 

A third factor promoting slowness in data collection relates 
to the necessity of interviewing persons relatively soon, within 
10 or 15 minutes after the completion of a call, before 
significant fogetting about the quality of the call had occurred. 
Forgetting would occur as a function of time due to events which 
intervened between the critical experimental call and the 
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interview. 	This would be especially true if other phone calls 
were made or received by the interviewee during that intervening 
time. But, inevitably, many intended interviewees could not be 
reached within 10 or 15 minutes, either because they were busy 
with other phone calls, or because they had left the site of the 
experimental call and could not be tracked down immediately. It 
would be futile to try to interview anyone that could not be 
reached within the 10 or 15 minute period hence many potential 
interviews vould be lost despite the fact that the calls made by 
the intended interviewees were successfully captured and routed 
by the experimenters. 

A fourth source of slowness in data collection in this 
experimental design is due to the fact that the defining unit is 
the telephone number from which a call is initiated rather than 
the unit being the person placing a call. Thus rejection because 
of previous interview would be made of the telephone number from 
which the call was placed even though the person making a call 
might not have been previously interviewed. This is because, in 
the government telephone system, several different persons 
frequently share a common telephone number. One might try to get 
around this problem by contacting every experimentally captured 
call-initiating number despite any previous interview at that 
number and then do the rejecting because of previous interview 
only once the identity of the initiator of an experimentally 
captured call was established. But this is out of the question 
since it would bear too high a nuisance cost for persons, such as 
support staff, who initially answer phone calls. Thus, since a 
telephone number has to be the defining unit, this would further 
inflate the absolute quantity of rejected calls due to a previous 
interview at that number since the frequency of instances of 
multiple persons calling from a single number is bound to be 
high. In addition to contributing to slowness of data 
collection, this also means losing much potentially good data 
from previously non-interviewed persons who place calls from 
numbers used by previously interviewed persons. 

(3) Above, in discussing advantage (1) of this design 
alternative, we noted that it lacked the fault of being 
potentialy too sensitive to the effects of the independent 
variable manipulation. 	Actually, this design may err in the 
opposite direction by being too insensitive. 	This potential 
fault relates to one of the points discussed under disadvantage 
(2) above, namely, the progressively increasing size of the 
population of persons who had already been interviewed and 
therefore could not be interviewed again after second and 
subsequent calls. What this fact means is that persons who 
habitually make long distance calls with high frequency would 
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become used up very early in the experiment and that, as the 
experiment progressed, callers who habitually make fewer long 
distance calls would become increasingly overrepresented. Thus, 
the total callers successfully interviewed, who contribute data 
to the experiment would very likely be non-representative of long 
distance callers in that persons who regularly make very few long 
distance calls would contribute disproportionally. There is good 
evidence that persons who rarely call long distance are much more 
accepting and tolerant of poor telephone quality on such calls. 
Hence, disproportionate overcontribution to the data by such 
persons could result in an experimental failure to detect 
differences between satellite and terrestrial circuits which 
might be consequential differences to more typical long distance 
users. 

In summary, then, design alternative 1 is rejected because 
of high costs, slowness and inefficiency of data collection and 
potential insensitivity to the independent variable manipulation. 
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2.2 Alternative 2: A Well-Controlled Within-Observer  Plan 

Here, unlike alternative 1, the person placing a call would 
be the experimental data unit and the telephone number from which 
the person's calls were placed would not be relevant. Specific 
persons, chosen to be representative, would be asked to become 
experimental observers. They would be provided with printed 
questionnaires and instructed to use two special long distance 
access dialing codes which were different from the codes they 
normally use. They would be asked to use one particular new 
dialing code on the first call to a given city that they make in 
the normal course of their work, on or after a specified date 
and/or time. A counterbalanced sequence would be used so that 
for half the observers, this first new dialing code would access 
a satellite circuit; for the other half, this first code would 
access the same terrestrial circuit that they would have accessed 
with their usual old dialing code. After completion of the call, 
they would fill out a "first call" questionnaire. Some specified 
time later, say one week, the same observers would repeat the 
process with a second call, using the second new dialing code. 
This second new code would access the opposite circuit 
(terrestrial or satellite) to that accessed by the first new code 
they had used in the previous week. A "second call" 
questionnaire, similar to the first one, would be filled out 
after the second call. No observer would be told of the 
significance vis-a-vis terrestrial or satellite circuits of the 
two new codes they would use. The rationale given observers 
would be that they were involved in a test of new circuits. 

2.2.3 Principal  Advantages  of Alternative 2 

(1) A major advantage of this design is that the observers 
for the satellite circuit are the very same persons who serve as 
observers for the terrestrial circuits. Thus observers are held 
literally, rather than statistically, constant. This 
characteristic is the defining one of the "within-observer" 
aspect of the design. The effect is to reduce or eliminate a 
principal source of experimental variance; namely, that 
attributable to differences among persons between the two 
circuits. In turn, this reduces the total number of observers 
needed by at least a factor of 2, from 600 in alternative 1 to 
300 or less in this design alternative. In and of itself, this 
reduction in number of observers needed ought to reduce the total 
cost of executing the experiment. 
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(2) Although, unlike in alternative 1, observers would.know 
that they were in an experiment, the effects of this knowledge on 
their expectations and behaviour would be the same for the 
satellite as for the terrestrial circuit independent variable 
manipulation. Two new codes are involved, and, even though one 
of them is equivalent to the old, usual code used, this is 
unknown to participants and this fact ensures equality in 
expectations and behaviour. Learning effects might be involved 
so that the second call, independent of its circuit condition, 
might be treated differently due to previous experience with the 
first call. But this design equalizes such learning effects over 
the circuits by the counterbalancing procedure over the two calls 
wherein the first call is terrestrial for half the observers and 
satellite for the other half with a reversal of circuit 
assignment for the second call. 

This does not mean that there would not be distorting 
effects which could obscure the evaluations of the two circuits 
due to knowledge of experimental participation and due to 
learning effects. But it does mean the these distortions, if 
present, would, at least, be the same for each of the two 
circuits. 

2.2.4 Principal  Disadvantages  of Alternative  2 

(1) Compared to the fifst design, alternative 2 does have 
cost saving features due to the need for fewer observers, due to 
the elimination of personnel to track down observers and to 
administer questionnaires, etc. Nonetheless, execution costs are 
still very high. Hardware costs are considerable, involving 
special lines and equipment to implement two new calling codes 
and circuits. The logistics problems in implementing the design 
are quite complex and so the costs of appropriate personnel to 
deal with these problems are also high. 

Since only a limited number of persons could attempt to 
access lines with the two new codes during any time period and 
still be assured of getting a connection with one or a few 
attempts, then only a relatively small subset of the target 
population could be involved in the experiment at one time. But, 
there are no a priori grounds on which to determine the size of a 
subset. Furthermore, the long distance calling frequency of any 
subset might vary from day to day. Thus, a full-time and quite 
sophisticated person would be needed to monitor the experiment on 
a daily basis (a) to appoint and coordinate efforts by support 
staff persons within each subset who would be responsible for 
collecting questionnaires so that the completion rate could be 
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closely monitored, (b)to add or delete individual participants 
and groups as monitoring disclosed this was necessary, and (c) to 
effect condition changes from satellite to terrestrial codes or 
vice-versa by instructions to participants and groups, etc. All 
of this close monitoring would be necessary so that the 
facilities available would not be overtaxed on the one hand, or 
else people might give 'up trying to access circuits with the new 
codes, nor undertaxed on the other hand or the experiment would 
be unnecessarily prolonged. 

(2) We saw that a disadvantage of design alternative I was 
that it might be too insensitive to the satellite-terrestrial 
independent variable manipulation. The second design alternative 
under discussion here might have the opposite flaw of being too 
sensitive. 	It might reveal reliable differences between 
satellite and terrestrial circuits which would not, in fact, be 
consequential ones for representative long distance callers under 
ordinary useage. 

Two reasons underlie this possibility of hypersensitivity. 
First, by their full knowledge of being experimental 
participants, callers would be primed to listen to qualitative 
variations in a way which was far more critical than in their 
normal telephone useage. 

Secondly, quite opposite from alternative 1, high frequency 
habitual long distance callers would be overrepresented in the 
data. There is good evidence that such high frequency callers 
are harsh judges of telephone quality. They would be 
overrepresented because many lower frequency callers, a group 
known to be lenient judges, might not complete the experiment 
within the necessary time constraints for finishing the two 
calls. 

However, the potential flaw of hypersensitivity is much 
preferred to a flaw of insensitivity. If satellite quality 
evaluations are close to those of terrestrial circuits in a 
slightly hypersensitive design, this would be a strong and 
conservative indicant of the acceptability of satellite circuits 
for long distance telephony. 

(3) The rate of data collection is entirely unpredictable in 
this alternative. 	It is essential that data on both of the two 
calls for each participant be collected or the "within-observer" 
advantage of 300 or fewer calls instead of 600 could not be 
realized. Thus, data from anyone not completing the two calls 
would need to be discarded. Factors which would promot,e such 
discarding of data include the necessary time constraints in 
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conjunction with idiosyncratic frequencies of long distance 
calling, the somewhat unpredictable availability of given 
participants for the whole of any time period, and possible 
problems of access to lines being served by the two new codes. 
Thus, the discard rate might be high and result in slow 
collection of useable data. 

In summary, this design, like alternative 1, is costly and 
possibly slow, and, opposite to alternative 1, may be too 
sensitive, although the latter is not necessarily a bad thing. 
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2.3 Alternative 3: A Fully Controlled Laboratory Experiment  

This would not necessarily mean bringing persons into an 
actual laboratory or special eevironment although not to do so 
might detract from achieving the tight control over all matters 
which is the essence of this design. Not only would this be a 
"within-observer" design, with the same persons experiencing both 
satellite and terrestrial circuits, but most other major 
variables would also be literally, rather than statistically 
controlled. These variables would include the nature or detailed 
content of the conversations engaged in, and the amoount and 
temporal order of exposure to each circuit condition. In 
addition to questionnaires (written or by interview) given during 
or after the experiment, performance measures might be used. For 
example, tasks might be devised which would allow counting or 
measuring perceptual errors in controlled conversational stimulus 
materials. To add even further control, the remote participant 
with whom the experimental observer would interact over the 
circuits could be a well-rehearsed experimental stage and this 
would be another literal constant of the situation. 

2.3.1 Principal  Advantages  of Alternative 3 

(1) Because all major variables are literally controlled, 
with identical conversational content and stimulus materials as 
well as the identical persons in both satellite and terrestrial 
conditions, variability between these conditions that was due to 
factors other than the circuits would be minimal or virtually 
non-existent. 	The great advantage of this degree of control 
would be that very few observers would be needed to yield 
statistically reliable outcomes. Probably no more than one dozen 
participant observers would be quite sufficient. 	Thus, once 
materials and equipment were set up, the data gathering part of 
the experiment could easily be completed within one week. 	This 
is quite fast and ties up staff time and equipment minimally. 

(2) This design also has a cost advantage over the first two 
alternatives examined above. 	Only one new satellite line is 
involved with no access problems since the line would be directly 
linked to the laboratory for exclusive use. 

(3) Since observers would be processed individually, one at 
a time, there would be no problems with the logistics of data 
gathering. Both circuit conditions would be programmed within 
each session so that there would be no discarding of data due to 
lack of completion of the experiment. 	Also, since so few 
observers are needed, there would be no problems getting the 
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required small number. 

2.3.2 Principal  Disadvantages  of Alternative 3 

The critical weakness is the total artificiality of the 
laboratory situation for this kind of evaluation so that 
extrapolation of results to real-life telephony would be 
impossible. Unless the two circuit conditions (terrestrial and 
satellite) were virtually identical (and they are well known not 

• to be), then one could not help but detect very reliable 
differences between the conditions even if these differences were 
very small in absolute magnitude and inconsequential in real 
telephony. The design is thus grossly hypersensitive and the 
obvious question when confronting the results would be "so what?" 
All the experimental rigour and elegance of this alternative 
would have been used only to show something that was entirely 
obvious and the fundamental question of the relative 
acceptability of satellite circuits for long distance telephony 
in the government network would remain unanswered. 

It should be noted that this is not a general condemnation 
of laboratory experiments. Such experiments are entirely 
relevant and convincing in the many sivations for which rigorous 
research techniques are appropriate. The laboratory approach is 
simply not appropriate in the present instance given the purposes 
of the research. 
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2.4 Alternative  4: A Within-Observer Demonstration  

Alternative 4, which is the one chosen for implementation, 
is actually a less rigorous variant of alternative 2. In this 
alternative, questionnaires with instructions would be mailed to 
volunteers among selected observers. The task of the observers, 
as explained in a covering letter and in written instructions, is 
to make two phone calls. For the first call, participants are 
given a special long distance access code. This code will 
connect them through a satellite circuit although this is not 
told the participants. A "first test call" questionnaire is then 
completed. The very next long distance call they make to the 
same city as the first test call becomes the "second test call". 
For this second call, observers are asked to use the usual long 
distance code they normally use. They then complete a "second 
test call" questionnaire. 

Observers are asked to choose any call they would normally 
make in the course of a working day as the first test call. The 
amount of time elapsing between the first and second test calls, 
as explained in instructions, is irrelevant and the called person 
may be but need not be the same one in the two calls. 

2.4.1 Principal  Advantages  of Alternative  4 

Costs of execution are relatively low for this alternative. 
The hardware for the special long distance access code requires 
none of the elaboration needed for alternatives 1 and 2 since 
only one special code is used. Once participants are selected, 
contacted and printed materials have been mailed, there are no 
special dedicated personnel involved during data collection 
provided participants are brought into the experiment at a rate 
that will not overburden the "first test call" special code. 
Data collection rate is unpredictable but may be moderately rapid 
with few reasons why a person would not complete the experiment 
once the first test call was made. It is a within-observer 
design, sharing this characteristic with alternatives 2 and 3 
with the advantage of requiring fewer observers than in a purely 
statistical design. 

2.4.2 Principal  Disadvantages  of Alternative  4 

Alternative 4 is not a well-controlled experiment but 
rather, a demonstration. The most serious departure from 
rigorous experimental control is that participants are aware of a 
special code for the first call and of the fact that the second 
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call is a normal government network call. Thus they are likely 
to be highly critical in listening to and evaluating the first 
call but less so regarding the second one. One can only hope 
that they will heed instructions to be as critical in judging the 
second call as they are for the first one. But however they 
treat the second call, the tendency will be for the demonstration 
to be on the too sensitive side. This will have to be borne in 
mind in evaluating the questionnaire outcomes. However, as noted 
in connection with alternative 2 above,if the satellite circuit 
emerges in the questionnaires as being relatively close in degree 
of acceptability to that of normal terrestrial circuits, then, in 
view of the sensitivity bias, this fact might be interpreted as 
strong and conservative evidence for acceptability of satellite 
circuits in this application. Of course, it is always possible 
that observers will guess that the first call is over a satellite 
circuit, in which case their evaluation may reflect their 
pre-existing biases about such circuits rather than be based on 
close attention to the quality of the call per se. 

The fact that observers are self-aware participants in a 
test may distort results in ways similar to alternative 2. Thus, 
conversational content and flow may be quite different for the 
satellite than for the terrestrial call, and, perhaps, different 
for both calls than for non-test calls. There is no 
counterbalancing control in this alternative as there was in 
alternative 2 where the first call was satellite for half the 
observers and terrestrial  for ° the other half. It would be 
difÈicult to make the procedure of a terrestrial call as the 
first one a credible manipulation here, as would be necessary in 
counterbalancing, since participants would be fully aware that 
there was no special code for the terrestrial call. Hence, 
counterbalancing was ruled out since some participants, who would 
be asked to make a "normal" call as the first one in a 
counterbalanced procedure, might actively choose among their long 
distance calls, rejecting those they thought were atypical in 
their view. 	And so, after-the-fact, they might select a call 
they thought was typical to report as the "first" call. 	In 
effect, they might not be reporting on actual experience with a 
"first" call but rather on their personal preconception of 
general long distance call quality to the target city. Use of 
the special satellite code for the first call tries to get around 
some of these problems by providing a clear starting point for 
the experiment (the first, special code, call) and thus, a clear 
definition of the second call which is the very next one to the 
same city. 
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Another set of disadvantages and weaknesses of this 
alternative is with the planned execution rather than with the 
design per se. Limited time and funds dictate that only some 50 
participants will be obtained, rather than the 300 necessary for 
statistical reliability. Furthermore, these participants will be 
chosen from among those who will be making future decisions about 
choice of service in the government telephone system. Thus the 
total numbers pontributing data will be too small on scientific 
grounds and the contributors will not only not be a 
representative sample of government network users, but they may 
have pre-existing biases about satellite circuits which may be 
reflected in the data. 

These disadvantages and weaknesses mean that whatever the 
outcome, it will not be convincing on purely scientific grounds. 
However, because costs and time are important limitations, then a 
demonstration with limited numbers of possibly biased 
participants rather than a rigorously scientific evaluation is 
the best that can be done here. 	Given full awareness of the 
limitations 	of the demonstration, .appropriate caution in 
interpretation of the results can be exercised. 
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2.5 Long Distance  Telephony Materials  

In Appendix E will be found copies of (1) the covering 
letter to participants, (2) instructions to observers, (3) 
general questions, (4) first call questionnaire and (5) second 
call questionnaire. All of these materials will be delivered as 
a single package to demonstration participants. These materials 
have all been pre-tested and revised in accordance with the 
outcomes of the pre-tests. The first and second test call 
questionnaires are identical. 

The initial general questions ask about sex, age and about 
average or typical frequency of long distance useage. The basic 
analysis will, of course, compare responses on the first test 
call questionnaire (satellite) with those on the second test call 
but this basic analysis can then be broken down by the categories 
in the general questions. For example, since the incidence of 
hearing impairments increases with age, the basic first-second 
call analysis might be examined as a function of an age 
breakdown. Similarly, since it is known that high frequency long 
distance callers are harsher judges of circuit quality, it may be 
of interest to examine the main analysis broken down by habitual 
long distance useage frequencies. Although there is no reason to 
suspect that persons of different sexes will evaluate the•
circuits differently, once the data are enterred into a computer, 
sex could be examined as a variable at trivial additional 
computer time costs. 

Breaking down results by the outcome of any one or more 
questions as discussed above is called crosstabulation. It 
should be noted that there are limiting factors which determine 
whether any particular crosstabulation makes sense or is 
worthwhile doing. The first limitation is the size of the 
sample. If 300 responses are necessary to detect statistically 
reliable differences for a given set of data, then that 300 
figure will also be true for any finer breakdown. For example, 
there will probably need to be 300 females and 300 males, for a 
total sample size of 600, rather than 300, for a crosstabulation 
to show reliability of outcomes by sex. A related limitation is 
that, since, in this case, no crosstabulations have been 
specifically planned for in advance, then pure chance may 
determine whether any particular crosstabulation will have 
reliability. For example, since participants are not to be 
specifically chosen so that equal representation from each of a 
heavy user and a rare long distance user group is to be obtained, 
then, even if the total sample size was 600, if, by chance, only 
100 heavy users and 500 rare users are obtained, then that 
crosstabulation might not show reliable satellite-terrestrial 
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differences within the heavy user group. 

The numbers cited above are theoretical. 	The planned 
execution involves only 50 participants in total hence no 
crosstabulation may be worth pursuing. However, crosstabulations 
may be interesting to look at even though reliable effects are 
not detectable. Sometimes, variances within sub-categories of a 
crosstabulation may be so low that reliable differences will 
emerge despite small numbers in a sub-category. Thus whatever 
seems of potential interest in a set of data should always be 
examined. The question of reliability is a matter of whether one 
can or cannot legitimately extrapolate an obtained outcome to the 
larger population of which research participants are a presumed 
sample, and the arbiter of that decision is a formal statistical 
analysis. In the present case, with a total sample of only 50, 
even main questions, let alone crosstabulations, may not show 
reliable differences. 

As mentioned above, 	first and second test 	call 
questionnaires are identical. A code number is stamped on the 
upper right of each page to enable retaining the identity of a 
respondent in case pages become separated. Each respondent must, 
of course, be identified in data analysis by a number so that the 
powerful within-observer feature of the demonstration can be 
taken into account in the analysis. A different page colour is 
used for the first and second test calls and this will help to 
orient the participant and also clearly identify calls at the 
time of computer data input. 

Questions 1 to 4 enable a check on whether instructions were 
correctly followed: eg. that both test calls were to the same 
city, that the appropriate access codes were used, that the 
"first" test call did indeed take place before the "second" one, 
etc. Question 3 also provides another item of possible interest 
for crosstabulation, eg. whether calls placed in the morning 
were rated differently than those in the afternoon. 
Crosstabulation may also be of interest with question 5, eg. 
whether calls to known persons were rated differently than those 
to strangers. 

Question 6 allows for an internal check on whether the 
perceived lengths of calls made on the satellite circuit were the 
same as on the terrestrial lines and provides another 
crosstabulation possibility of interest, eg. whether calls which 
seemed short were rated differently than those which seemed long. 
Question 6 should not, of course, be mistaken for an objective 
measure. Although couched in measureable language ("minutes"), 
this and similar questions are entirely subjective. The major 
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importance of the actual number or number range that is checked 
by respondents is in how it compares with what is checked in the 
identical question in the other test call and there is little 
importance to be attached to the actual magnitude of the number 
or number range checked. 

Question 7 is probably the single most important one of the 
whole questionnaire. It yields the overall general evaluation of 
perceived circuit quality. A four point scale is used in this 
question only because other world agencies (eg. CCITT, AT & T, 
TCTS) use this scale in similar questionnaires. And so, in using 
this scale to calculate and evaluate mean opinion scores, (by 
assigning a "4" to "1", to "excellent" to "poor", respectively), 
it will be possible to compare the obtained results with similar 
outcomes in the literature. 

Otherwise, there is nothing particularly sacred about a four 
point scale and the writer personally prefers five point scales 
which have a clear middle, or neutral point. A five point scale 
would have used the same rating words as question 7 and would 
have added the word "bad" at the low end. Again, as is true of 
terms which refer to objectively measureable concepts (eg. 
"minutes"), no significance should be attached to "true meanings" 
of terms such as "excellent" or "poor". Meanings are partly a 
function of context and the most important thing with scales such 
as in question 7 is how the satellite rating compares with the 
terrestrial one. Especially in a within-observer design as here, 
whatever meanings the words have for participants in rating one 
circuit, they have the same meanings, presumably, in the other 
circuit since the same persons are using the same words for both 
circuits. 

In a five point scale, the word "fair", which would then be 
in the middle, would mean something different than it does in 
question 7 where it falls into the bottom half of four points. 
Without belabouring things any further, I will only mention that 
in studies with very large sample sizes, one can establish the 
useful meaning of terms by correlating outcomes using scales such 
as those in question 7 with other behaviours of telephone users. 
For example, the four point scale of question 7 can provide 
remarkably accurate predictions of the percentage of complaints 
to telephone operators about circuit quality over circuits that 
were subjected to ratings in properly conducted experiments. 

Since question 7 is of central importance, it is adviseable 
to keep a running tabulation of responses to it as questionnaire 
returns come in. It would be easy to do so and one would have 
the most interesting result at hand to ponder over, well in 
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advance of computer input and analysis of questionnaires after 
all results are in. In this case, because of the within-observer 
design, it is important that the running tabulation keep track of 
persons as well as of responses. Two columns could be used, one 
column for the first test call, the second one for the second 
test call, and each row would contain the two responses of a 
single questionnaire respondent. The scare "excellent" to "poor" 
would be translated into "4" to "1", in accordance with world 
convention and these numbers would be enterred into the running 
tabulation. A running mean opinion score could be updated daily 
as questionnaire returns come in and an experienced statistical 
eye could easily see whether emerging differences between 
satellite and terrestrial circuits were or were not likely to 
become statistically reliable as opposed to being only chance 
fluctuations. 

Questions 8 and 17 are unlikely to yield quantifiable or 
computable results. Answers to these question will need to be 
scanned by eye to see if any sensible categorization and 
tabulation can be made of them manually. These two questions 
simply allow respondents to describe problems they had in their 
own words and the answers may be revealing even though they are 
not likely to allow for quantitative treatment. 

Question 9 is quite important for it will further clarify 
the meaning of the ratings given in the all-important question 7. 
For example, if a satellite call is rated as "poor" (question 7) 
but is also "better" than a typical government network long 
distance call (question 9), this may say quite a lot about the 
substitutability of satellite for terrestrial circuits in the 
government context. Again, a first-second test call comparison 
is important for this question, but, in addition, as our 
illustration shows, question 9 will be of equal interest in 
conjunction with question 7 within each of the first and second 
calls. 

Depending on the actual responses, it may or may not be 
possible to enter question 10 into the computer - most likely not 
because multiple responses by respondents may be common and 
idiosyncratic. In any case, the "further description" at the 
right of the question will need to be scanned by eye, as will 
question 8 and 17 as discussed above, to see if any sensible 
categorization and manual tabulation is possible. 

For most people, the immediately perceived subjective 
effects of delay in satellite circuits are in terms of general 
hesitation or awkwardness (question 11), interruptions by the 
other person (question 13), or interruption ease by the 
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respondent (question 15). 	The very few people who are 
sophisticated about satellite delays (mostly telephone engineers 
and behavioural scientists) can usually attribute such problems 
t6 delay, but even for these people, the actual subjective 
experience is not of delay. 	In other words, no one can 
experience the delay itself, but only its effects. 	Hence 
indirect questions (11,13 and 15) need to be asked. Again, with 
these questions, answers will be meaningful only as response 
differences between first and second test calls, since even a 
"perfect" connection can yield a conversation marked by 
hesitancy, awkwardness and problems with interruptions. 
Questions 12, 14 and 16 are attempts to gauge the seriousness of 
the delay-induced problems. 

2.6 Notes  on Data Analysis  

Statistical 	evaluation for reliability of obtained 
differences in the questionnaire could use the Chi Square 
statistic for most questions and crosstabulations since the 
questions are categorical in nature. The major exception is the 
all-important question 7 for which one should use a t-test for 
correlated means (or, the same thing, the appropriate analysis of 
variance) since, by well established precedent in world telephony 
research, the mean opinion score is the way such data are 
treated. 

An argument could be made for treating question 9 and 
questions 11 to 16 as though each of them measured a continuous 
variable - ie. means could be calculated and t-tests or analyses 
of variance could be used to evaluate differences between these 
means. The writer would favour such treatment since an 
assumption of continuity between categories seems entirely 
reasonable. However, decisions about the treatment of data as 
categorical (via Chi Squares) or as continuous (via analysis of 
variance) will be part of the creative input from whoever becomes 
finally responsible for data analysis and interpretation. 
Similarly, crosstabulation decisions will also be part of the 
creative aspect of data analysis. 
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3 TELECONFERENCING 

Despite its potential in saving travel time and costs, 
teleconferencing of any, kind (audio, video, computer) is not 
greatly used and most people have had very little if any 
experience with it. This is in sharp contrast to telephony where 
virtually every North American is a highly experienced and 
frequent user. These facts have important implications for the 
present endeavour to test the suitability of satellite circuits 
for audio applications. With telephony, despite the possible 
conversational distortions which may occur due to self-conscious 
awareness of being a research participant, one can reasonably 
expect that observers will be able to make evaluative judgements 
of the circuit quality independent of the quality or 
meaningfulness of the conversation they have over the circuit. 
This is not expected to be true for teleconferencing. In the 
latter, largely because it will be an entirely new situation for 
participants, it may be very difficult for observers to 
distinguish between success or failure of the social interaction 
in a teleconference meeting on the one hand, and the qualitative 
acceptability or unacceptability of the circuits over which the 
meeting took place on the other hand. 

	

The research literature on teleconferencing shows 	the 
complexity of this form of meeting. There are no prescriptions 
for successful teleconference meetings. Instead, one can compile 
a long list of factors which are known or suspected to make for 
teleconferencing difficulties. Trying to plan for a successful 
teleconference would be much more a matter of avoiding the known 
or suspected difficulties rather than of trying to implement 
known positive factors. Furthermore, it appears that whatever 
learning takes place with repeated experience in 
teleconferencing, and such learning must be considerable, it 
occurs rather slowly. Thus, even repeated experience with the 
teleconferencing situation does not easily render that situation 
into a comfortable one comparable to telephony. 

Since considerable research by highly qualified experts over 
more than 10 years has failed to provide a clear picture, the 
present research endeavour, being quite limited in resources, 
cannot be expected to produce any new insights into•
teleconferencing as a meeting process. The focus here must be 
away from any evaluation of teleconferencing per se, and as much 
on satellite versus terrestrial cicuits as possible. The basic 
question is not whether teleconferencing can work, but rather, 
can it work as well (or no more badly) over a satellite circuit 
as over a terrestrial one. In keeping with the basic question, 
two sets of material have been prepared. The second set of 
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materials is for real teleconferencing and will be discussed 
later below. The first set of materials involves an artificial 
task which can be performed over a two and a three node system. 
The task was designed for two people per node for a total of four 
people in the two node situation and a total of six in the three 
node one, although the instructions prepared for the task deal 
with the possibility of having more or fewer 'people than those 
totals. A questionnaire, to be completed by each participant 
individually was designed for filling out after the task has been 
performed. 

The task itself was designed to require and ensure an equal 
amount of participation from each experimental observer. 
Performance of the task entails frequent interruptions of a 
speaker and a rapid and continual shifting among all particpants 
of the speaker role. In this way everyone will have much 
experience during the task, in speaking and listening, and in 
interrupting and being interrupted. These activities and 
behaviours were deemed critical ones for judging circuit quality 
in a teleconferencing system. 

The task consists of tracing a route on a map between two 
points. Each participant has his or her own copy of the map, the 
copies differing among the participants in the specific location 
of road blocks. Tracing the route involves finding the unique 
path which avoids all road blocks and this task can be 
accomplished only by full participation of all persons. The 
rules are that the route is traced aloud by a person one street 
block at a time. As a road block is detected by any participant, 
he or she must announce this and take over the speaking and route 
tracing role. There are a very large number of road blocks hence 
the rules ensure that speaking, listening, interrupting and being 
interrupted occur frequently for each observer. 

Despite the artificial nature of the task, there is much 
leeway within the rules for each person and each group to adopt 
and use their own idioSynctratic ways of speaking, interrupting 
and describing the route being traced. Pre-tests of the 
materials showed that the task is found quite interesting and 
engaging and yields a "natural" conversational flow. 

For each of the two and three node situations, the materials 
described above can be used in two ways. First, they can be used 
as a relatively informal pre-test of a teleconferencing system. 
Where there is any doubt about whether a given system is useable 
at all, these materials will enable a quick check on useage 
feasibility since the materials should readily highlight gross 
major impediments or flaws in a system. In such use, the 
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questionnaire need not be involved, only the maps and routes, and 
an informal note can be taken of system impressions by 
participants in a quick test. Secondly, if feasibility can be 
presumed or established, the materials can be used in formal 
experiments. 

When used in a formal experiment, the design can be of the 
within-observer type where each group of participants can use the 
task under both a terrestrial and a satellite circuit, either in 
succession or with hours or days intervening between use under 
one circuit and another. Since the situation is relatively 
highly structured, it closely approximates a laboratory 
experiment with a high degree of control over most major 
variables (eg. task, persons, environment, etc.). Thus, these 
variables are literally rather than statistically controlled with 
very much the same conditions prevailing for each circuit 
configuration. Accordingly, the design is very highly efficient, 
meaning that major source of variance will be due to the circuit 
configurations being examined and not due to these other 
variables. And so, no more than one dozen groups of particpants 
will be needed to yield statistically reliable outcomes (ie. 48 
persons in the two node and 72 in the three node case). 

For this degree of efficiency, it is, of course, essential 
that the identical persons in the same groups are used for each 
circuit configuration. To control for learning effects, where 
the second, third, etc., exposure to the experimental situation 
and task will benefit from the prior exposure(s), 
counterbalancing of circuit conditions is also essential. Where 
only two circuit configurations are tested, counterbalancing will 
mean that half of the groups would perform the task first under 
one circuit, the other half of the groups first under the other 
circuit, and the second exposure for each of the groups would 
then be with the previously unused circuit. If there were three 
circuit configurations, then counterbalancing would mean dividing 
the groups equally over the six possible permutations of 
sequential order of circuits, etc. 

The materials permit re-use by the same persons and groups 
since the route to be traced on the map is a long one and 
insufficient details will be remembered by any person about 
enough of the road blocks to make much of a difference to their 
efficiency at the task on a second or third exposure. 
Furthermore, the map for the two node situation contains twO 
different, independent routes, and each can be started from 
either of two points, the other point becoming the "finish" 
location. Thus, in a two.circuit test, a different route can be 
used for each circuit. The three node map contains only one 
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route but it can be used in two directions. An additional 
variation is that on performing the task for a second or third 
time, each participant should use a different version of the map, 
showing a different set of road blocks, than the map(s) he or she 
previously used. For dealing with effects of prior experience 
with the materials, the last point (a different map version per 
person per session) is probably the most important one. 

Pre-tests of these materials showed that it would take up 
to, or more than one hour to completely trace any route. It is 
entirely reasonable to set a limit of about 15 minutes for task 
performance. With about 10 minutes for preliminaries and for 
reading instructions, and about 10 minutes for completeing the 
questionnaire at the end, 15 minutes for the task would make for 
about one-half hour session. Any longer than one-half hour would 
be fatiguing and counter productive. This is true for human 
participation in experiments in general and is quite specifically 
true for audio teleconferencing since research has shown it to be 
especially'tiring in comparison with other forms of meeting 
including face-to-face and video teleconferencing. Thus the 
recommended 15 minute limit for the route task should be set as a 
rigid experimental parameter 
instructions (written or oral) 
at the task should be 
questionnaire evaluation to be 

to be specified in supplementary 
to participants. Fifteen minutes 
quite sufficient to enable the 
completed meaningfully. 

The 15 minute limit means, of course, that it is highly 
unlikely that any group will finish tracing a route within a 
single session. This, of course, makes still another variation 
possible which can be incorporated to eliminate specific previous 
experience from contaminating task performance in a subsequent 
session for any group. Namely, in addition to two different 
overall routes (two node task), two different starting or end 
points, and different specific map versions per person, 
participants could also be asked to start a route at some 
mid-point in a particular session and to go in one of two 
directions from that mid-point. It is, of , course, highly 
unlikely that this would ever be necessary unless an experiment 
was to test more than three or four different circuit 
configurations. Of all the possible variations discussed above, 
the different specific map version per person for each session 
is, as previously mentioned, probably the most important one. To 
facilitate incorporating this important variant, each specific 
version of the maps is marked clearly as "1st person", "2nd 
person", etc. Naturally, the maps should be collected after each 
session so that no exposure to them between sessions is possible. 
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We previously discussed counterbalancing of circuit 
conditions as essential. Counterbalancing is recommended too, 
but is not essential, for the end and starting points, etc. This 
is not essential in that it is very ,  unlikely that these route 
variations will produce any differences in the teleconferencing 
experience. But it is recommended only as a matter of easily 
implemented experimental elegance and to obviate any conceivable 
possibility of specific geographic areas on the maps as being 
consequentially different from other geographic areas in 
difficulty or in any other characteristics that could be of 
importance. 

The map materials and questionnaires are artificial and are 
designed for a laboratory type of experiment, or, minus 
questionnaire, for a quick check on circuit feasibility. 
Laboratory experiments are not intended to yield information that 
can be directly or simply extrapolated to real 	life 
teleconferencing. 	As mentioned previously, teleconferencing per 
se is very problematic. What laboratory experiments will do, in 
this case, is to provide comparative tests of circuits along 
dimensions known to be critical in teleconferencing - namely, 
speaking, listening, interrupting and being interrupted, in a 
meaningful task-oriented situation that promotes a "natural" flow 
of conversation. If the experiments disclose severe problems 
with a given circuit configuration, then one may safely presume 
that real teleconferencing over that circuit is not feasible. 
But if no problems are revealed (eg. a satellite circuit is 
found as acceptable and useable as a terrestrial one) it does not 
mean that teleconferencing itself will be successful since real 
teleconferencing involves all the unsolved problems of meetings 
of this type, beyond the problems atributable to circuits per se. 

The second set of materials prepared is a questionnaire for 
completion after real teleconferencing sessions. If circuits are 
deemed useable, the systems will be available not only for 
experiments but for general, unstructured use. Such use of the 
systems will not be experimental in the formal sense, and so the 
distinction between circuit effects and meeting effects connot be 
enforced by a common task performed according to rules as it was 
with the map materials discussed above. The interest still  • is 
with circuit effects, but the content of real teleconferencing 
attempts will be rather idiosyncratic. What this means is that 
there is absolutely no way to ensure that any two real 
teleconferences are sufficiently comparable, if comparable at 
all, to allow a meaningful comparison to be made between 
conferences under one circuit and those under another. Such a 
comparison could only be made if many hundreds of teleconferences 
were held under each of the two different cicuits so that the 
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variations between conferences might be presumed to be 
statistically constant between circuits. In the present 
situation, there will not be the opportunity for many hundreds of 
real teleconferences, hence the questionnaire prepared can only 
be used as a very informal tool. It will not be possible to know 
whether any differences obtained between real teleconferences 
were due to circuits, to the kinds of meetings, to the 
personalities involved, etc., or to peculiar interactions among 
all these and the many other relevant factors. 

Nonetheless, the questionnaire does cover the problem areas 
of teleconferencing as revealed in the literature and soit may 
prove informative under casual scrutiny. The questionnaire 
itself will be available for any future research beyond the 
present project and obtained responses wiithin the present 
project might be of heuristic value to such future research 
endeavours. 
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3.1 Teleconferencing Materials  

In Appendix F will be found copies of the (1) two node task 
general instruction, (2) two node maps (4 maps), (3) three node 
task general instructions, (4) three node maps (6 maps), (5) two 
node questionnaire, (6) three node questionnaire, and (7) GTA 
real teleconferencing questionnaire. 

The two and three node task instructions (items (1) and (3) 
above) and the maps (items (2) and (4) above) were pre-tested 
twice and revised in accordance with outcomes of those pre-tests. 
In their present form, the instructions should be 
self-explanatory and the maps should be free of errors. As is 
mentioned in the general instructions for the two and three node 
tasks, as well as in the preceding section here, supplementary 
instructions (written or oral) should specify which route and 
which direction should be followed in the task and what the time 
limit is for working on the map task. (Fifteen minutes was 
strongly recommended.) The specific map version which each person 
uses in a session should be noted so that a different specific 
map version can be given to each person in a subsequent session. 
The specific versions, as mentioned previously, are labelled "1st 
person", "2nd person", etc., at the bottom left of the maps. 

3.1.1 Two and Three  Node Questionnaire  

The two and three node questionnaires are identical except 
for the obvious minor differences in questions 5, 10, 11, 12 and 
14 as is appropriate for the number of nodes. We will run 
through the two and three node questionnaire content here as 
though they were a single questionnaire since the corresponding 
questions are identically numbered in the two versions. After 
exhausting the two and three node questionnaire, we will turn to 
a similar treatment of the GTA real teleconferencing 
questionnaire. 

Question 1,  participantes  name, is esential so that the two 
questionnaires which will be obtained from each person, one after 
experience with each circuit condition, can be coordinated as is 
essential to realize the within-observer aspect of the design in 
statistical treatment. Question 2 and 3 may be of interest in 
crosstabulations by extent of previous teleconferencing 
experience. Questions 4, 5, 6, and 7 will provide a check that 
the data from a participant can be coordinated with that of the 
other participants with wham he or she worked on the task, at his 
or her node and at the other node(s). This group coordination is 
essential here, since the basic unit of analysis will not be the 
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individual person. Rather, the total group working on a map task 
must be the unit since the responses of individuals within each 
group are highly interdependent. In effect, the group here, is 
like a single person in most experiments. The design is really 
"within-group" rather than within-observer and more will be said 
about this when we discuss data analysis below. 

Questions 8, 9 and 10 are further checks to ensure accurate 
identification of a questionnaire with a circuit condition. 
Question 11 provides another basis for possible crosstabulation 
to see whether overall evaluation or other characteristics of 
task performance were or were not related to whether the 
participants in groups previously knew each other or not. 
Questions 12 and 14 are checks on whether counterbalancing 
procedures related to specific maps, routes and directions of 
routes were appropriately implemented, as it was recommended that 
they be in the preceding section dealing with the rationale 
behind the map tasks. 	Question 13 enables a check on whether 
each person used different map versions in each session. 	The 
most important single question, as was the analagous question for 
telephony, is number 15, asking for an overall evaluation. 
Unlike telephony, where a historical precedent dictated that a 
four point scale was used, a five point scale is used here, for 
no better reason than the preference of the consultant. A 
discussion about four and five point scales and the meaning of 
words used in the scale was detailed in the telephony section 
above and all the considerations outlined there apply fully here 
too. 

As was recommended in the telephony section, a running daily 
tabulation of question 15 responses can be kept as questionnaire 
returns are received so that, in advance of final computer 
processing, the most general outcome can •be known. In such 
tabulation, however, special note should be made of the fact that 
the group is necessarily the unit of analysis here, not the 
individual experimental participant. This means that the data 
from a group, usually four persons in the two node experiment and 
six in the three node one, are analagous to the data from an 
individual. To arrive at the appropriate number, the number "5" 
to "1" should be assigned to "excellent" to "bad" respectively. 
Then, the arithmentic mean of the responses for a group to 
question 15 under each of the two circuit conditions should be 
computed. These two means become the two scores enterred in the 
satellite and terrestrial columns where each row represents a 
group, analagous to individuals as rows in the comparable 
treatment in the telephony data (telephony question 7). Then, a 
running daily computation of the mean of each of the two columns 
permits a comparison of the overall  satellite versus terrestrial 
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outcome as it evolves. 	Again, as for the telephony case, an 
experienced statistical eye will probably be able to assess the 
reliability of the difference in means between the two circuit 
conditions in advance of a formal statistical analysis since this 
is a within-observer (or, really, a within-group) design. The 
formal analysis, of course, will treat the data in the same way 
as the running daily tabulation, ie. individual scores are 
transmuted into group scores. 

The same remarks as were made about question 8, 10 and 17 in 
the telephony questionnaire apply to questions 16, 17, 25 and 26 
in the two and three node teleconferencing questionnaire under 
examination here - namely, responses to these questions will not 
likely be quantifiable, hence will not be computer analyzable but 
will need to be categorized, if possible, by visual inspection 
and manual tabulation. 

3.1.2 Notes on Data Analysis  

Where there was some discretion possible with certain 
questions on the telephony questionnaire as to whether they were 
treated categorically ,  and analyzed by a Chi Square statistic or 
as continuous variables to be treated by analysis of variance, in 
the remaining questions in this teleconferencing task 
questionnaire (ie. 	questions 18 to 24 inclusive which are 
concerned largely with satellite delay effects) the responses 
will have to be treated, and quite reasonably so, in the analysis 
of variance mode. 	This is so because the group and not the 
individual is necessarily the unit of analysis. 	The only 
reasonable way to transmute the responses of within-group 
individuals into single scores for the group for each of•
questions 18 to 24 is, as was outlined above for question 15, to 
assign consecutive numbers to the alternatives for each of these 
questions and then to compute an arithmetic mean of individual 
responses using these numbers. This arithmetic mean for each 
question becomes the group score for that question. 

Such treatment is quite reasonable since it makes sense to 
treat the categories for these questions as points along a 
continuum rather than as discrete categories of unknown 
relationship to each other. It should be noted, however, that 
most of these questions (namely 18 to 23 inclusive - all but 
number 24) contain a "not sure" category. This "not sure" 
category was included because past experience has shown that 
people sometimes have doubts about their answers to such 
questions, as though questions of this type posed difficult 
judgements or as if these questions strained memory. But in all 
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these questions, there are three categories, not counting the 
"not sure" one, with a clear middle or neutral category (if we 
can assume, as seems reasonable, that the "somewhat disturbing" 
category alternative in questions 20 and 23 is a neutral middle 
point). In scoring the "not sure" responses, then, they can be 
treated as middle category responses. In a cognitive sense, this 
seems a quite reasonable interpretation of "not sure". M an 
example, in question 18, if "3" is assigned to "less easily", "2" 
to "as easily" and "1" to "more easily", then "not sure" would 
also be assigned "2". This will have to be made quite clear to 
whoever codes the data for computer input and to whoever punches 
in the data. 

Thus, most of the data analysis for this questionnaire will 
use analysis of variance techniques except in crosstabulations 
where the Chi Square or other contingency analyses may be 
appropriate. 

3.1.3 GTA Real Teleconferencing  Questionnaire  

Questions 1 to 21 in this questionnaire have similar 
purposes to the general questions and numbers 1 to 6 in the 
telephony questionnaire, and to question 1 to 14 in the two and 
three node task questionnaire discussed above. These purposes 
relate to the necessity for individual identity in the case of 
multiple sessions for any person or group, to crosstabulations, 
and to checks on group identification and circuit configurations, 
etc. 

As for the analagous questions in the questionnaires 
discussed previously, question 22 is the single most important 
one and a mean group response would index the overall evaluation. 
Questions 22, 24, 25, 26, 28 and 35 would probably not allow for 
more than a visual analysis with some attempt at categorization 
and manual tabulation. The other questions all allow for 
numerical assignment and, theoretically, quantitative treatment. 
However, as mentioned in the general discussion of this 
questionnaire in the preceding section, it is highly unlikely 
that hundreds of real teleconferences will be held within the 
general constraints of this project. Hence, at this point, there 
is not much sense in discussing quantitative analysis which could 
only be made with such large sample sizes. Even with large 
samples, there is a very large creative role in dealing with 
analysis of this questionnaire since possible outcomes are very 
heterogeneous. 
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Of possible interest beyond the present project, question 
25, which is concerned with fulfilled purposes of a 
teleconference meeting, is a very fundamental one since the 
literature does suggest that meeting purposes are an important 
determinant of teleconference success. However, what the 
literature does not make clear, is how to sensibly diagnose and 
categorize meeting purposes, and also, which are the most 
critical aspects of purposes. Hence question 25 really belongs 
to original research on teleconferencing as a meeting process, 
rather than to the question of the effects of circuit 
configuration which is the primary concern of thé  present 
project. Future projects might use the presented categories of 
question 25 in conjunction with the weighting asked for in 
questions 26 to try to make sense of meeting purposes. 

The other questions, and especially question 33 (which is 
really 20 separate questions) are based on statements in the 
literature which deal with known or suspected problems in 
teleconferencing. 

This questionnaire may supply interesting information in 
casual perusal. But, as mentioned previously, it is unlikely 
that a sufficient number of teleconferences can be held for any 
sensible quantitative analysis. 
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4 ONLINE  DATA 

This application area is within the Canadian Employment and 
Immigration Commission (CEIC) in connection with their 
Metropolitan Order Processing System (MOPS). The latter is an 
online data system where terminals are used to input to and 
retrieve information from centralized computers about employment 
opportunites and about job- seekers. Response time of the MOPS 
is the critical question. As used now, with terrestrial links to 
centralized computer, the response time of the system varies with 
the momentary useage load of the computers. A satellite link to 
computers, rather than the terrestrial one now used will slightly 
increase the response time at the input and output terminals. 
The question is whether this email additional and constant 
increment to response time will be of any consequence to users of 
terminals -  je.  will the increment be detected, and if so, will 
it be objectionable. 

Comparable CEIC offices using MOPS have been identified (in 
Toronto and in Oakville and Newmarket) so that a control group 
experiment can be undertaken. It is planned that one office of 
each of two comparable pairs of offices will be provided with 
satellite links on a trial basis. The other office of each 
comparable pair will remain on terrestrial lines during the trial 
period. Since the effects of the added delay due to satellite 
are objectively very small, and since the normal, terrestrial 
response time of the MOPS varies from day to day as well as over 
the time course of any single day, repeated subjective testing is 
necessary both within days and on each successive day over the 
trial period in order to obtain reliable data. The questionnaire 
is very short and can be completed within a minute or two hence 
repeated testing is entirely reasonable and should not be onerous 
for any user. 

Sufficient copies of the questionnaire should be provided to 
each system user in the two experimental and two control offices 
so that it could be completed by each user twice per day, once at 
midday, once at the end of the day. To provide a baseline of 
measures, the questionnaire would be filled out twice daily by 
each user (1) for one week before satellite circuit installation, 
(2) throughout the period after satellite installation, 
presumably one week, and, finally (3) for one week after a return 
to terrestrial circuits in the experimental offices. In addition 
to providing baseline measures, questionnaire responses during 
periods (1) and (3) will also yield a check on the comparability 
of experimental and control offices with each other. 
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Users will not be informed of the experimental switch to 
satellite circuits and back to terrestrial ones. The rationale 
provided in a covering letter to users would be that the 
questionnaire procedure was a test of the MOPS computer. 

44  Online  Data Materials  and Analysis  

A copy of the MOPS questionnaire is presented in Appendix G 
As discussed previously, it is intended to be completed twice per 
day on each day of a three week period where the first week 
yields pre-experimental baseline measures, the second week 
provides an assessment of experimental and control group changes, 
and the third week monitors a return to pre-experimental 
conditions. 

The identity of 	individuals 	is 	essential 	in this 
within-subject design, hence question 1. Question 2 is a check 
on group identification. Question 3, job category, may be of 
importance for crosstabulation since the way the MOPS is used may 
be critically different in each job category of users. Thus, 
added delay due to satellite may affect some jobs but not others, 
or different jobs to different degrees. 

Question 4 is essential to identify the exact week within 
the total time period since the experimental manipulation is tied 
to week of occurrence. Questions 5 and 6 may form the basis for 
exclusion of, or special treatment of the data of certain half 
days if any of these were either a time of computer 
unavailability or of non-use by a person. 

Question 7 is the item of greatest interest. The numbers 
"5" to "1" should be assigned to "excellent" to 	"bad" 
respectively. 	Then, 	an arithmetic mean per person per 
pre-experimental week, per experimental week and per 
post-experimental week will be the single score per person per 
critical week which enters a within-observer analysis of 
variance. Since data exclusions (question 5 and 6) are likely to 
be idiosyncratic, varying from person to person, then it is very 
important that the arithmetic mean is computed correctly for each 
person, le.  that the correct number of data points, which will 
probably differ for each person, enters the denominator in 
computing that person's mean for each critical week. 

A time series analysis (three time points for each of the 
two groups, experimental and control) should be used to assess 
changes between groups. The absence of reliable changes within 
and between groups over the three points in time (which is the 
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most likely outcome) would indicate an absence of effect of a 
satellite circuit (second week manipulation) and would imply the 
equivalence of such a circuit to a terrestrial one. 

Question 8 has to do with subjective impressions and not 
with clock time as was true for similar questions in the other 
application areas. A similar analysis should be done to that 
done for question 7. It is expected that the results and 
conclusions for question 8 will be parallel to those for question 
7 so the two questions are really different ways of asking the 
same thing. There is a remote possibility that one of these 
questions may be more sensitive than the other, hence both are 
included. 
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TECHNICAL DLALUATION LOG FORMATS 



I. 

GTA/CNCP Anik-B Field Trial 

System Performance and Availability Log 

OPERATIONAL NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS 

Department: 	Application: 	 

Address: 

_ 	 
Date/Time 	Name 	Comments &/or Description of Anomallies 	Add i nl 
of Entry 	of User 	 Documents 

Attached 

. 	 . 



1 

GTA/CNCP Anik—B Field Trial 

System Performance and Availability Log 

NETWORK FAILURE REPORT 

Department: 	Application: 	 

Address: 

Date/Time 	Nature of the Problem 	Reported 	Restored 

	

by 	Ticket No 	Date/Time 
_ 	  

, 

, 



GTA/CNCP Anik-B Field Trial 

System Performance and Availability Log 

RECORD OF RESPONSE TIME & ERROR RATE MEASUREMENTS 

Department: 	Application: 	 

Address: 
' 

_ 	  
Date 	Time 	Transmit 	Receive 	Number 	Response 	Abnormal 	Reference 	Comments 

Message 	Message 	Errors 	Time 	Termin. 	Print Out 
Length 	Length 	(sec.) 	Resulted 	Attached 
(Bytes) 	(Bytes) 	 I.D. # 

_ 	

t 

' 



Appendix B 

Technical Evaluation Handouts for AES 



DOC/CNCP Anik—B Field Trial 

Test Procedures for 

The Atmospheric Environmental Service 



AES Applications - Bulk  Data Transfer  

Evaluation Procedure  

The following evaluation procedure is recommended for each 
image transferred as part of the bulk data transmission portion 
of the field trial. 

at the Satellite Data  Lab 

(1) Record the date and start time of the scheduled start of 
transmission. 	If the satellite network,is unavailable when 
required, details are to be recorded  in the  separate 'System 
Performance & Availability Log'. 

(2) Transmit the satellite image from the SDL Interdata 7/16 
computer to the HP-1000 system at Ice Forecast Central. A 
pause should be inserted after the transmission of each 
satellite image channel for resynchronization, and to 
minimize the risk of errors propogating throughout the 
entire image. 	The SDL Interdata system must monitor each 
byte as it is echoed from IFC and compare the received value 
ta that of the original. If the original and received bytes 
do not match, the following information is to be recorded in 
a file for later display: 

• (1) Date and time of the detected error; 

• (2) Byte number from the start of transmission in which the 
error occurred; 

(3) The bit patterns of both transmitted and received 
version of the erroneous byte. 

As each error is detected, the total error count and byte 
count should be displayed to the system operater in 
conjunction with an audible alert tone (terminal 'BELL'). 
As each is reported, the system should give the user the 
option of aborting and restarting the transmission. This 
feature may be required under conditions where the SDL 
computer has lost synchronization with the data stream, and 
the resulting data mismatch causes the error count to rise 
out of control. 

(3) Upon completion of each transmission, the detailed list of 
errors encountered is to printed and appended as part of the 
log sheet. Based on the size of the transmitted data block, 
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the duration of the transmission and the recorded errors the 
bit error rate and error free seconds associated with the 
image transmission should be calculated and appended to the 
print-out. 

(4) The completion time of the transmission should be recorded 
on the log sheet. 

(5) Record the occurance of any difficulties encountered during 
the transmission such as computer malfunctions at either 
end, or restarts necessitated by loss of synchronization. 

(6) Record any comments or observations which may assist in 
interpretation of the results upon completion of the field 
trial. 

at Ice Forecast  Central  

(1) Receive the image as it is transmitted from the Satellite 
Data Lab, and record it on magnetic tape. In the event of 
severe transmission problems, this tape will be forwarded to 
the SDL for an on-site byte by byte comparison to the 
original transmission. 

(2) Display the received image and examine it for overall 
quality, noting major flaws such as large dots, streaks or 
framing errors. 	Record these observations and any 
associated comments on the appropriate log sheet. 

(3) If 	the same image also has been sent to IFC using 
conventional photofax techniques, compare the video display 
to the corresponding hard copy, and record on the log - sheet 
any significant correlation or differences between the two 
pictures, especially the type and location of image flaws. 
Error correlation will indicate the presence of errors in 
the original image received from the weather satellite. 

Upon completion of the trial period, the logs for individual 
bulk transfers will be evaluated to examine the suitability of 
this form of satellite communication in AES' 	operational 
environment. 	Critical performance parameters such as system 
availability, error rate and error free seconds will be 
determined for the overall trial period. 

If time, manpower and funds permit, similar bulk data 
transfer trials should be conducted using public terrestrial 
facilities, and analyzed in a similar manner to provide a 
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benchmark against which the performance of the satellite system 
can be compared. 
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AES Applications - Remote Batch  

Evaluation Procedure  

The following test procedures are recommended to demonstrate 
the use of satellite communications in the DS/1000-IV distributed 
processing environment, and to determine the effects of the 
satellite transmission medium on system performance. 

Operational Verification  

The initial tests are intended to verify that programs and 
data resident at the CPQ computer can be accessed and used 
reliably from OWC. 

(1) Enter a series of commands and enquiries, each of which can 
be processed by the HP-1000 computer at the Quebec Forecast 
Center, without additional data or support from the Cyber 
system at the CMC. Record the total number of commands 
entered, 	the number which could not be successfully 
completed, the number which had abnormal terminations, and 
the number that recovered from error conditions but resulted 
in error messages or warnings to the user. From the HP-1000 
system error log, record the total number of communication 
link errors encountered during the test. 

(2) Repeat the preceding test, but this time using a series of 
commands and enquiries for which access to the Cyber at the 
Canadian Meteorological Center is known to be required. 

Response Time Degradation  

(3) With no other users permitted access to the HP-1000 systems 
at either the OWC or CPQ, execute a series of 100 
predetermined entries. 	Using the system diagnostics if 
possible, otherwise a stopwatch, record the system response 
time for each entry. 

(4) Transfer all programs and data required to execute the same 
100 commands used in the previous test to the OWC computer. 
Using the 'Local Loopback' mode of operation, execute the 
same series of commands once more, recording the response 
time for each. Compare the individual and overall response 
times for commands executed over the satellite network and 
using local loopback facilities. 
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Ongoing  Monitoring  and Testing  

(5) For the duration of the field trial, maintain a log of 
system performance from the users perspective, recording 
systeM availability, down times, the occurance of system 
errors reported to the user, and general comments. 

(6) On a daily basis throughout the field trial, recover the 
HP-1000 error logs from both the OWC and CPQ systems. If 
suitable utilities are available, those errors which were 
not related to the satellite communication system should be 
purged and a copy of those errors related to the field trial 
transferred to tape for future analysis. 
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AES Applications  — Interactive  Enquiry  

Evaluation Procedure  

The interactive portion of the field trial is primarily a 
demonstration of the application of satellite communications in a 
random demand interactive environment. 

(1) For the duration of the trial, maintain a log of the 
satellite system performance from the user's perspective, 
recording its availability, 	down times, and general 
comments. 

(2) At random times throughout the trial, enter an identical 
command sequence through both the terrestrial and satellite 
communication links. 	Observe and note in the System 
Performance Log any significant differences in the response 
times of the system to individual messages or the overall 
response of the requested transaction. 



AES Applications - Analogue Facsimile  

Evaluation Procedure  

The field trial evaluation for analogue facsimile 
transmissions is divided into three parts; TDMA Single Hop, SCPC 
Single Hop, and TDMA/SCPC Double Hop. Results for each part of 
the trial are to be recorded on the standard log sheets used for 
terrestrial facsimile transmission. 

Transmission  Over a Single SCPC Link 

The following tests are designed to evaluate the ability of 
the SCPC satellite facility to transmit weather charts in 
analogue facsimile form. Test charts will be transmitted 
over the satellite link then graded for acceptability using 
existing procedures. Charts will also be transmitted 
simultaneously in both directions then graded and compared 
to determine the relative quality of those received at 
Frobisher Bay on the northern fringe of the reception area, 
and those received at Ottawa nearer the center of the 
satellite beam. 

The remainder of the trial will evaluate the effectiveness 
of SCPC chart transmission under a normal operating 
environment. 

(1) On a daily basis throughout the trial, transmit a standard 
test chart from Frobisher Bay to Ice Forecast Central over 
the SCPC facilities of the satellite network. Evaluate the 
received chart using the normal procedures and comparisons, 
and record the results on the appropriate log sheet 
(FAXOPS-form 612266). 	Label the received test frame with 
the time and date of transmission and attach it to the log 
for later reference. 

(2) On a daily basis throughout the trial, and if possible, 
simultaneously with the preceding test, transmit a standard 
test chart from Ice Forecast Central to Frobisher Bay over 
the SCPC facilities of the satellite network. Evaluate the 
received chart using the normal procedures and comparisons, 
and record the results on the appropriate log sheet 
(FAXOPS-form 612266). Label the received test frame with 
the time and date of transmission and attach it to the 
appropriate log sheet. At the end of each week throughout 
the trial, return both the log sheets and test frames to Ice 
Forecast Central for comparison. 
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(3) When the IFC to FB test frames have been returned to Ice 
Forecast Central from Frobisher Bay, they should be compared 
to the corresponding test charts that were transmitted at 
the same time and date from Frobisher Bay to Ice Forecast 
Central. Significant differences in image quality should be 
identified  and  recorded in the System Performance Log. 

(4) For the duration of the trial, the SCPC channel should be 
used as often as possible in support of normal operations. 
A log of communication system performance should be 
maintained to record the system availability, down times, 
operational difficulties encountered and their resolution, 
and general comments on other operating characteristics. 
Copies of the normal facsimile evaluation log should be 
attached to assist in the final evaluation of the results of 
the field trial. 

Transmission  Over  a Single  TDMA  Link 

Unlike transmission over the SCPC facilities, the analogue 
signal must first be digitized before it can be carried by 
the TDMA facilities. The digitizing process introduces 
quantization distortion which results in some loss of 
clarity and resolution of the received image. The following 
tests are intended to evaluate the ability of the SLIM-TDMA 
system to carry reliably analogue facsimile weather charts, 
and to determine the minimum transmission rate that 
consistantly yields an acceptable image quality. 

Because the Montreal and Toronto nodes of the TDMA network 
use identical terminal equipment and are located at similar 
latitudes, no asymmetry is anticipated between Montreal to 
Toronto, and Toronto to Montreal transmission quality. 

(5) With the network forward error correction enabled, transmit 
a series of test frames and operational charts from the 
Canada Meteorological Center to the Ontario Weather Office 
in Malton over the SLIM-TDMA network using different CODEC 
bit rates. Each test chart should be evaluated by a user 
who is unaware of the nature of the test variable. 

The series of transmissions should be repeated, narrowing 
the range of transmission speeds each time, until the 
minimum rate that provides acceptable quality under all 
circumstances has been determined. 

With the equipment configuration used in the field trial it 
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is anticipated that the required network bit rate will fall 
between 32k and 64k bits per second. 

(6) The findings of the preceding test should be verified with 
no forward error correction applied to the data stream. 

(7) On a daily basis throughout the trial, transmit a standard 
test chart from the Canadian Meteorological Center to the 
Ontario Weather Office over the TDMA facilities of the 
satellite network. Evaluate the received chart using the 
normal procedures and comparisons, and record the results on 
the appropriate log sheet (FAXOPS-form 612266). 	Label the 
received test frame with the time and date of transmission 
and attach it to the log for later reference. 

(8) For the duration of the trial, the TDMA facilities should be 
used in place of operational terrestrial analogue links 
except under severe and prolonged service degradation or 
outage. Performance, reliability and outage records are to 
be kept in the System Performance and Availability Log for,  
post trial analysis. 

Transmission  Over  TDMA/SCPC Double  Hop  

(9) On a daily basis throughout the trial, transmit a standard 
test chart from The Canadian Meteorological Center to 
Frobisher Bay over the SCPC facilities of the satellite 
network. 	Evaluate the received chart using the normal 
procedures and comparisons, and record the results on the 
appropriate log sheet (FAXOPS-form 612266). 	Label the 
received test frame with the time and date of transmission 
and attach it to the log for later reference. 

(10)For the duration of •the field trial, the the analogue 
facsimile service form the CMC to Frobisher should be used 
as frequently as possible in support of ongoing operations. 
A record of system failures, repairs and overall performance 
should be maintained in the System Performance and 
Availability Log for reference during the post trial 
evaluation. 
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AES Applications  - Network Loading  Trial  

The performance of the network under heavy loading 
conditions should be verified by simultaneous transmission 
of the following traffic: 

• Analogue facsimile over the TDMA section of the network from 
the CMC to the OWC; 

Analogue facsimile from the CMC to Frobisher Bay over the 
double hop TDMA/SCPC circuit; 

* Bi-directional analogue facsimile between IFC and Frobisher 
Bay using the SCPC facilities; -  

* Full duplex bulk data from the SDL to IFC; and 

• Full operation of the interactive dial access from QSSD to 
the SDL. 

For this test, the activities of each user should be 
coordinated to ensure that system traffic load is as great as 
possible. Any performance anomallies are to be recorded in the 
System Performance and Availability Log. 

The preceding test should be repeated in concert with 
similar loading trials by all other participants. 
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System Performance and Availability Log 

OPERATIONAL NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS 

Department: 	Application: 	 

Address: 

,  
Date/Time 	Name 	Comments &/or Description of Anomallies 	Add l nl 
of Entry 	of User 	 Documents 

Attached 



GTA/CNCP Anik—B Field Trial 

System Performance and Availability Log 

NETWORK FAILURE REPORT 

Department: 	Application: 	 

Address: 

' 	Date/Time 	Nature of the Problem 	Reported 	Restored 

	

by 	Ticket No 	Date/Time 

, 

. 	 . .. 



GTA/CNCP Anik-B Field Trial 

System Performance and Availability Log 

• RECORD OF RESPONSE TIME & ERROR RATE MEASUREMENTS 

Department: 	 . 	Application: 	 

Address: 

Date 	Time 	Transmit 	Receive 	Number 	Response 	Abnormal 	Reference 	Comments 
Message 	Message 	Errors 	Time 	Termin. 	Print Out 

• Length 	Length 	(sec.) 	Resulted 	Attached 
(Bytes) 	(Bytes) 	 I.D. # 
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DOC/CNCP Anik—B Field Trial 

Test Procedures for 

The Canada Employment and Immigration Commission 



CEIC Applications  - Interactive  Online  Data (TDMA) 

Evaluation Procedure  

Detailed in the following paragraphs are experiments 
designed to demonstrate the use of satellite TDMA communications 
in a heavy traffic online environment, using existing protocols 
directly, and through implementation of a private packet 
switching network. 

Duplication  of Existing Facilities  

(1) At the Yonge St. office, install a TD830 terminal for 
testing purposes on the end of one of the concatenation 
chains. With one of the Network Control data-line monitors, 
drive the satellite circuit using Burroughs' Poll/Select 
protocol, and use the remote transmission control option of 
the terminal to cause a predetermined message to be sent. 
With the data line monitor measure the response time for the 
test terminal with the rest of the circuit users idle. A 
minimum of one hundred measurements should be recorded 
changing the relative positions of the polling sequence and 
transmit commands so that each possible relationship is used 
the same number of times. 

(2) Repeat the test with users attempting to transmit from all 
(or most) terminals on the circuit. This test will reveal 
the response of the communication network under severe 
loading conditions, much heavier than the busy hour traffic•
during normal day to day operations. 

(3) Repeat the first two tests, but this time using Burroughs 
Contention Protocol. It is expected that network response 
time should improve significantly using Contention Protocol 
under light loading conditions. Under heavy traffic loading 
however, the response time is expected to be similar to that 
of the Burroughs Poll/Select. 

(4) Reconnect the Yonge St. office to the existing terrestrial 
facilities and repeat the preceding tests to determine 
'control' response times. 

(5) Restore the satellite communication facilities, and using 
Burroughs Contention Protocol, support the operational 
activities of the Yonge St. office for a period of one week. 
During that time, performance is to be closely monitored and 
all communication anomallies recorded in the System 
Performance and Availability Log. 
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Since system maintainability and éervicability by the 
carrier is of considerable interest in the field trial, 
restoration of the terrestrial facilities should be 
considered only \under severe or prolonged failure 
conditions, or at the specific request of Toronto District. 

Packet Switching Network  Configuration  

(6) Reconfigure the communication network so that all data flows 
through the CP9500 &witching nodes. Off—hours or through 
the training system ensure that each terminal can access and 
use the system, and that all MOPS commands are fully 
functional.. 

(7) Once the system operation has been verified, use it to 
support the MOPS operation at the Yonge St. office for, a 
minimum period of one week. During that time, performance 
is to be closely monitored and all communication anomallies 
recorded in the System Performance and Availability Log. 

(8) For the duration of the field trial, the TDMA channel 
operating through the CP9500 switching nodes should be used 
to support normal MOPS operations. A log of communication 
system performance should be maintained to record the system 
availability, 	down times, 	operational 	difficulties 
encountered and their resolution, and general comments on 
other operating characteristics. 
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CEIC Applications  - Interactive  Online  Data  (SCPC/TDMA)  

Evaluation Procedure  

Detailed • in the following paragraphs are experiments 
designed to demonstrate the use of SCPC and tandom SCPC/TDMA 
satellite communication in a light traffic interactive online 
data application. 

SCPC Single  Hop Communications  

(1) At the Newmarket office, install a TD830. terminal for 
testing purposes on the end of one of the concatenation 
chains. With one of the Network Control data-line monitors, 
drive the SCPC satellite circuit using Burroughs Contention 
protocol, and use the remote transmission control option of 
the terminal to cause a predetermined message to be sent 
(such as the Quick Fox). With the data line monitor measure 
the response time for the test terminal with the rest of the 
circuit users idle. A minimum of one hundred measurements 
should be recorded changing the relative positions of the 
Polling sequence and transmit command so that each possible 
relationship is used the same number of times. 

(2) Repeat the preceding response time measurement using the 
Burroughs Poll/Select Protocol. 	Although it is unlikely 
that this protocol would ever be used in this type of 
satellite environment, the response measurement is included 
in the trial for completeness. 

(3) Using Burroughs Contention Protocol, support the operational 
activities of the Newmarket office for a minimum period of 
one week. 	During that time, performance is to be closely 
monitored and all communication anomallies recorded in the 
System Performance and Availability Log. 

Since system maintainability and servicability by the 
carrier is of considerable interest in the field trial, 
restoration of the terrestrial facilities should be 
considered only under severe or prolonged failure 
conditions, or at the specific request of Toronto District. 

(4) For the duration of the field trial, (except for double hop 
tests) the SCPC channel should be used to support normal 
MOPS operations. A log of communication system performance 
should be maintained to record the system availability, down 
times, 	operational difficulties encountered and their 
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resolution, and general comments on other operating 
characteristics. 

SCPC/TDMA  Double  Hop  Communications  

(5) Reconfigure the satellite network using the patching 
equipment at the Hull Data Center, to form a double 
satellite hop; 	first looping through the SLIM-TDMA 
facilities at the Ottawa node of the network, then 4hrough 
the SCPC channel to the on-site terminal at Newmarket. 

(6) Using Burroughs Contention Protocol, support the operational 
activities of the Newmarket office for a minimum period of 
one week. During that time, performance is to be closely 
monitored and all communication anomallies recorded in the 
System Performance and Availability Log. 

(7) Repeat the performance tests used for the SCPC single hop 
evaluation. 
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CEIC Applications  - Remote  Job Entry  (RJE) 

Evaluation Procedure  

The following experiments demonstrate the ability of the TDMA 
network to carry large quantities of data under the RJE protocol, 
and examine the effects of satellite delay and channel error rate 
on overall throughput. 

Operational Verification  

(1) Select and set aside for network testing a tape containing a 
'typical' days entries from the Bathurst RJE terminal, and a 
separate tape of corresponding responses at the Hull Data 
Center for use during the trial. 

(2) Using the existing terrestrial 	communication circuit, 
transmit the Bathurst test tape to Hull, recording the 
number of errors encountered, and the total time required 
for transmission. 	If time permits, this test should be 
repeated several times to ensure the accuracy of the control 
measurement. 	Record the results of the experiment in the 
System Performance and Availability Log, along with the 
system availability, down times, operational difficulties 
encountered and their resolution, and general comments on 
significant occurrences. 

(3) Using the existing terrestrial 	communication circuit, 
transmit the Hull test tape to Bathurst, recording the 
number of errors encountered, and the total time required 
for transmission. 	If time permits, this test should be 
repeated several times to ensure the accuracy of the control 
measurement. 	Record the results of the experiment in the 
System Performance and Availability Log, along with the 
system availability, down times, operational difficulties 
encountered and their resolution, and general comments on 
other special circumstances or events. 

(4) Using the satellite TDMA communication circuit with the 
forward error correction engaged, transmit the Bathurst test 
tape to Hull, recording the number of errors encountered, 
and the total time required for transmission. If time 
permits, this test should be repeated several times to 
ensure the accuracy of the measurement. Record the results 
of the experiment in the System Performance and Availability 
Log, 	along with the system availability, down times, 
operational difficulties encountered and their resolution, 
and general comments on other special circumstances or 
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events. 

(5) Using the satellite TDMA communication circuit with the 
forward error correction engaged, transmit the Hull test 
tape to Bathurst, 	recording the number of errors 
encountered, and the total time required for transmission. 
If time permits, this test should be repeated several times 
to ensure the accuracy of the measurement. 	Record the 
results of the experiment in the System Performance and 
Availability Log, along with the system availability, down 
times, 	operational 	difficulties encountered and their 
resolution, and general comments on other special 
circumstances or events. 

(6) Repeat the preceding transmission tests over the TDMA 
network with the TDMA forward error correction turned off. 

Ongoing  Monitoring  and Testing  

(7) Use the TDMA satellite network for operational LIE 
activities for the duration of the field trial. 	A log of 
communication system performance should be maintained to 
record the system availability, down times, operational 
difficulties encountered and their resolution, and general 
comments on other operating characteristics. 

(8) Identify the required transmission times each day and 
arrange with the network manager to have the Ottawa-Bathurst 
TAMA channel assigned only for that time. At all other 
times the channel should be assigned to loop through the 
satellite and back to Ottawa, connecting with one of the 
data modules used for double hop experiments. , 

Verify that the operational transmissions through the 
network are not affected by the reassignment. Using a 
dateline monitor, loop a 511 bit pseudo random pattern 
through the newly assigned Ottawa-Ottawa link to verify that 
the channel capacity has been correctly allocated, and that 
the channel functions properly. 

The automatic channel assignment should continue for a 
minimum period of one week. Users of other applications 
should be advised of the duration of the experiment and 
reassignment times so that the effect of the system 'hit' on 
each application can be observed. 
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CEIC Applications - Digital Facsimile  

Evaluation Procedure 

The following experiments demonstrate the ability of the 
Rapicom facsimile to establish a valid connection through the 
TDMA satellite network, and compare the quality of the 
transmitted image to that obtained using terrestrial facilities. 
Experiments will also demonstrate the ability to reassign a TDMA 
satellite network connection on a prescheduled basis. 

Operational Verification  

(1) Set up the TDMA network definition map to establish a 
connection between Ottawa and Bathurst, which uses the data 
modules reserved for the digital facsimile application. 
Initially the TDMA terminal should be set up to provide 
forward error correction. 

(2) From Ottawa, dial the designated telephone number to access 
the facsimile data module at the Ottawa TDMA. 	Using 
telephone coordination with Bathurst, verify that a ringing 
signal is received, and that the two machines handshake 
successfully. Transmit a standard test frame from Ottawa to 
the machine in Bathurst. After reception of the test frame, 
verify that both facsimile machines return to the on-hook 
condition. 

(3) Repeat the preceding test, this time originating the call 
from Bathurst. 

(4) Using terrestrial DDD facilities, 	establish a valid 
connection, then transmit a standard test frame from Ottawa 
to Bathurst. Compare the quality of the test frame with 
that sent through the satellite TDMA network. 

(5) Reconfigure the TDMA network to establish a facsimile 
connection to the North York office in Toronto. Repeat the 
preceding steps to verify the ability to connect and 
transmit an image of satisfactory quality through the 
network; both from Ottawa to Toronto, and from Toronto to 
Ottawa. 

(6) Reconfigure the network to provide access to Bathurst and 
repeat all of the preceding experiments, this time with the 
forward error correction turned off. 
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(7) Return all of the test frames from the preceding tests to 
Ottawa and examine them for any consistent differences in 
quality between the various circuit alternatives. Record 
all results in the System Performance and Avaliability Log 
and attach the test charts. 

Ongoing Monitoring  and TestinR  

(8) On a daily basis throughout the field trial, transmit a 
standard test frame over the TDMA network, and through the 
DDD network to Bathurst from Ottawa. Compare the quality 
of the two images and record the results in the System 
Performance and Availability Log. 

(9) Use the TDMA satellite network for operational facsimile 
transfer for the duration of the field trial. Maintain a 
log of system performance from the users perspective, 
recording system availability, down times, inability to make 
or maintain a connection over the satellite, and general 
comments and observations on the ability of the TDMA network 
to fulfil its role in this application. 

(10) As and when circumstances dictate, request the network 
manager to reassign the facsimile TDMA connection to 
accomodate batches of operational traffic. Carefully 
monitor the ability of the machine to establish a valid 
connection. 	If possible, the first transmitted image after 
reassignment should be a standard test frame. 	Record the 
time and nature of the transfer in the System Performance 
and Availability Log. Advise network control prior to the 
witch so that they can monitor the impact of the disruption 
on the Online data portion of the field trial. 
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CEIC Applications  - Network Loading  Trial  

The performance of the satellite network under heavy loading 
conditions should be verified by simultaneous transmission of the 
following traffic: 

• Interactive Online Data through the TDMA facilities, 
configured to support the entire North York office; 

• Interactive Online Data through the SCPC/TDMA double hop 
facilities to support MOPS operation in the Newmarket 
office. The double hop configuration is required in this 
application for the load it applies to the TDMA terminal; 

• The transmission of continuous data through the RJE circuit 
of the network. If 'live' data is unavailable, a data line 
monitor transmitting a 511 bit pseudo random test pattern 
may be used as an alternate load; and, 

• The transmission of a facsimile image from Ottawa to 
Toronto. This link will place additional traffic on the 
already loaded Toronto TDMA terminal, rather than the more 
lightly used one at Bathurst. 

If possible, the activities of the various users should be 
coordinated to maximize the peak load on the system. Any 
performance anomallies should be recorded in the System 
Performance and Availability Log. 

The preceding test should be repeated in concert 
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System Performance and Availability Log 

OPERATIONAL NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS 
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GTA Applications  - Telephony  

Evaluation Procedure  

The following tests demonstrate the ability of the 
SLIM-TDMA network to carry the signalling needed to establish a 
telephone connection through the network, and to reassign the 
voice trunks on a demand basis. 

(1) With the SLIM-TDMA network configured to provide all three 
voice channels to Toronto, place a telephone call through 
the network from Ottawa to a station in Toronto. 	Observe 
and record any difficulties encountered in placing the call 
in the System Performance and Availability Log. 

(2) Repeat the test, this time placing the call from Toronto to 
Ottawa. 

(3) Reconfigure the SLIM-TDMA network to connect all three voice 
channels to Montreal, place a telephone call through the 
network from Ottawa to a station in Montreal. Observe and 
record any difficulties encountered in placing the call in 
the System Performance and Availability Log. 

(4) Repeat the test, this time placing the call from Montreal to 
Ottawa. 
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GTA Applications  - CommunicatinR  Word Processor  File Transfer  

Evaluation Procedure  

The following experiments demonstrate the ability of 
satellite voice circuits to carry data using dial-up modems, and 
compare the transmission times of test files through the 
satellite and terrestrial facilities. 

•  (1) Create a test file to be used for all of the file transfer 
timing tests. A süggested format for the file is the 
sequence: 

In*U* U*U*I1 

To make the time measurements large enough to obtain 
reasonable accuracy, the file should repeat the sequence 
approximately 60,000 times. Resulting in a transmission 
time of approximately 40 minutes at 2400 bits per second. 

(2) From the Ottawa machine, establish a connection over the 
terrestrial network to the corresponding word processor in 
Toronto. Transmit the test file and, using a stop watch and 
telephone coordination with the receiver, measure the total 
time required to send the file. Record the results in the 
System Performance and Availability Log. 

(3) Repeat the preceding test but this time transfer the file 
in the other direction. 

(4) From the Ottawa machine, establish a connection over the 
SLIM-TDMA network to the corresponding word processor in 
Toronto. Transmit the test file and, using a stop watch and 
telephone coordination with the receiver, measure the total 
time required to send the file. Record the results in the 
System Performance and Availability Log. 

(5). Repeat the preceding test but this time transfer the file in 
the other direction. 

(6) From the Ottawa machine, establish a connection over the 
terrestrial network to the corresponding word processor in 
Montreal. Transmit the test file and, using a stop watch 
and telephone coordination with the receiver, measure the 
total time required to send the file. Record the results in 
the System Performance and Availability Log. 
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(7) Repeat the preceding test but this time transfer the file 
in the other direction. 

(8) From the Ottawa machine, establish a connection over the 
satellite network to the corresponding word processor in 
Montreal. Transmit the test file and, using a stop watch 
and telephone coordination with the receiver, measure the 
total time required to send the file. Record the results in 
the System Performance and Availability Log. 

(9) Repeat the preceding test but this time transfer the file 
in the other direction. 
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GTA Applications  - Infotex  Message Transmission  

Evaluation Procedure  

As a minimum the following demonstrations should be 
conducted using the Infotex access. 

(1) Prepare 
Infotex 
loop to 

(2) Prepare 
Infotex 
station 

a test message of at least 1000 characters using . the 
terminal and transmit it through the network in a 

the . same terminal. 

a test message of at least 1000 characters'using the 
terminal and transmit it to a designated work 
within CNCP Telecommunications. 

(3) From the Infotgx work station prepare a test message of at 
least 150 woes and transmit it to a selected Telex station 
within  the.  Federal Government. 

(4) From any designated Telex station, transmit a test message 
of 80 characters or more to the Infotex work station on the 
SLIM-TDMA network. 

(5) Receive a test message of at least 1000 characters from a 
remote work station. 

n-• 
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tOMBINED  OPERATION  TESTS  

The following experiments demonstrate the overall traffic 
handling capability of the SLIM-TDMA network under worst case 
loading conditions by all participants, and the transient 
disruption to the network when the TDMA channél assignment map is 
altered. 

(1) Combined Network LoadinR  Trial  

The performance of the satellite network under heavy loading 
conditions should be verified by simultaneous transmission of the 
following traffic: 

• Analogue Facsimile from the Canadian Meteorological Center 
to the Ontario Weather Center, and from the Canadian 
Meteorological Center to Frobisher Bay to load the TDMA 
sections of the network; 

• From Ice Forecast Central to Frobisher Bay and Frobisher Bay 
to Ice Forecast Central, to load the SCPC section of the 
network. and Frobisher Bay to IFC;• 

* Full duplex bulk data from SDL to IFC; 

• Full operation of the interactive dial access from QSSD to 
SDL; 

• Interactive Online Data through the TDMA facilities, 
configured to support the entire North York office; 

• Interactive Online Data through the SCPC/TDMA double hop 
facilities to support MOPS operation in the Newmarket 
office. The double hop configuration is required in this 
application for the load it applies to the TDMA terminal; 

• The transmission of continuous data through the RJE circuit 
of the network. If 'live' data is unavailable, a data line 
monitor transmitting a 511 bit pseudo random test pattern 
may be used as an alternate load; 

• The transmission of a facsimile image from Ottawa to 
Toronto. 	This link will place additional traffic on the 
already loaded Toronto TDMA terminal, rather than the more 
lightly used one at Bathurst; 

• All three telephone circuits with valid connections to the 
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Toronto node; and, 

An active teleconferencing circuit linking Toronto, Ottawa 
and Montreal. 

If possible, the activities of the various users should be 
coordinated to maximize the peak load on the system. Any 
performance anomallies should be recorded in the System 
Performance and Availability Log. 

The preceding test should be repeated in concert with 
similar loading trials by all other participants. 

(2) Network Reconfiguration  

The TAMA terminal used in the field trial requires 
approximately 1.7 seconds to change channel assignments during a 
network reconfiguration. During this time, communication 
throughout the network is disrupted. 

In association with the combined network loading test, the 
network definition map should be changed, and the Impact on each 
user observed and recorded in the System Performance and 
Availability Log. The active and offline channel assignment maps 
should be identical, so that the swap causes only a momentary 
disruption without altering the physical assignments. 
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Behavioural Evaluation Materials for Telephony 



120 
145 

Ottawa/Hull 
Toronto 

Toronto 
Ottawa/Hull 

300 Slater Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA 008 

To: Participants in the GTA Telephony Trial 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the above trial. Attached you 
should find: 	 • 

1) a set of Instructions 
2) a 'General Questions' questionnaire (white colour) 
3) a 'First Test Call' questionnaire 	(yellow colour) 
4) a 'Second Test Call' questionnaire (green colour) 
5) a return envelope 

Should any of the items be missing, please contact Mrs. J. Bidawid (Ottawa 
995-7227). 

The special access codes to be used for the 'First Test Call' are as 
follows: 

Call Originate location  Call Destination 	Special Access Code  

As you can appreciate, the facilities provided for the telephony trial are 
quite limited. We therefore ask you to use the special access code(s) only for 
the single 'First Telephone Call' of the trial and not for any other calls you 
make. For the same reason, you are requested not to disclose the special access 
code(s) to anyone else. 

Your co-operation in adhering to these two rules will prevent the trial 
facilities from being overburdened and will ensure the operational success of 
the trial. 

Should you have any questions, please free to contact me at 995-7227. 
A 

Yours sincerely, 

A. Kittur 

attch. 



INSTRUCTIONS 

The attached questionnaires are part of a test of long-distance telephone 

circuits. The first questionnaire page contains a few general questions needed 

for data analysis. Subsequent pages contain two identical sets of questions, 

one set for each of two calls that you are asked to evaluate. These are calls 

that you will make, as described below. It is important for test purposes that 

the questionnaires be filled out as soon as possible after completing each 

call. 

The two calls you are asked to make and evaluate are preferably ones that you 

would have made anyway, in the normal course of a work day, and not calls that 

you make especially for this test. You are free to choose any normal long 

distance call that you would have placed over the government network as the 

first test call. For this call, use the special long distance access code that 

you have been given for the city you are calling. Immediately after finishing. 

this call, please complete the questionnaire which is labelled "first test 

call". 

The second test call, preferably, should be the very next one you make to the 

same city as the first call, regardless of how little or how much time elapses 

between the first and second test calls. But, for this second test call, use 

the usual government access code for that city that you normally use (as listed 

in the front of the government telephone directory) and not the special code you 

used for the first test call. Immediately after finishing this call, please 

complete the questionnaire labelled "second test call". 

For the second test call, it does not matter whether the person you call is or 

is not the same person as in the first test call. This second test call will, 

of course, use the normal government long  distance  network. However, in 	, 

completing the questionnaire, make your judgements of the second test call in ' 

the same way as you did for the first test call, regardless of whether the 

connection quality of this second test call is or is not typical of calls that 

you have made to that city in the past. 



The questionnaires are coded so that they can be treated as both coming from the 

same person. This is necessary for statistical analysis of the data. But your 

actual identity does not enter analysis and will not be known by anyone dealing 

with your specific questionnaire responses. 

After completing the questionnaires for both calls, please return them in the 

addressed envelope provided. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 



GENERAL QUESTIONS  

The questions on this page are necessary for various statistical breakdowns of 

the data. 

Sex 	Male 	 Age 20 - 30 

31 - 40 

Female 41 - 50 

51 - 60 

61 - 70 

over 70 

Typically, how frequently do you make long distance calls at work? 

almost every day 

2 to 4 times per week 

once a week 

less often than once per week 

• • • 1 



FIRST TEST CALL  

For questions which list alternatives, place a check mark beside the best 

answer. Some questions ask for a brief written answer, instead'of or in 

addition to providing alternatives to check. If you need more space for any 

answer, please use the reverse side of the page. 

1. Origin of this call Montréal 

Ottawa 

Toronto 

2. Destination of this call Montréal 

Ottawa 

Toronto 

3. Time of successful placement of call - calendar date 

- clock time 

a.m. 

p.m 

4. Long distance access code that you used for this call 	 

5. Have you ever spoken to the other party by telephone before this call? 

yes 	. 

no 

• not sure 

6. Approximately how long did this -call last? less than one minute 

1 - 2 minutes 

2 - 3 minutes 

3 - 4 . minutes 

4 - 5 minutes 

more than 5 minutes 

not sure 

... 2 
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FIRST TEST CALL (continued) 

7. Which word best describes the overall circuit quality during this call? 

excellent — 

good 	— 

fair 	— 

poor 

8. If  your answer was "fair" or "poor" to the question above, briefly describe 

any problems with the circuit. 

9. How did this call compare in circuit quality with typical calls you have 

made to the same city previously when you used the government network? This 

call was better — 

same 

worse 

10. The following alternatives describe some of the difficulties which may be 

found in telephone circuits. Check any that apply to this call at the left 

of the alternative. Further describe the difficulty briefly in the space to 

the right of each alternative that you checked. 

noise 

loudness 

distortion 

other voices 
on the line 



FIRST TEST CALL  (continued) 

echo 

fading 

other 

Sometimes due to circuit conditions, people experience various problems in 

carrying on normal conversation. The following questions (numbers 11 to 17) 

refer to problems of this type. 

11. Due to the circuit, did there seem to be any more or any less hestitation or 

awkwardness in the conversation during this call than you have experienced 

in typical calls to the same city when you used the government network? 

more 

same 

less 

not sure 

12. If you checked "more" in the question above, how disturbing did you find the 

hesitation or awkwardness? 

very disturbing 

somewhat disturbing 

not disturbing 

not sure 

13. Due to the circuit, did the party you called interrupt you while you were 

speaking, more often, less often or to about the same degree as in typical 

calls to the same city when you used the government network? 

more often 

"same 

less often 

not sure 

... 4 



FIRST TEST CALL  (continued) 

14. If you checked "more often" in the question above, how disturbing did you 

find these interruptions? 

very disturbing 

somewhat disturbing 

not disturbing 

not sure 

15. In your own natural conversational attempts to interrupt the other party 

while they were speaking, did you experience more difficulty, greater ease, 

or no difference in ease or difficulty of interrupting than in typical calls 

to the same city when you used the government network? 

more difficulty 

no difference 

greater ease 

not sure 

16. lf you checked "more difficulty" in the question above, how disturbing was 

this? 

quite frustrating 

somewhat frustrating 

not frustrating 

not sure 

17. Do you have any further comments you wish to make about the quality of the 

circuit during this call, or about any other relevant matters? 



SECOND TEST CALL  

For questions which list alternatives, place a check mark beside the best 

answer. Some questions ask for a brief written answer, instead of or in 

addition to providing alternatives to check. If you need more space for any 

answer, please use the reverse side of the page. 

1. Origin of this call Montréal 

Ottawa 

Toronto 

2. Destination of this call Montréal 

Ottawa 

Toronto 

3. Time of successful placement of call - calendar date 	 

- clock time 

a.m. 

p.m 

4. Long distance access code that you used for this call 	 

5. Have you ever spoken to the other party by telephone before this call? 

yes 

no 

not sure 

6. Approximately how long did this call last? less than one minute 

1 - 2 minutes 

2 - 3 minutes 

3 - 4 minutes 

4 - 5 minutes 

more than 5 minutes 

not sure 

••• 6 



SECOND TEST CALL  (continued) 

7. Which word best describes the overall circuit quality during this call? 

excellent 

' 	good 

fair 

poor 

8. If your answer was "fair" or "poor" to  the question  above, briefly describe 

any problems with the circuit. 

9. How did -this call compare in circuit quality with typical calls you have 

made to the same city previously when you used the government network? This 

call was better 

same 

worse 

10. The following alternatives describe some of the difficulties which may be 

found in telephone circuits. Check any that apply to this call at the left 

of the alternative. Further describe the difficulty briefly in the space to 

the right of each alternative that you checked. 

noise 

• loudness 

distortion 

other voices 
on the line 

• • 7 



SECOND TEST CALL  (continued) 

echo 

fading 

other 

Sometimes due to circuit conditions, people experience various problems in 

carrying on normal conversation. The following questions (numbers 11 to 17) 

refer to problems of this type. 
• nn 

11. Due to the circuit, did there seem to be any more or any less hestitation or 

awkwardness in the conversation during this call than you have experienced 

in typical calls to the same city when you used the government network? 

more 

same 

less 

not sure 

12. If you checked "more" in the question above, how disturbing did you find the 

hesitation or awkwardness? 

very disturbing 

somewhat disturbing 

not disturbing 

not sure 

13. Due to the circuit, did the party you called interrupt you while you were 

speaking, more often, less often or to about the same degree as in typical 

calls to the same city when you used the government network? 

more often 

same 

less often 

not sure 

•• • 8 



SECOND TEST CALL  (continued) 

14. If you checked "more often" in the question above, how disturbing did you 

find these interruptions? 

very disturbing 

- somewhat disturbing 

not disturbing 

not sure 

15. In your own natural conversational attempts to interrupt the other party 

while they were speaking, did you experience more difficulty, greater ease, 

or no difference in ease or difficulty of interrupting than in typical calls 

to the same city when you used the government network? 

more difficulty 

no difference 

greater ease 

not sure 

16. lf you checked "more difficulty" in the question above, how disturbing was 

this? 

quite frustrating 

somewhat frustrating 

not frustrating 	— 

not sure 

17. Do you have any further comments you wish to make about the quality of the 

circuit during this call, or about any other relevant matters? 
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Behavioural Evaluation Materials for Teleconferencing 



TWO NODE (TWO GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION) AUDIO TELECONFERENCING TASK (4 PERSON)  

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Purpose and nature of task 

You are asked to trace a route between two points on .a  map by following a set of 

rules. The aim of this task is to test out a two node (or geographic location) 

audio teleconferencing system. The task is designed to ensure a high rate of 

verbal communication flow, with frequent interruption of, and by, all 

participants, and with equal sharing of listening and talking roles. Very 

little skill is involved in carrying out the task so that participants can focus 

on receiving and sending verbal communications. 

The teleconferencing task is carried out using a set of four maps. The four 

maps are identical to each other ("Toronto") eXcept as noted later.below. 

Normally, each of four persons will use one and only one map Of the set of four 

and should not see any of the other three maps.during the course of working on 

the task. The maps are clearly labelled "1st person" to "4th person' at the 

lower left. 

Two different routes are embodied in the maps but participants will be concerned 

with only one of them within a single test session. Each route is  a unique one 

from one location to another.  Participants are required to trace out the unique 

route by exchanging information with each other as will be clarified under 

"Rules" below. For one route, the two locations are on the left half of the 

map, with the corner of "Warren" and "Heath" streets comprising the bottom left 

location and the Intersection of "Wilson" and "Avenue Rd." comprising the top 

left one. The other route involves the right half of the map with "Southvale" 

and "Mallory Cr." at the bottom right and "Fenn Ave." at the top right. It is 

not possible to trace a route from a left half location to a right half location 

or vice—versa. 

A set of participants (normally four) should work on only one of the two routes 

at a single teleconferencing test session. Supplementary instructions will 
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specify which of the two routes (the left half or the right half one) should be 

traced in a given test session. The supplementary instructions will also 

specify a time limit for tracing out a route. It is very unlikely that the 

route will be completely traced out within the set time limit. The important 

thing for the teleconferencing test is that the route tracing process is engaged 

in according to the rules stated below. 'Thus participants should not approach 

the test as a speed task. Speed is totally irrelevant here. The communication 

process is the only important factor. 

Rules  

Each of the short double lines which'intersect many of the streets on each of 

the four maps represents a road block. A route cannot go through any road 

block. When a road block goes through more than one street, it blocks all those 

streets. Each road block applies only to that place on a street at which it is 

located. Thus, it is sometimes possible to go around a road block by using 

intersecting and adjacent streets. 

Each of the four maps of the set contains a different set of road blocks from 

the other three maps. As mentioned above, the four maps are distinguished by 

the labels "1st person" through "4th person" at the lower left. Participants 

should make sure that the maps are correctly distributed so that no persons have 

the same màps (except as will be noted later below). The task must involve all 

four maps of the set or else the one unique route from one location to another 

cannot be found. 

As mentioned above, supplementary instructions will set a time limit and will 

inform participants whether they,  will work on the left half route or the right 

half one. The supplementary instructions will also specify which of the two 

locations of the assigned route (the top location or the bottom one) will 

constitute the "start" location. The other location will then be the "goal" 
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or "finish" one. Participants should agree amongst themselves on which person 

will begin the route tracing task. 

The beginning person should proceed to trace a route, announcing aloud the 

description of the attempted route, street block by street block,  using compass 

directions (shown at the right on each map), and/or street names, and/or any 

other descriptions he or she wishes to use. It is very important that the  

person tracing the route does not skip ahead more than one Street block at a  

time. Skipping ahead will only result in confusion and may defeat tracing out 

.the unique correct route. It is highly recommended  that compass directions, 

"left-right", "up-down" and the like are relied on as the primary descriptions 

since street names are sometimes difficult to locate unambiguously due to the 

nature of maps and due to the fact that the road blocks sometimes obscure words 

on the maps. Street names will need to be used, but as secondary, rather than 

primary descriptions. 

The other participants should closely follow the beginning person's attempted 

route on their own maps. As soon as one of the participants detects a road 

block on his or her map which prevents the route being traced from proceeding, 

that participant should announce the existence of the road block immediately. 

Then, the person who detected and announced the road block should take over the 

task of tracing out a route, beginning from the place that was reached before 

the road block was announced. The person who has taken over tracing the route 

should also announce aloud the description of his or her attempted route, street  

block by street block,  just as the beginning participant had done. He or she 

should continue until another participant detects and immediately announces a 

road block and takes over attempting the tracing of a route, and so on. 

Throughout the task, participants may mark their own maps with the route and 

with announced road blocks if they wish. 

It is important to realize that the road blocks have been arrànged so that it is 

not possible to progress along any street block that is not part of the correct 
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route. There are no blind alleys. The only occasion where a street block must 

be abandoned is when a road block is detected. Whenever a road block is 

encountered it is never necessary to go back beyond the previous intersection. 

Wherever participants have reached on the map at any point in time is correct 

since no other route is possible. Any street block along which participants can 

progress is correct or else there would be a road block across it. 

The process should continue, either until the time limit specified in the 

supplementary instructions has elapsed, or until the "goal" or "finish" location 

is reached. But the latter is very unlikely to occur. Road block detections 

and the consequent taking over of route tracing by different persons will occur 

with high frequency. Thus, there will be a continual and rapid shifting among 

the participants between the role of map observation and that of attempted route 

tracing. As mentioned before, there is one and only one correct route and its 

discovery should never entail going back to an earlier location reached 

previously. However, it is absolutely essential that all road blocks are  

correctly detected and announced for the correct route to be found. Otherwise 

the task cannot be done. This means that very close attention to their maps by 

all participants at all times is required. It also implies that all 

participants know exactly where on the map the route is at all times. Whoever 

is tracing the route at the moment should always ensure that everyone knows 

where he or she is, and should pause and clarify his or her location whenever 

necessary for any participant. Remember, speed is irrelevant so that nothing is 

lost by ensuring that all participants are following appropriately. Everything 

is lost if any one participant is not clear about location for then he or she 

will not be able to detect and announce a road block and the task will 

flounder. 

The purpose of the above rules is to ensure that each participant shares equally 

in listening and talking, and in interrupting and being interrupted. 
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Therefore you are asked to follow the rules strictly and not yield to the 

temptation to allow any one person to play a dominant route tracing role. The 

latter might be more efficient but would defeat the aim of exposing each person 

equally to the critical features of teleconferencing systems which are being 

explored. 

Exceptions (fewer than, or more than four persons)  

Since all four maps of the set ("1st" to "4th person") are necessarily involved 

in finding the route, then, normally, four participants, one per map, are 

required - two at each of two nodes, or else three at one node and one at the 

other. If fewer than four participants are available, then one participant (if 

there are only three) or two (if there are only two) will need to use two 

different maps simultaneously so that all four maps are in use as they must be. 

However, the use of two maps simultaneously by a person may be very awkward, 

perhaps slow, and may result in errors which prevent finding the route. If 

there are more than four participants, two or more of them can double up on one 

or on several maps as necessary, and share the role normally carried out by a 

single participant under any arrangement of their choosing (e.g. alternating the 

road block announcement-route tracing role). 

Completion 

After completion of the teleconferencing test session, each participant should 

fill out a questionnaire. The responses to the questionnaire will form an 

important part of the basis of evaluation of the two node audio teleconferencing 

system that was used. Except for purely factual questions on the questionnaire, 

each participant should complete it without consultation with anyone else. Your 

own evaluation, and not a group consensus, is sought. 
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THREE NODE (THREE GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION) . AUDIO TELECONFERENCING TASK (6 PERSON)  

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 	 • 

Purpose and nature of task  

You are asked to trace a route between two points on a map by following a set of . 

rules. The aim of this task is to test out a three node (or geographic 

location) audio teleconferencing system. The task is designed to ensure a high 

rate of verbal communication flow, with frequent interruption of, and by, all 

participants, and with equal sharing of listening and talking roles. Very 

little skill is involved in carrying out the task so that participants can focus 

on receiving and sending verbal communications. 

The teleconferencing task is carried out using a set of six maps. The six maps 

are identical to each other ("Scarborough") except as noted later below. 

Normally, each of six persons will use one and only one map of the set of six 

and should not see any of the other five maps during the course of working on 

the task. The maps are clearly labelled "1st person" to "6th person" at the 

lower left. 

The task consists of discovering the unique route from one location to another. 

The two locations are each marked with a small circle. One is at "Warden Ave" 

and "Fairfax Cr." toward the bottom right of the map. The other is at 

"Railside Rd" and "Codeco Ct." at the left side.  of the map about half way up. 

Supplementary instructions will specify a time  limit  for tracing out a route. 

It is very unlikely that the route will be completely traced out within the set 

time limit.- The important thing for the teleconferencing test is that the route 

tracing process is engaged in according to the rules stated below. Thus 

participants should not approach the test as a speed task. Speed is totally 

irrelevant here. The communication process is the only important factor. 
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Rules  

Each of the short double lines which intersect many of the streets on each of 

the four maps represents a road block. A route cannot go through any road 

block. When a road block goes through more than one street, it blocks all those 

streets. Each road block applies  only  to that place on a street at which it is 

located. Thus, it is sometimes possible to go around a road block by using 

intersecting and adjacent streets. 

Each of the six maps of the set contains a different set of road blocks from the 

other five maps. As mentioned above, the six maps are distinguished by the 

labels "1st person" through "6th person" at the lower left. Participants should 

make sure -that the maps are correctly distributed so that no persons have the 

same maps (except as will be noted later below). The task must involve all six . 

maps of the set or else the one unique route from one location to another cannot 

be found. 

As mentioned above, supplementary instructions will set a time limit. The 

supplementary instructions will also specify which of the two locations of the 

assigned route (the upper location or the bottom one) will constitute the 

"start" location. The other location will then be the "goal" or "finish" 

one. Participants should agree amongst themselves on which person will begin 

the route tracing task. 

The beginning person should proceed to trace a route, announcing aloud the 

description of the attempted route, street block by street block, using compass 

directions (shown at the right on each map), and/or street names, and/or any 

other descriptions he or she wishes to use. It is very important that the  

,erson tracin: the route does not ski, ahead more than one street block at a 

time. Skipping ahead will only result in confusion and may defeat tracing out 

the unique correct route. It is highly recommended that compass directions, 

"left-right", "up-down" and the like are relied on as the primary descriptions 
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since street names are sometimes difficult to locate unambiguously due to the 

nature of maps and due to the fact that the road blocks sometimes obscure words 

on the maps. Street names will need to be used, but as secondary, rather than 

primary descriptions. 

The other participants should closely follow the beginning person's attempted 

route on their own maps. As soon as one of the participants detects a road 

block on his or her map which prevents the route being traced from proceeding, 

that participant should announce the existence of the road block immediately. 

Then, the person who detected and announced the road block should take over the 

task of tracing out a route, beginning from the place that was reached before 

the road block was announced. The person who has taken over tracing the route 

should also announce aloud the description of his or her attempted route, street 

block by  Street block,  just as the beginning participant had done. He or she 

should continue until another participant detects and immediately announces a 

road block and takes over attempting the tracing of a route, and so on. 

Throughout the task, participants may mark their own maps with the route and 

with announced road blocks if they wish. 

It is important to realize that the road blocks have been arranged so that it is 

not possible to progress along any street block that is not part of the correct 

route. There are no blind alleys. The only occasion where a street block must 

be abandoned is when a road block is detected. Whenever a road block.is 

encountered it is never necessary to go back beyond the previous intersection. 

Wherever participants have reached on the map at any point in time is correct 

since no other route is possible. Any street block along which participants can 

progress is correct or else there would be a road block across it. 

The process should continue, either until the time limit specified in the 

supplementary instructions has elapsed, or until the "goal" or "finish" location 

is reached. But the latter is very unlikely to occur. Road block detections 
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and the consequent taking over of route tracing by different persons will occur 

with high frequency. Thus, there will be a continual and rapid shifting among 

the participants between the role of map observation and that of attempted route 

tracing. As mentioned before, there is one and only one correct route and its 

discovery should never entail going back to an earlier location reached 

Q previously. However, it is absolutely essential that all road blocks are  

correctly detected and announced for the correct route to be found. Otherwise 

the task cannot be done. This means that very close attention to their maps by 

all participants at all times  •is required. It also implies that all 

participants know exactly where on the map the route is at all times. Whoever 

is tracing the route at the moment should always ensure that everyone knows 

where he or she is, and should pause and clarify his or her location whenever 

necessary for any participant. Remember, speed is irrelevant so that nothing is 

lost by ensuring that all participants are following appropriately. Everything 

is lost if any one participant is not clear about location for then he or she 

will not be able to detect and announce a road block and the task will 

flounder. 

The purpose of the above rules is to ensure that each participant shares equally 

in listening and talking, and in interrupting and being interrupted. 

II Therefore you are asked to follow the rules strictly and not yield to the 

temptation to allow any one person to play a dominant route tracing role. The 

latter might be more efficient but would defeat the aim of exposing each person 

equally to the critical features of teleconferencing systems which are being 

explored. 

Exceptions (fewer than, or more than six persons)  

Since all six maps of the set ("1st" to "6th" person) are necessarily involved 

in finding the route task, then normally six participants are required with at 

least one'at each of three teleconferencing nodes. This might be one person 

1 

1 
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at each of two nodes with four at the third; or, one person at one node, two at 

a second, and three at the third; or, 2 persons at each of the three nodes. If 

there are fewer than six participants, then one or more of them will need to use 

two maps simultaneously in order that all six maps be involved. However this 

may be awkward, perhaps slow, and may result in errors which prevent finding the 

route. If there are more than six participants, two participants or more can 

"double-up" on one or several maps as necessary, and share the role normally 

carried out ly a single participant under any arrangement of their own choosing 

(e.g. alternating the road block announcement - route tracing role). 

Complet ion  

After completion of the teleconferencing test session, each participant should 

fill  out a questionnaire. The responses to the que tionnaire will form an 

11-rre 
important part of the basis of evaluation of the two node audio teleconferencing 

system that was used. Except for purely factual questions on the questionnaire, 

each participant should complete it without consultation with anyone else. Your 

own evaluation, and not a group consensus, is sought. 
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TWO NODE (TWO GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION) AUDIO TELECONFERENCING QUESTIONNAIRE  

. Name of participant 

_2. Check any forms of teleconferencing in which you have been involved before 

participation in the present series of tests. 

audio teleconferencing 

video telconferencing 

computer conferencing 	 

other (please specify) 	 

none 

3. If you checked anything other than "none" above, how frequent has your past 

involvement in teleconferencing been? 

quite frequent 

• moderate frequency 

rare 	- 

only once 

4. Geographic location of your node in the test session just completed 

5. Geographic location of the other node in the test session just completed 

6. Calendar date of the test session just completed 

7. Clock time - at the beginning of the test session just completed 

a.m. 

p.m. 

- at the end of the test session just completed 	 
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8. Was the test session just completed the first or second one of the present 

s6ries of tests in which you are a participant? 

1st 

2nd 

9. What name or identification was given to the technical teleconferencing 

system used in the test session which you just completed? 

10. How many participants, including yourself, were at each location in the test 

session just completed? 

At my geographic location, there were 	 participants. 

At the other geographic location, there were 	participants. 

11. Before the present series of tests, how many of the participants in the 

series were relatively or totally unknown to you? 

At my geographic location 	' participants were unknown to me 

before this series of tests. 

At the other geographic location 	participants were unknown 

to me before this series of tests. 

12. Which maps were used at each location during the 'test session jitst 

completed? 

(check as appropriate) At my geographic location - "1st person" map . 

72nd person" map 	 

"3rd person" map 

"4th person" map 

At the other geographic location— "1st person" map 

"2nd person" map 

"3rd person" map . 

• 	 "4th person" map 
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13. Circle the check mark(s) in question 12 which indicate(s) the map(s) that 

you personally used. 

14. In the test session just. completed — was the left half map route used? 

yes 

no 

— was the right half map route used? 

yes 

no 

- whichever map route was used, what was 

the direction of route tracing in the test session just completed? 

bottom to top 

top to bottom 	 

15. Taking into account all factors, what is your own overall evaluation of the 

teleconferencing system that was used in the test session just completed? 

excellent 

good 

fàir 

poor 

bad 

16. If you check "fair", "poor" or "bad" in question 15 above,.briefly describe 

the shortcomings of the system as you experienced it in the test session 

just completed. 
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17. The following alternatives describe some of the difficulties which may be 

found in audio circuits. Check any that apply to the test session just 

completed at the left of the alternative. Further describe the difficulty 

in the space to the right of any alternative that you checked. 

noise 

loudness 

distortion 

other voices 
on the line 

echo 

fading 

other 
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18. (If you were the only participant at your geographic location, skip this 

question and go to question 19). 

At times when you had taken over the role of tracing and announcing an 

attempted route on the map, consider the ease or difficulty of being 

interrrupted appropriately by road block announcements in the test session 

just completed. Compare the ease or difficulty of responding to 

interruptions from persons at the other geographic location or node with 

responding to those interruptions coming from persons at your own geographic 

location. 

Compared with persons at my own geographic location, in the test session 

just completed, persons at the other geographic location were able to 

interrupt me 

less easily 

as easily 

more easily 

not sure 

19. (If there was at least one other participant in addition to yourself at your 

geographic location, skip this question and go the question 20). 

How easy did you find responding to interruptions'by road block 

announcements from other participants in this test session? 

difficult 

neither easy 
nor difficult 

easy 

not sure 

20. If you checked "less easily" (question 18 above) or "difficult" (question 19. 

. 	above), how disturbing did you find this  in the test session just 

completed? 

very disturbing 

somewhat disturbing 

not disturbing 

not sure 
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21. (If you were the only participant at your geographic location, skip this 

question and go to question 22). 

At times when you interrupted another participant by announcing a road block 

shown on your map, consider the ease or difficulty of achieving the 

interruption (i.e. at getting appropriate attention to your interruption 

. 	attempt) in the test session just completed. Compare the ease or difficulty 

of interrupting persons at the other geographic location with interrupting 

persons at your own geographic location. 

I .  

Compared with interrupting persons at my own geographic location in the test 

session just completed, I found that getting the appropriate attention of 

persons at the other geographic location to my interruption attempts was 

more difficult 

as easy 

less difficult 

not sure 

22. (If there was at least one other participant in addition to yourself at your 

geographic location, skip this question and go to question 23). 

If you were the only person at your geographic location in the test session 

just completed, how easy did you find it to interrupt others by your 

announcements of road blocks in this test session? 

difficult 

neither easy 

• 	nor difficult 
- 

easy 
- 

not sure 
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23. If you checked "more difficult" (question 21) or "difficult" (question 22), 

how disturbing did you find this in the test session just completed? 

very disturbing 

- somewhat disturbing 

not disturbing 

not sure 

24. At times when you were neither tracing and announcing a route nor 

interrUpting others by announcing a road block, how easily were you able to 

follow the ongoing proceedings on your own map in the test session just 

completed? 

with great difficulty 

with some difficulty 

moderately easily 

very easily 

25. If you checked "with greet difficulty" or "with some difficulty" in question 

24, briefly describe the nature of the difficulties. 

26. Do you have any further comments you wish to make about the teleconferencing 

system used in the test session just completed? Your comments need not be 

restricted to experiences with the map route task. 



THREE NODE (THREE GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION)  AUDIO TELECONFERENCING QUESTIONNAIRE  

1. Name of participant 

2. Check any forms of teleconferencing in which you have been involved before 

participation in the present series of tests. 

audio teleconferencing 	 

• video telconferencing 	 

computer conferencing 

other (please specify) 	  

none 

3. If you checked anything other than "none" above, how frequent has your past . 

involvement in teleconferencing been? 

quite frequent 

moderate frequency 

- rare 	- 

only once 

4. Geographic location of your node in the test session just completed 

5. Geographic locations of the other nodes in the test session just completed 

Location No. I 

Location No. 2 

6. Calendar date of the test session just completed 

7. Clock time - at the beginning of the test session just completed - 

a.m. 

• P•m• 

- at the end of the test session just completed 	 a.m. 

p.m. 
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8. Was the test session just completed the first or second one of the present 

series of tests in which you are a participant? 

1st 

2nd 

9. What name or identification was given to the technical teleconferencing 

system used in the test session which you just completed? 

10. How many participants, including yourself, were at each location in the test 

session just completed? 

At my geographic location, there were 	 participants. 

At the geographic location numbered "1" in question 5, there were 	 

• participants. 

At the geographic location numbered "2" in question 5, there were 	 

participants. 

11. Before the present series of tests, how many of the participants in the 

series were relatively or totally unknown to you? 

At my geographic location 	 participants were unknown to me 

before this series of tests. 

At the geographic location numbered "1" in question 5, 

participants were unknown to me before this series of tests. 

At the geographic location numbered "2" in question 5, 	 

participants were unknown to me before this series of tests. 

12. Which maps were used at each location during the test session just 

completed? 

(check as appropriate) At my geographic location - "1st person" map 

"2nd, person" map 

"3rd person" map 

"4th person" map 

"5th person" map 

"6th person" map 
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At the other geographic location - "1st person" map 

numbered in "1" in question 5 "2nd person" map 

"3rd person" map 

"4th person" map 

"5th person" map 

- 6th person" map 

At the other geographic location - "1st person" map - 

numbered "2" in question 5 • "2nd person" map 

"3rd person" map 

"4th person" map 

"5th person" map 

"6th person" map 

13. Circle the check mark(s) in question 12 which indicate(s) the map(s) that 

you personally used. 

14. In the test session just completed, - what was the direction of route 

tracing? 

bottom  to top 

top to bottom 

15. Taking into account all factors, what is your own overall evaluation of the 

teleconferencing system that was used in the test session just completed? 

excellent 

good 

fair 

poor 

bad 



16. If you check "fair", "poor" or "bad" in question 15 above, briefly describe 

the shortcomings of the system as you experienced it in the test session  

just completed. 

17. The following alternatives describe some of the difficulties which may be 

found in audio circuits. Check any that apply to the test session just 

completed at the left of the alternative. Further describe the difficulty 

in the space to the right of any alternative that you checked. 

•  noise 

loudness 

distortion 

other voices 
on the line 

echo 

fading 

other 
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18. (If you were the only participant at your geographic location, skip this 

question and go to question 19). 

At times when you had taken over the role of tracing and announcing an 

attempted route on the map, consider the ease or difficulty of being 

interrrupted appropriately by road block announcements in the test session 

just completed. Compare the ease or difficulty of responding to 

interruptions from persons at the other geographic locations or nodes with 

responding to those interruptions coming from persons at your own geographic 

location. 	' 

Compared with persons at my own geographic location, in the test session 

just completed, persons at the other geographic location were able to 

interrupt me 

less easily 

as easily 

more easily 

not sure 

19. (If there was at least one other participant in addition to yourself at your 

geographic location, skip this question and go the question 20). 

How easy did you find responding to interruptions by road block 

announcements from other participants in this test session? 

difficult 

neither easy 

nor difficult 

easy 

not sure 

20. If you checked "less easily" (question 18 above) or "difficult" (question 19 

above), how disturbing did you find this in the test session just 

completed? 

very disturbing 	— 

somewhat disturbing 

not disturbing 	— 

not sure 
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21. (If you were the only participant at your geographic location, skip this 

question and go to question 22). 

At times when you interrupted another participant by announcing a road block 

shown on your map, consider the ease or difficulty of achieving the 

interruption (i.e. at getting appropriate attention to your interruption 

attempt) in the test session just completed. Compare the ease or difficulty 

of interrupting persons at the other geographic locations with interrupting 

persons at your own geographic location. 

Compared with interrupting persons at my own geographic location in the test 

session just completed, I found that ge.tting the appropriate attention of 

persons at the other geographic locations to my interruption attempts was 

more difficult 

as easy 

less difficult 

not sure 

22. (If there was at least one other participant in addition to yourself at your 

geographic location, skip this question and go to question 23). 

If you were the only person at your geographic location in the test session 

just completed, how easy did you find it to interrupt others by your 

announcements of road blocks in this test session? 

difficult 

neither easy 

nor difficult 

easy 

not sure 
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23. If you checked "more difficult" (question 21) or "difficult" (question 22), 

how disturbing did you find this in the test session just completed? 

very disturbing 	— 

somewhat disturbing 

not disturbing 

not sure 

24. At times when you were neither tracing and announcing a route nor 

interrùpting others by announcing a road block, how easily were you able to 

follow the ongoing proceedings on your own map in the test session just 

completed? 

with great difficulty 

with some difficulty 

moderately easily 

very easily 

25. If you checked "with great difficulty" or "with some difficulty" in question 

24, briefly describe the nature of the difficulties. 

26. Do you have any further comments you wièh to make about the teleconferencing 

system used in the test session just completed? Your comments need not be 

restricted to experiences with the map route task. 



3. Age - 20 - 30 

31 - 40 

41 - 50 

51 - 60 

61 - 70 

over 70 

2. Sex - male 

- female 

GTA AUDIO TELECONFERENCING QUESTIONNAIRE  

This questionnaire is to be completed by each participant after the end of a 

teleconferencing session. Except for purely factual questions, do not consult 

anyone else in filling out the questionnaire. Your own personal opinions and 

evaluations are sought, not a group consensus. For questions which list 

alternatives, place a check mark beside the best answer. Some questions ask for 

a brief written answer instead of, or in addition to providing alternatives. If 

you need more space for any answer, please use the reverse side of the page. 

The first four questions are necessary for various statistical breakdowns of the 

data. Your actual identity does not enter analysis. However, you are asked to 

enter your name so that your responses can be coordinated as coming from a 

single person if you have participated in previous GTA audio teleconferences or 

if you should participate in another one or more in the future. Your actual 

- identity will not be known by anyone •dealing with your specific questionnaire 

responses. 

1. Name 

4. Typically, how frequently do you participate in meetings that involve at 

least two other people? 

Almost every day 

2 to 4 times per week 

once per week 

less often than once per week 
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5. Check any forms of teleconferencing in which you have participated before 

today's session but not counting any previous uses for which you have 

previously filled out this specific questionnaire. 

audio teleconferencing 

video teleconferencing 

computer conferencing 

other 

if "other", please specify 

None 

6. (Skip this question and go to question 7 if you checked "none" in question 

5) 

If you checked anything other than "none" in question 5, how frequent has 

your past participation in teleconferencing been? 

quite frequent 

moderate frequency 

rare 

only.,once 

7. Have you filled out this specific questionnaire before? 

no 

yes - once 

- twice 

- three times 

- more than three times 
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8. Calendar date of the session just completed 

9. Clock time - at the beginning of the session just completed 	a.m. 

p.m. 

. a.m. 

p.m. 

- at the end of the session just completed 

10. Was a name or identification given to the technical audio teleconferencing 

system in the session just completed? 

no 

yes 

if "yes", what was the name or i.d.? 

11. What was the address and location of the teleconferencing facility or room 

in which you were present for the session just completed? 

address and/or building name 

room number 	 

city 

12. How many other participants-were physically present with you at the same 

teleconferencing facility in which you were located during the session just 

completed? 

13. Of the participants physically present with you (question 12), how many of 

them were relatively or totally unknown to you before the session just 

completed began? 
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14. How many remote locations were involved in the session just completed? 

one only 

two 

more than two 

QUESTIONS 15 TO 17 SHOULD BE ANSWERED IF AND ONLY IF YOU CHECKED "ONE ONLY" IN 

QUESTION 14. IF YOU CHECKED "TWO" OR "MORE THAN TWO" IN QUESTION 14, SKIP 

QUESTIONS 15 TO 17 AND PROCEED TO QUESTION 18. 

15. What was the address and location of the teleconferencing facility used by 

the remote group in the session just completed? 

address and/or building name 

room number 	 

city _ 

16. How many participants were in the remote group in the session just 

completed? 

17. Of the participants in the remote group in the session just completed, how 

many of them were relatively or totally unknown to you before the session 

just completed, began? 

IF YOU ANSWERED QUESTIONS 15 TO 17, SKIP QUESTIONS 18 TO 20 AND PROCEED TO 

QUESTION 21. 
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QUESTIONS 18 TO 20 SHOULD BE ANSWERED IF, AND ONLY IF, YOU CHECKED "TWO" OR 

"MORE THAN TWO" IN QUESTION 14. IF YOU CHECKED "ONE ONLY" IN QUESTION 14, YOU 

SHOULD COMPLETE QUESTIONS 15 TO 17 INSTEAD OF QUESTIONS 18 TO 20. IF YOU 

CHECKED "MORE THAN TWO" IN QUESTION 14, FOLLOW FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS AT AT THE 

END OF QUESTION 20 AFTER COMPLETING QUESTIONS 18 TO 20. 

18. What were the addresses and locations of the teleconferencing facilities 

used by the remote groups in the session just completed? 

1st group - address and/or building name 

- room number 	 

- city 

2nd group - address and/or building name 

- room number 	 

- city 

19. How many participants were in each of the remote groups in the session just 

completed? 

The 1st group had 	 participants. 

The 2nd group had 	 participants. 

20. Of the participants in the remote groups in the session just completed, how 

many of them were relatively or totally unknown to you before the session 

just completed, began? 

In the 1st group, 

In the 2nd group, 

participants were unknown to me. 

participants were unknown to me. 

IF YOU CHECKED "MORE THAN TWO" IN QUESTION 14, COMPLETE PAGE 16 BEFORE 

PROCEEDING TO QUESTION 21. 
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21. Of all the participants at all locations (including your own) in the session 

just completed, with how many of them have you. previously been in at least 

one face-to-face meeting where there were at least 2 other persons involved 

in addition to yourself? 

22. Taking all factors into account, what is your own overall evaluation of the 

audio teleconferencing system that was used  in the session just completed? 

excellent 

good 

fair 

poor 

bad 

23. If you checked "fair", "poor" or "bad" in question 22, briefly describe the 

shortcomings of the system-as you experienced it in the session just 

completed? 
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24. The following alternatives describe some of the difficulties which may be 

found in audio teleconferencing circuits. Check any that apply to the 

session just completed at the left of the alternative. Further describe the 

difficulty in the space to the right of any alternative that you checked. 

	 noise 

loudness 

distortion 

other voices 

on -the line 

echo 

fading 

other 
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25. Amy meeting, whether carried out face-to-face or by teleconferencing, may 

have served one or, more likely, several purposes, regardless of whether 

these purposes were planned in advance of the meeting or not. Below are 

listed a number of plausible meeting purposes. Now that the session is 

over, place a check to the right of each listed purpose that you felt was 

actually fulfilled in the session just completed. Feel free to add as many 

"other" as you feel are necessary, specifying or naming what these were in 

the space provided. 

information exchange - bringing knowledge up to date 

planning  - discussing or charting future actions or activities 

reviewing - discussing progress on one or more programs, 

projects, studies, persons, etc. 

crisis decision-making - attempting to reach a decision(s) on 

one or more relatively urgent matters 

problem-solving - attempting to reach a decision(s) on non-

urgent matters 

policy formulation  - discussing overall directions or thrusts 

of a program or the like 

conflict or disagreement resolution - airing differences in 

views or approaches to some matter(s) 

idea generation - brainstorming or other attempts to stimulate 

new thinking on some subject 

maintaining friendly relations, or getting to know some new  

person(s)  

trying out audio teleconferencing  

other - 
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26. In the session just completed, how important in your opinion, was each 

listed purpose thàt you checked and also the one(s) added under "other" in 

question 25? Place a number to the right of each of the checked  and  "other" 

purposes in question 25 to indicate its ranking in importance: "1" should 

indicate the most important, "2" the next most important, and so on. This 

ranking should be done only for the listed purposes that you checked and for 

the "other" purposes that you added, but should cover all of those 

purposes. 

27. Try to think of face-to-face meetings which you attended during the last 

year whose actual fulfilled purposes were similar to those of the session 

just completed (as indicated by you in question 25). How successful was the 

session just completed compared to typical face-to-face meetings with 	, 

similar purposes? 

Compared to typical face-to-face meetings with similar purposes, in 

fulfilling these purposes the session just completed was - 

more successful 

as good 

less successful 

28. If you thought the session just completed was "more successful" or "less 

successful" than typical face-to-face meetings with similar purposes 

(question 27), briefly state some of the reasons which you think accounted 
•1 

for this. 
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29. Was there an agenda for the meeting,  prepared either in advance or else 

formulated at the meeting? There was - a formal agenda 

an informal agenda 

no agenda 

30. How was the session just completed actually managed? 

- quite formally - someone became, in effect a chairperson 

(or was appointed as such) and that person directed the 

meeting process in a structured way 

- relatively informally - a chairperson did emerge (or was 

appointed) but that person controlled the meeting process 

quite loosely 
••nn- 

- quite informally - no one, in fact, controlled the meeting 

process 

31. The communication flow during the session just completed was, generally, 

- quite smooth 

- adequate 

-'erratic 

32. In advance of the meeting, did you personally spend any time specifically 

preparing'for the session just completed? 

- much preparation 

- some preparation 

- little preparation 

- no preparation 

n 
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33. Consider the following statements [(1) to (20)] with reference to the 

session just completed. For each statement, check whether you agree, are 

neutral about, or whether you disagree in the appropriate column to the 

right. 

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

Agree 	 Disagree 

(1) One source of difficulty 

was knowing exactly which 

person was speaking at the 

remote location(s). 

(2) Not seeing i the remote 

participants' faces made 
for some difficulties in 

understanding the intended 

meaning of a speaker 

(3) There was more confusion 

about which person should 
speak next than there 

usually is in face-to-face 

meetings. 

(4) Side conversations at the 

remote location(s) which 
were not clearly audible 

were disturbing 

(5) There was a sense of 

isolation or impersonalness 

due to the physical 

separation from the persons 

at the remote location(s). 
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Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

Agree 	 Disagree 

33. (Cont'd) 
(6) Too much time was spent 

getting the meeting 

organized. 

Compared to face-to-face 

meeings with similar 
purposes, I found this 

meeting was more tiring. 

(8) Too little was accomplished 
for the éime spent in this 
meeting compared with 

typical face-to-face 

meetings with similar 
purposes. 

The purposes of the meeting 

were too complex for 

successful 
teleconferencing. 

(10)This meeting turned out to 

be worse than I expected it 
to be before it began. 

(11)Teleconferencing meetings 
should be much more tightly 

organized than this one 

was. 

( 7 ) 

( 9 ) 
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Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

Agree 	 Disagree 

33. (Cont'd) 

(12)1 missed not being able to 

have private conversations 

with some of the remote 
participants as I could 

have had in a face-to-face 

meeting. 

(13)1 spoke less frequently 

than I would have in a 

face-to-face meeting with 

similar purposes. 

(14)The meeting was dominated 

too much by one or a few 

speakers in a way that 

would not have happened in 

a similar face-to-face 

meeting. 

(15)Differences of opinion were 

not aired as easily in this 

meeting as they would have 

been in a face-to-face 

meeting 

(16)The effort spent in getting 
all participants to the 

proper location and at the 

prearranged time was too 

great in view of what the 

meeting accomplished. 
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Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

Agree 	 Disagree 

33. (Cont'd) 
(17)It was not as easy to get 

the attention of a person 

at a remote location as it 

would have been had that 

person been in the same 

room. 

(18)There was a disturbing 
hesitation or awkwardness 

in the flow of conversation 

between the remote 

location(s) and my 

location. 

(19)The absence of visual media 

(written material, 

blackboards, flip charts, 
etc.) which could be shared 

by all participants at all 

locations detracted from 

the success or ease of thé 

meeting. 

(20)An important sense of 
"social participation" was 

missing because of the 

physical separation of the 

remote participants. 
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34. If there had been no teleconferencing facility available, a meeting with - 

these participants 

- would have meant travelling but would have taken place 

at about this time anyway 

- would not have taken place at this time but the 
meeting's purposes would have been fulfilled in other 

ways (telephone, mail, telex, etc.) 

- would not have taken place at this time and the 

meeting's purposes would not have been fulfilled 

35. List any other shortcomings and strengths of this teleconferencing system as 

you experienced it in the session just completed. 

SHORTCOMINGS 	 STRENGTHS 
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QUESTIONS ON THIS PAGE SHOULD BE COMPLETED ONLY IF YOUR ANSWER TO QUESTION 14 

WAS "MORE THAN TWO". COMPLETE THIS PAGE FOR GROUP 3 (FOR GROUP 4 IF 

APPLICABLE) AND RETURN TO QUESTION 21. 

36. In total, how many remote locations were involved? 

37. What were the addresses and locations of the teleconferencing facilities 

used by the remote groups in the sessions just completed? 

3rd group - address and/or building name 	 

- room number 	 

- city 

4th group - address and/or building name 

- room number 	 

- city 

38. How many participants were in each of the remote groups in the session just 

completed? 

the 3rd group had 	participants. 

the 4th group had 	 participants. 

39. Of the participants in the remote groups in the session just completed, how 

many of them were relatively or totally unknown to you before the session 

just completed, began? 

In the 3rd group, 

In the 4th group, 

participants were unknown to me. 

participants were unknown to me. 

NOW, RETURN TO QUESTION 21 AND PROCEED TO COMPLETE QUESTIONS 21 TO 35. 



Appendix G 

Behavioural Evaluation Materials for Online Data 



CEIC 	, MOPS QUESTIONNAIRE  

1. Your name 

2. Your location 

3. Your job description (check one) 1. CON 

2. JIC/E&IO 

3. Reception 	' 

4. Operations-counsellor/ECA 

5. Other 

(If 'other' please specify) 

4. Time period covered by this questionnaire: 

a. calendar date 

b. clock time-from 	to 

5. When you wanted to use it was the MOPS available to you during the above 

time period? (check one) 

available all the time when I wanted it 

available 75% or more of the time when I wanted it 

available 50-75% of the time when I wanted it 

available 25-50% of the time when I wanted it 

available less than 25% of the time when I wanted it 

not available at all when I wanted it 
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(MOPS Questionnaire, cont'd) 

6. How frequently did you actually use the MOPS during the time period covered 

by this questionnaire? (check one) 

used very frequently 

used quite frequently 

, used with moderate frequency 

used very little 

not used at all 

7. If you used the system at all (one or more times) during the time period of 

this questionnaire, how would you rate its overall response time when you 

did use it? 

excellent 

good 

fair 

poor 

bad 

8. If you used the system at all (one or more times) during the time period of 

this questionnaire, estimate its average response time during this period. 

5 secs. or less 

6-10 secs. 

11-20 secs. 

21-30 secs. 

over 30 secs. 
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